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"I ran. When they caught me, they beat me down and stomped on my head, telling the 
people passing by, 'This is what happens to Falun Gong practitioners.,,, 
-Jared Pearman 
Students arrested for 
protesting in China 
NICOLE TALLEY 
STAFF WRITER 
Four Orlando men, including two UCF students and one alumnus, arrived back in Central Florida 
Feb. 17 after being expelled from China. 
Court Pearman, a recent UCF graduate, Cory Lee, a 
doctoral student, Jared Pearman, a business major and 
Chris Jasurek, 
Court 
Pearman, 
Auntie Wu, 
Corey Lee, 
and Jared 
Pearman 
were 
welcomed by 
other. Falun 
Gong 
practitioners 
at Orlando 
International 
Airport. 
SPECIAL TO 
..__.._;:.::z.;...--4 THE FUTURE 
Chris Jasurek returned three days after their participa-
tion in a peaceful demonstration. 
The four joined other practitioners of Falun Gong 
Feb. 14 in Tiananmen Square to protest the Chinese gov-
ernment's ban on the group. About 40 protesters from 
America, Germany, Canada, England, Finland, 
PLEASE SEE Jailed ON A-3 
A peak at 
the women's 
voyage into 
the A-Sun 
tourney. 
-See SPORTS, 
pg. B-24 
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE 
Chinese police took protesters from 
Tiananmen Square to local jails. 
Falun Gong 
The practice of Falun Gong. sometimes called 
Falun Dafa. is an interpretation of an ancient form 
of qigong. Qigong involves using special exercises 
and meditation to refine the body and mind. 
Falun Gong distinguishes itself from other 
qigong practices by emphasizing not only physical 
cultivation. but also cultivation of one's moral char-
acter in daily life according to higher principles. 
The three major principles of Falun Gong are 
truthfulness. compassion and tolerance . 
Falun Gong is not a religion, although it 
shares some terminology and concepts with the 
Buddhi$t and Taoist theories. 
Li Hongzhi introduced the practice of Falun 
Gong in 1992. In that time. it has grown to be 
popular. with more than 100 million practitioners 
in mor~ than 50 countries worldwide. 
Who's hiring students 
in Central Florida 
NICOLE TALLEY 
STAFF WRITER 
Commissioners reject student 
housing proposal in-Oviedo 
The uncertain economy after Sept. 11 has left 
students struggling to find both ~-school and post-
graduation jobs: 
Earnestine Gould of the UCF Career 
Resource Center, said, "Many industries have 
implemented hiring freezes, especially orr new col-
lege graduate hires." 
As Assistant Director of Special Events, 
PLEASE SEE Darden ON A-5 
UCf FAEl 
MARCIA MEJIA 
STAFF WRITER 
Seminole County com-
missioners voted 4 to 1 Feb. 
26 to reject a proposed stu-
dent housing apartment com-
plex off McCulloch and Old 
Lockwood roads. 
The issue was originally 
to be decided Feb. 12, but 
;;· .. x-·~ 
Meet your S6A leaders 
commissioners unanimously 
agreed to postpone the reso-
lution after dozens of stu-
dents and Oviedo residents 
debated the issue at the com-
missioners meeting. 
Residents didn't want 
students so close to their 
neighborhoods, and students 
thought the residents were 
stereotyping. 
Eighteenyeais after Uff 
openecUn 1963, tbe un1versifys 
wreek J>i)r·k was•dedicated •in .19$1 
Take a look at who will be behind the wheel 
of UCPs Sta:rdent Government Association. 
-SEE NEWS, 
PG.-A-6 
Commissioner Carlton 
Henley said, "I don't think 
student housing blends in 
with single-family homes." 
In a late effort to gain 
support for the new complex, 
commissioner Grant Maloy, 
who dissented from the 
majority, introduced several 
new provisions that would 
possibly allow the complex 
Local heroes 
UCF students form 
popular rock band. 
-SEE ENTERTAINMENT, 
PG. B-7 
to be constructed. 
"It was noble of 
Commissioner Maloy to try 
to attempt to address those 
issues," Hal Kantor, the 
developer's attorney, said. 
His client, Philip Emmer, 
owner of nearby student 
housing Tivoli, was not pres-
PLEASE SEE UCF ON A-8 
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Falun Gong used to refi~e ~body, m~~d 
NICOLE TALLEY 
STAFF WRITER 
Jared Pearman seems exhausted as he 
plops down on a couch in the Student 
Union. "I have been trying since Friday to 
catch up with all of my schoolwork," he 
said. 
Pearman, a 21-year-old business 
major, missed two weeks of classes to 
attend a protest at Tiananmen Square in 
China. Protesters tried to convince the 
Chinese government to lift tp.e ban on 
Falun Gong, a meditation an.d exercise 
cultivation pJ:actice. . 
Pearman 'arrived back in Orlapdo on 
Feb. 17, leaving the direct custody of 
Chinese poli·~. 
"I have a .much different perspective 
on life after my trip to China," Pearman 
said. "I would like to do more for the 
Falun Gong cause but have to balance my 
activism with my duties as a student, a 
son and an American." 
Pearman first heard ideas for a 
protest in China at a Falun Gong confer-
ence in Florida held Dec. 28 and 29. 
Another American practitioner, who 
wants to remain anonymous, later sent 
out an email telling participants joining 
the protest to "make a line in-between the 
flagpole and the People's Monument" in 
Tiananmen Square on Feb. 14. 
Pearman and the three others bought 
plane tickets to China, planning to follow 
the email's instructions. 
The four Orlando men arrived in 
Beijing, on Feb. 9, using those few days 
before the protest to experience -ehina's 
culture, Pearman said. 
"It was a totally surreal experience," 
he added. "Seeing people and knowing 
some were secret Falun Gong practition-
ers; the lack of openness was hard. We 
tried to stay low-key, mainly keeping to 
ourselves." 
Pearman became inisty -eyed, say-
ing, "We went to Tiananmen Square 
every day to look around, just to mental-
ly prepare." 
Every day, the four men noticed the 
Chinese police force tightening security, 
Pearman said. 
"On the day of the protest, there were 
outposts of police officers at every under-
pas~ entrance to the Square," he said. 
"Once we got in the Square, I could see 
hundreds and hundreds of police and mil-
itary in formation. People with walkie 
talkies !illd ear-piece listening devices 
were everywhere." 
No protesters stood at the assigned 
spot but the four walked over to the 
assigned spot anyway, Pearman said. He 
added: "We all began to shout 'Falun 
Dafa Hao' (Falun Dafa is good). We 
began to unfold a banner with 'Falun 
Dafa Hao' written in Chinese characters. 
Police tackled us before we could hold 
the banner up." 
Pearman said one Chinese police 
officer twisted his arm behind his back, 
another choked him and a third kicked 
him as he was dragged towards a van car-
rying other Falun Gong protesters. 
The other students met similar fates, 
Pearman said. "We learned later that the 
police had been told to expect a big fight 
that day," he added. "They had gone two 
days with no sleep preparing for it." 
Pearman said, "We were especially 
worried about Cory, he was separated 
from us early on." Cheng-Yuan "Cory" 
Lee, a UCF doctoral student, is a citizen 
of Taiwan, making him a Chinese citizen 
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE 
Falun Gong is practiced around the world, including these women who gathered in Paris, 
France. 
Jailed stud~hts 
expelled fro.m 
country 
FROM PAGE A-1 
Belg~?m, Switzerland, Sweden, Poland 
~C!J;.rance. came to lend support. 
' ;~ .-:.. ;·i\.~Ong with others, the four Orlando 
. men. were arrested, detained and ques-
tioned lzy Chinese police fo11owing the 
protest. · 
1)1e Orlando Sentinel reported that 
Chinese authorities issued a statement 
saying they had treated the protesters 
well. "They were reprimanded and 
admonished according to law but were 
treated humanely," the New China 
News Agency reported. 
After previously endorsing Falun 
Gong, the Chinese government banned 
its practice in 1999 calling it a cult. 
Practitioners say the government 
banned the ancient qigong exercise 
when its followers began to outnumber 
Communist party members. 
The Falun Dafa information center 
reports that 370 Chine.s.~ practitioners 
are confirmed dead as a. res-ult of police 
tortu~ and brutality. The center states it 
suspects thousands more have died 
unreported. 
Falun Gong gained popularity after 
its 1992 introduction by LiHongzhi. 
,~,· 
·:,... .f. 
under China's laws. 
Police took most of the protesters to 
a detention center made to look like a 
hotel and then stripp.ed of all possessions, 
Pearman said. 
"They videotaped everything so they 
could show the American Embassy how 
well they treated us," he added. "We 
asked to call out but were refused. We 
asked to talk to the Embassy, but the offi-
cers said we didn't need to because we 
were guests." 
He said, "When we again insisted on 
talking to the Embassy through an official 
translator, they just laughed." 
Protesters were alternately separated 
and joined into small groups for interro-
gation. When two high-ranking police 
officials took Pearman to get the four 
men's luggage out of their shared hotel 
room, he attempted to escape. 
"I ran," he said, "When they caught 
me, they beat me down and stomped on 
my head, telling the people passing by, 
'This is what happens to Falun Gong 
practitioners.'" 
"Through it all, we just kept trying to 
tell them about Falun Gong and why it 
was wrong to persecute it," Pearman said. 
"We sang Falun Dafa Hao over and over 
again. That just made them angry." 
Chinese police pressed no charges. 
"They took our personal electronic organ-
izers for information purposes," Pearman 
said. "The police released us a.t 11 :30 on 
Feb. 15. We were on a plane by noon." 
Po.lice · used busses . to transport 
Pearman and three other Orlando men 
ariested at the demonstration from a 
detention center to an airport in Beijing. 
"The buses stopped directly under 
the plane," Pearman said. "The police 
officers escorted, sometimes dragged, us 
onto the plane." . 
He added: "They sent us in with a 
final kick. Everybody on the plane was 
staring." 
Pearman said that he wanted to tell 
the people Falun Gong practitioners are 
not criminals. He said he wants to explain 
it to the whole world. 
Up until the ban of its practice in 
1999, the government endorsed Falun 
Gong as a means to achieve health and 
exercise. But Falun Gong has more than 
100 million practitioners in China, 
Pearman said. 
Today, practitioners must hide their 
cultivation exercises. Pearman said he 
PLEASE SEE Students oN A-4 
In an essay responding to the 
Chinese government's . crackdown, 
Hongzhi wrote: "Falun Gong is simply a 
popular qigong activity. It does not have 
any particular organization, let alone 
any political objectives. We have never 
been involved in any anti-government 
activities. I amjus.t teaching people how 
to practice cultivation." 
President Bush has called the perse-
cution of Falun Gong in China "unwor-
thy of all that China has been and 
unworthy of all that China should 
become." 
Articles written about China and 
the ban on Falun Gong have appeared in 
the Orlando Sentinel, Los Angeles 
Times, Boston Globe, Chicago Tribune, 
The Wall Street Journal and the 
Associated Press. 
A-4 • CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE www.UCFfuture.com •March 6, 2002 
Students gather to practice Falun Gong 
FROM PAGE A-3 
was surprised at the number of 
government officials, police 
officers and other influential 
people who continue to practice 
Falun Gong in defiance of the 
government. 
Pearman said Chinese 
President Jiang Ze Min is the 
main drive behind the persecu-
tion. "He seems to have a para-
noid hatred of this very un-polit-
ical form of self-improvement," 
he added. 
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE 
P~arman wants to do more 
to help the people of China. He 
said: "It is hard for us to imagine 
what life is like for these people, 
living under a totalitarian gov-
ernment. The idea that govern-
ment could tell us we could no 
longer peacefully gather to prac-
tice mediation and exercise is 
absurd to us." 
Pearman sees hope for 
China. At the end of his ordeal, 
the police officers releasing the 
four Orlando men were sympa-
thetic, he said. 
A policing organization 
called the 6-10 Office has been 
formed with the sole purpose of 
eradicating Falun Gong, 
Pearman said. "6-10 Office has 
absolute power over every gov-
ernment agency, like the 
Gestapo did in Germany," he 
explained. 
Before it was banned in 1992, thousands of Chinese openly practiced Falun Gong. Here, practitioners formed the 
Chinese characters that represent Falun Gong's three universal principles: truth, compassion and tolerance. 
"They were humming the 
Falun Dafa Hao song we sang 
while imprisoned," he · added. 
"Many of them had been up for 
three days and I think they were 
just happy to see the ordeal end. 
They apologized, saying they 
had to do their jobs but did not 
like treating people as enemies." 
Controversy over the 
Chinese government's treatment 
of Falun Gong has been raging 
for some time. Articles about 
the practitioners' struggles, 
along with curiosity about the 
Chinese government's treatment 
of practitioners lead Pearman to 
attend a free meeting held at 
Lake Bola in May 2001. 
"The _ exercises really felt 
great," be said. "I got in touch 
with a lot of inner energies." 
Pearman enjoyed the meet-
ing so much he took his brother 
with him when he came to Lake 
Bola the next day for another 
meeting. 
"Since I started practicing 
Falun Gong, I have quit a lot of 
bad habits like smoking and 
drinking,'' Pearman said. "I now 
have respect for my body." 
"Practicing Falun Gong has 
Beaches, Key West 
popular destinations 
for spring break 
LINNEA BROWN 
STAFF WRJTER 
The most common spring 
break destination among inter-
viewed UCF students was Key 
West. 
Creative writing major 
Alana Goldberger said: "I 
think Key West is cool 
because there's tons of UCF 
people there every year, but 
there's also tons of people to 
meet from other places. It's a 
great combination." 
Freshman Brent Fieser is 
also going to Key West for 
spring break. "I'm going 'sail-
ing with the captain' all week 
long, baby! Naked! '' 
He added, "I plan to 
drink, drink some more, run 
around on the beach naked 
and pass out." 
Many of the students trav-
eling to the Keys said they 
intend to save money by stay-
ing in cramped accommoda-
tions. 
"We have 14 girls in two 
joining hotel rooms," 
Goldberger said. "But we'll 
probably be so wasted that 
we'll wind up sleeping wher-
ever we fall!" 
Goldberger said they will 
probably "lose a few girls and 
gain a few boys." 
Fieser said he refuses to 
pay for accommodations at all. 
"I'm bringing my air mattress 
and sleeping in the back of my 
new truck all week," he said. 
Sophomore Emily 
Chandee and her friends made 
up three rules to follow during 
their vacation to the Keys. 
"First, since we're all under 
21, we all have to get fake IDs 
before we go," Chandee said. 
"Second, everyone has to 
bring a bottle, and third, the 
drunkest one of us has to sleep 
on the floor!" 
Graduate student Erin 
Elwell said she is exited about 
her trip to the Keys for a dif-
ferent reason. "My boyfriend 
lost a bet, so I'm going to 
dress him up like a woman and 
make him enter a drag show at 
Divas on Duval Street," 
Elwell explained, laughing. 
Another popular spring 
break vacation choice among 
UCF students was a cruise. 
Senior journalism major 
Brittap.y Rideout said she is 
PLEASE SEE Some oN A-10 
given me a new outlook on life," 
he added. "It shifted my focus 
from my everyday concerns to 
striving to become a better per-
son. I try to follow the universal 
principles: truth, compassion 
and tolerance." 
Although they meet in 
groups to meditate and · exercise, 
Falun Gong practitioners tradi-
tionally avoid hierarchy and 
organization. 
Pearman heads up a newly 
0 
0 
0 
0 
created UCF student Falun Gong 
organization. Still a small opera-
tion, the .group recently submit-
ted a constitution to the Student 
Government Association. 
"We try to stay away from 
formalities," he said. "We have a 
constitution only because it 
opens up meeting rooms and 
other opportunities for practi-
tioners. Having an official 
organization gives us more free-
dom on campus." 
Pearman said with a wistful 
smile, "I have seen Chinese 
policemen crying at the beauty 
of a girl singing a Falun Gong 
song. Police trapped in this situ-
ation are bigger victims than I 
was." 
Students can contact 
Pearman at 407-671-9853 or 
anotherpractitioner@hotrnail. 
com. 
The Summer/Fall 2002 edition of the all-new Schedule Web Guide, 
with E-Z Guides to using the new POLARIS, new academic and 
registration -calendars, registration checklists, fee schedules, policies 
and procedures will be available March 4. Get Connected. 
-
• University of UCF Registrar's Office, 161 Millican Hall Central 
Florida 
Unit of Academic Development and Retention 
Division of Student Development and 
Enrollment Services 
' 
• 
J _ 
' 
( 
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Darden, Sprint, Disney to hire students 
FROM PAGE A-1 
Gould headed the Feb. 6 Spring Career 
Expo. 
She said: "Engineering and technical 
companies dominated this year's spring 
expo. Traditionally, the expo has a variety 
of employers from a plethora of different 
industries." 
Gould added: "This year's increase in 
engineering and technical majors is most 
likely a response to America's war on ter-
rorism. Many of these companies are in 
need of qualified candidates to help fulfill 
the demand for i.Qnovative technology." 
That's great news for students major-
ing in those areas, but what kind of 
prospects do other students have? Students 
planning careers may find it helpful· to 
watch the national job market and think 
ahead. 
While about 3 million jobs have been 
cut in nine employment sectors, the econo-
my has added a net 2.1 million jobs in 13 
others, a recent analysis by the 
Employment Policy Foundation said. 
Ed Potter, EPF president, said: "Net 
job losses over the past year actually mask 
massive shifts in employment. More sectors 
of the econoll_ly gained jobs than lost them." 
A survey by Management Recruiters 
International, Inc. reveals why students feel 
the brunt of these shifts. 
MRI president and CEO Allen Salikof 
said: "Although the number of companies 
planning on adding staff have declined, 
those planning to maintain their current 
staff sizes have increased." He added, "We 
believe this reflects a hidden demand for 
talent." 
Many companies have adopted a wait 
and see hiring philosophy, trying to upgrade 
their staffs, Salikof said. 
This hiring philosophy .hurts graduat-
ing students less experienced in their fields. 
To avoid this pitfall, Orlando Sentinel 
workplace reporter Tiffani Theisen advises 
job hunters to seek jobs in recession-resist-
ant sectors. 
She cites the areas of healthcare, edu-
cation, energy, government, construction, 
security, social work, mental-health care, 
insurance, military/defense and law 
enforcement. 
Some of these sectors are experiencing 
severe shortages and special aid opportuni-
ties have been created to recruit students. 
The government has allotted special 
funds in the form of scholarships, loans and 
other incentive programs to aid students 
trying to enter these severe-shortage fields. 
Students who train in these fields have jobs 
waiting for them after graduation. 
To get started on planning a career, stu-
dents can stop by the Career Resource 
Center for a multitude of resources. 
Students can also attend one of the 
CRC's workshops in job search strategies, 
resume and cover letters, interviewing tech-
niques and getting an internship. 
Top five employers 
Walt Disney World 
Spokesperson Bob Jimenez said the company is hiring for hundreds of positions. both full· and part-time. 
Available entry-level jobs include attractions personnel. food service. lifeguards. culinary, merchandise. custodial. 
dishwashers and characters. 
"As for professionals. Disney is always looking for great talent." Jimenez said. "There is a special area for college 
recruiting at the Disney Casting Center." 
Interested students can call the Walt Disney World Resort Jobline at 407-828-1000. 
Sprint 
Sprint hires year round for both sales and professional positions. according to Jason Duff. manager of Sprint's 
Florida telecommunications division. 
'We are a company that really believes in promoting from within. a practice which continually opens up entry level 
positions." Duff said. "We are always looking to fill technical and professional positions as well." 
For Florida positions. call 407-332-6080. Or, visit www.sprint.com for a national search. 
Darden Restaurants 
~ · Spokesperson Steve Ossenheimer said there are two types of hiring within the company. 
One type of hiring includes all personnel who work directly in the restaurants and is handled independently by 
each concept: Olive Garden, Red Lobster. Smokey Bones and Bahama Breeze. 
Ossehheimer handles the corporate hiring at the restaurant support centers. This includes the marketing. finance 
and IT departments that are based in the corporate offices. 
The Darden corporate center is located in south Orlando and employs about 1100 Central Floridians. 
Darden plans to hire about 100 salary employees and the same number of hourly employees in the next year. 
About half of those will be promoted from within. allowing the other half to come from new hires. 
Ossenheimer recommends submitting a resume to the Darden database. 'We are a company that promotes from 
within," he said. 'The resume bank is the second place we look." 
Southwest Airlines 
Southwest plans to hire 4,000 new employees this year and many of those, including flight attendants would be 
assigned to Orlando. according to spokesperson Christine Turneabe{onnelly. 
Experts say Southwest is the only major U.S. airline still making money. 
' HENRY LENZ I CFF 
Jeff Beckley surfs through the annual Xi Man Competition on Saturday in the Pegasus Ballroom. 
Kappa Sigma next Xi Man 
PADRA SANCHEZ 
STAFF WRITER 
On March 1, Alpha Xi Delta hosted the annual 
Xi Man Competition in the Pegasus Ballroom. 
Organized by International Philanthropy Chair 
Leslie Jacoby, the 7-year-old tradition was a chance 
for guys to prove why they should be the next Xi 
Man. 
According to Alpha Xi Abigail Rolfsen, each 
guy had to give a speech to the Theta Sigma chap-
ter explaining why they were Xi Man material. 
''That way we could see the guys and get a feel 
for who would be competing," Jacoby said. 
6reekBeat 
See pg. A-7 
The winner of the crown 
represents Alpha Xi Delta 
and helps with their philan-
thropy--Choose Children. 
Prior to the competition, each 
· participanr was expected to 
collect canned goods and 
baby items to donate to the BETA center, a resi-
dence for teenage mothers. FIJI and Kappa Sigma 
tied for third place in most items donated, Lambda 
Chi Alpha came in second and Delta Upsilon was 
recognized as the fraternity for bringing in the 
largest amount of goods. 
In addition, rafile tickets were sold and priz.es 
awarded during the show. Give-aways included gift 
certificates to Smokey Bones Barbeque, Macaroni 
Grill, tickets to Sea World, UCF merchandise, and 
even a VIP party at Hooters. Proceeds totaled 
$1,500 and were also given to the Beta Center. 
Xi Man 2001, Frank Saldano was there to hand 
off the crown. His experience as Xi Man had been a 
positive one. ''It was a good cause for the Beta cen-
ter," he said. "We drove down there and instead of 
just dropping the stuff off, we went in and saw the 
kids_ and tee~e moms. It was a lot more meaning-
ful that way." 
Over a dozen participants, each representing 
their fraternity, competed in the areas of swim wear, 
talent, and business wear. The opening number con-
sisted of all the guys performing a dance choreo-
graphed by Alpha Xis, Kim Benton and Susie 
Wynn. 
Members · 
of Pi Kapa 
Phi 
participate 
din the Xi 
Man 
competitio 
n, a charity 
event 
hosted by 
Alpha Xi 
Delta. 
HENRY 
LENZ I 
CFF 
Talent acts ranged from singing, rapping and 
playing musical instruments, to media presentations 
such as short films. 
Pi Kappa Phi Bryan Taylor performed with 
glowsticks for his talent. "I used to get paid in clubs 
in New Jersey to do it," he said. 
Roy Ender, of Lambda Chi Alpha played and 
sang an acoustic version of ''Living on a Prayer" 
because, he. said, "a little Bon Jovi never hurt any-
body." 
As the night came to a close, Kappa Sigma 
Aaron Ruben was crowned Xi Man 2002. 
Surprised to have won, Ruben said: " I'm 
ecstatic. I want to continue helping with the 
Philanthropy in the future. I will also be coaching 
their [Alpha Xi's] floor hockey and flag football 
teams, and helping their mom around the house." 
The second runner up was Shawn Szydlik of 
Delta Upsilon. First runner up went to Roy Ender of 
Lambda Chi Alpha. 
According to Alpha Xi Melissa Heinlein, 
despite popular belief, the competition is not limit-
ed to Greeks. Any guy representing his campus 
org~tion can participate. "One year we had a 
baseball player come out," she said. 
~em eltles 
~ Specializing in 
Custom Jewelry 
&. Belly Rings in 14K Gold 
Gift Baskets Available 
Titanium • Glow .In The Dark · 
Surgical Steel • UV Reactive 
ASK ABOUT OUR SPRING BREAK SPECIALS 
& GROUP DISCOUNTS 
DALE GRINDLE • ROB STRUCKMAN 
Irish Mike's 
WORLD CLASS AUTOMOTIVE & TOWl.N6 
Service Agreement f{jfl17 
• 1 year/12,000 mile warranty on parts and labor 
• Phone call within 1 hour to establish 
diagnosis or estimate 
• 10 A.S.E. Certified Technicians, 2 Master 
Technicians on staff 
•Same day service, when parts available 
• Courteous and available staff 
• No work starts without approval 
• follow up customer satisfaction calls 
we do •ot IDw 111e11a111 118dled cars 
1624 North forsyth Rd. • Orlando 
(407) 282-9999 www~irishmikes.com 
Do you have an M degree? 
••••••••••• \.J Are you a current college Junior or Senior? •:.• 
•••••••••• U.S.AIR FORCE 
do you know what you want 
to do after graduation? R•O•T•C 
Air Force ROTC offers incentives for qualified junior 
and senior level cadets enrolled in our program. 
Incentives 
include: 
•Op to $3,000 ~uition per year 
• $450 in textbooks reimbursement 
~Monthly stipend ($250-$350) 
• Special scholarship programs exist for Engineers and Nurses 
• One year scholarships for qualified Seniors and Graduate Students 
For more information, call us 
at 407-823-1247 (UCF-1AIR) 
or visit us at Building 501 
(Beside the new Gym, behind 
the PoolNolleyball courts) on 
Hercules Dr. 
{ 
'· 
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KRISTA ZILIZI 
STAFF WRITER 
UCF Greeks get green 
·More than 300 hundred 
sorority and fraternity members 
will don green shirts to form a 
human green ribbon at UCF on 
March 6. 
The image will be captured 
on photo and the Greek Council 
will C[eate posters of the image 
as a way to promote UCF's Get 
Carded organ and tissue dona-
tion awareness program. 
The National Panhellenic 
Council, UCF's Panhellenic 
Council and IFC will sign a 
huge donor card as a symbol of 
their support for the 80,000 
children and adults who are 
awaiting life-saving transplants 
and to honor those who have 
donated organs. 
President Hitt will join stu-
dents for the ribbon ceremony. 
Five-year-old Benjamin 
Vargas, who received a kidney 
during Christmas, will start the 
ribbon formation. 
\Vhen: Wednesday, March 
6 
Where: 11 a.m., Chemistry 
Green 
Rho Gammas selected 
for 2002 sorority 
recruitment 
The following ladies will 
coordinate UCF's sorority 
recruitment process this sum-
mer: Ashley Zysko, Stephanie 
Zausmer, Nicole Boudreaux, 
Jessica Orgaz, Michelle 
Christie, Jamie Lawrie, Falyn 
Greenburg, Ilyssa Backer, 
Becky Rothbauer, Nicole 
Biscuitti, Tiffany Levine, 
Sabrina Zucker, Katie Myers, 
Maria DeCaria, Tammy Weiler, 
Jen Peterson, Tiffani Miller, 
• ••• 
Katie Fleming, Tracy Ludwig, 
Eileen Cronm, Sarah Campbell, 
Bethany Ensor, Erin Petrauskas, 
Kelley DeHart, Barbara Tobin, 
Tonya Abbot, Rosemary Ilardi, 
Danielle Gambuti, Lyndsay 
Palmer, Kristiana Powers, 
Heather Thompson, Erin 
Durning, Karen Zargar, Kat 
Kittsley, Bailey Bass, Becca 
Bowchard, Kristen Harvey, 
Sarah Hultman, Jennifer 
Cabezas, Malyn Sagray. 
Greek Week 2002 
events underway 
Greek week 2002 com-
menced March 4 with a pro-
gressive dinner for fraternities 
and sororities. 
The week includes events 
like tug of war, softball, sign 
and banner competitions. 
This year's Greek Week 
philanthropy is Green Ribbon 
Day, an 
event that 
6reekUfe 
dassifieds 
See pg. A-23 
promotes 
UCF's Get 
Carded 
organ and 
tissue 
donor pro-
gram. 
Teams 
will also donate women's toi-
letries to benefit the Hubbord 
House. 
designate before you celebrate. 
always designate a driver 
before yau party. 
it's that simple. 
~~each peer education : trailer 617 , 407-823-5457 
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Friday, March 8 Nine teams of sororities 
and fraternities are participating 
in this year's Greek week 
events. 
Awards Ceremony, 7 p.m., 
Communications Building, Rm. 
101 
Alpha Tau Omega is 
teamed with Phi Gamma Delta 
and Delta Gamma, Sigma Alpha 
Epsilon teamed with Alpha 
Epsilon Pie and Alpha Delta Pi. 
Greek Beat Reporter Krista Zilizi can be 
reached at kzilizi@ucffuture.com 
Kappa SiglI!:a is paired with 
Zeta Tau Alpha. Delta Upsilon, 
Phi Delta Theta and Kappa 
Delta are competing together. 
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Sigma Phi Epsilon teamed 
with Alpha Xi Delta and Delta 
Sigma Theta. 
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Pi Kappa Alpha, Delta Tau 
Delta and Chi Omega are 
teamed together. 
Lambda Chi Alpha is 
teamed with Lambda Theta Phi 
and Delta Delta Delta and Pi 
Kappa Phi are competing with 
Beta Theta Pi and Pi Beta Phi. 
Correction 
Wednesday, March 6 
Green Ribbon Day, 11 a.m., 
Chemistry Green 
Tug of War, 12:30 p.m., 
Lake Claire 
Thursday, March 7 
Greek Sing, 7 :30 p.m., 
UCF Arena 
In an article published Feb. 20 
by Jason lrsay, the following 
information was misidentified: 
Julius Gray received a certificate 
from Multicultural Academic Student 
Support Services and he is a 
member of Sanctuary of Praise 
Church of God by 
Faith. 
The- Minority Participation in 
Legal Education Scholarship grade 
point average requirements are 3.0 
for the freshman year and 3.2 in 
following semesters. 
Thinking ·About 
Graduate School? 
Enjoy working in 
Student Activitie~, 
Greek Affairs, 
· Orientation, Residential 
Life, Financial Aid, 
Admissions, Academic 
Advising, Judicial 
Affairs, Career 
Services, Registration, 
and more? 
Joi n"'ilJ§~er the _.:.:./~~~$~* -~ ~~1t 
st1.1Elent PerSoftAel 
••• ,~""''(·.· -~>.,_ -- - '.~~3, ·- . 
Adminisf·rafl "*'" 
High Edu"c: ·i{on 
Grade .;,;,, ~•r$l91"'<J'm: 
Sho\Nc~ase 2·002 
March 23, 2002 
University of Central 
Florida Student 
Union 
Cape Florida 
Ballroom 
9:30-1:00 
Registration 
Deadline: Tuesday 
March 19 
To register or for 
more information 
please contact: 
Tynika Wiiiiams at 
ucfshowcase2002@ 
hotmail.com 
CATHLEEN CRANE 
STAFF WRITER 
Catching some m's 
Police arrested Louis Elliott, 
31, on charges of trespassing after 
he was found sleeping on a couch 
in the Education Building at about 6 
a.rn. Feb. 20 .. 
Police charged Elliott, who has 
no affiliation to UCF, with trespass 
after warning. 
When police gave Elliott a 
trespass warning on June 17, 2001, 
they warned him to stay off UCF 
property. 
Sign from God 
Juan Gray, 22, said he was on 
campus to visit some girls when 
UCF in nee.d 
of student 
housing 
FROM PAGE A-1 
ent at the meeting. 
Among the new provisions 
were increasing the buffer zone 
to more than 300 feet between 
the complex and residential 
homes; decreasing the bed-
rooms per unit ratio, with no 
more than 10 percent of the 
units having four bedrooms; 
offering a 50 percent discount in 
rent to a law enforcement offi-
cer; and designing the apartment 
complex in consistency to the 
architecture of the surrounding 
housing. 
''The issues Commissioner 
Maloy brought up tonight were 
a little too late," University 
Estate resident Innel Wheeler 
said. 
Wheeler was pleased with 
the decision. "Students are stu-
dents-you put them all togeth-
er and it's natural you're going 
to have problems," Wheeler 
said. 
Commissioner Dick Van 
Der Weide called Maloy's pro-
visions "window-dressing," and 
said the issue would probably go 
to court no matter what the deci-
sion was. 
"Some of the provisions 
were unrealistic anyway," UCF 
student Jorge Gallivan said. 
"But we do need more hous-
ing." 
Kantor said litigation 
against the decision would have 
to be filed within 30 days. 
"If UCF wants to be the 
biggest university in Florida, it 
needs to take responsibility 
toward that,'' Wheeler said. 
police arrested him on charges of 
DUI Feb. 22. 
At about 4 a.m., Officer James 
Mangan noticed that the left tail-
light on Gray's car was out. 
Mangan stopped Gray after he 
turned into the academic village. 
Mangan smelled burnt 
cannabis and noted that Gray had 
red, bloodshot, watery and glassy 
eyes and slow speech. 
Gray said he had been at a 
party and that he was on campus to 
visit some girls. Gray said he had a 
few drinks earlier, but denied smok-
ing cannabis. 
Gray swayed when he left his 
car and he failed five field sobriety 
tests. 
Prior to his arrest, Gray told 
Sgt. Gerald Emert he had smoked 
cannabis and he took Tylenol 3 with 
codeine. 
Mangan arrested Gray and 
took him the Orange County DUI 
center. 
Gray showed strong mood 
swings on the way to the center. He 
said he was going to call a friend 
that is a state representative. He 
also said getting arrested might be a 
sign from God that the girl he was 
going to see might have AIDS· or 
something that could kill him. 
Gray's breath test showed a 
.033 blood alcohol content. He also 
gave a urine sample. 
But my father's a 
police officer 
Adam Cervera, 18, tried to use 
his father's position to avoid a DUI 
arrest on Feb. 22. 
Officer Scott Penvose stopped 
Cervera at about 3 a.m. after he ran 
a stop sign at North Gemini 
Boulevard, stopped in an intersec-
tion and crossed the center line. 
When Penvose asked Cervera 
for his driver's license, Cervera 
gave Penvose his driver's license 
and a Miami Police Department 
card. 
Cervera said his father is a 
Miami police officer and asked 
Penvose if he could cut him a 
break. 
Penvose smelled alcohol on 
Cervera's breath and clothes and 
asked Cervera to step out of his 
vehicle. Cervera dropped his wallet 
and started to fall over, but he said 
he had nothing to drink. He then 
refused to perfoirn field sobriety 
tests, saying there was no way he 
could pass them. 
After Cervera refused two 
more requests to take the field 
sobriety tests, Penvose arrested him 
and took him to the Orange County· 
Breath Testing Center. 
Cervera refused to take a 
breath test at the center and police 
took him to the Orange County jail. 
Blame it on the weather 
Jon Olivieri, 39, blamed the 
rain for his unsteady balance during 
a DUI stop on Feb. 23. 
Officer Elwood Furnas 
attempted to stop Olivieri after he 
made an illegal u-tum. Furnas 
. turned on his overhead lights and 
followed Olivieri as he swerved 
between lanes hit a median curb 
and continued southbound on State 
Road 434 before finally stopping at 
Research Parkway. 
Olivieri had bloodshot and 
glassy eyes, his breath smelled 
strongly of alcohol and he had 
slurred speech. He had difficulty 
locating his driver's license, though 
it was clearly visible in his wallet. 
Olivieri said he did not think 
field sobriety tests were fair. Before 
Furnas explained what was 
required, Olivieri said he would not 
be able to perform or pass the tests. 
He said he had emphysema and 
"girth," but no other physical prob-
lems that would keep him from per-
forming the exercises. 
After Furnas gave Olivieri the 
opportunity to perform the tests, he 
arrested Olivieri for DUI. 
At the Orange County Breath 
Testing Center, Furnas read Olivieri 
the Implied Consent statement, but 
Olivieri refused to take the breath 
test. 
Pol ice Beat Reporter Cathleen Crane can be 
reached at ccrane@ucffuture.com 
Students! You Can Afford 
Resort-Style Livin~Nowr · 
Utilities, phone, Internet & TV programming incluclecl! 
s mNLIMITED local phone service (4 lines) 
BROADBAND (T1) 24-hour Internet in au 
bedrooms. No other Internet provider needed. 
E*mail account & Web site space included 
[!11GIT"L TV Programming 
+ Large pool, sun deck & whirlpool spa 
+ Computer center with Tl Internet 
+ Clubhouse with large-screen T.V. 
+ Movie theater & game room (Riverwind) 
+ Basketball & sand volleyball (Boardwalk) 
+ Fitness center with T.V. 
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+ Fully equipped kitchen & laundry 
+ Luxury fully-furnished living room, 
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+ 4 big bedrooms, 4 full baths 
+ Deadbolts, alarm & gated access 
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ATTENTION 
HEALTHY MEN & 
WOMEN 
Opportunity to participate 
in a Clinical Research 
Study to evaluate an 
investigational medicine. 
How can you qualify? 
> 18 to 55 years of age 
>Women MUST be Post-menopausal or have 
documentation of hysterectomy 
> Non- Smokers 
> Not taking any medications 
> Able to stay in our facility for 4 Days and 4 nights 
with 3 outpatient visits. 
Protocol A3911001 
Vusicn 1211412001 
Compensation paid up to $600.00 
Call today for more information: 
Orlando Clinical Research Center 
4401 S. Orange Ave., Suite 108 
Orlando - FL 32806 
( 407) 240-7878 
NOW OPENI! 
WATERFORD LAKES TOWN CENTER 
871 NORTH ALAFAYA TRAIL 
ORLANDO, FL 
407.281.4445 
Around the corner from 
BEST BUY 
We carry a large selection of styles and sizes! 
Pena, · Battles, 
Kirlew face new 
year in office 
MARCIA MEJIA 
STAFF WRITER 
"The world has endless opportunities-the people who try hardest 
are the ones who succeed." 
· - MARCO PENA 
Marco Pena 
Marco Pena, 22, has had endless opportunities with the Student 
Government Association. Students have seen him on the campaign-
ing tickets for the past three years--0f which he's won each time. 
"Coming into the race, I felt we had a really good chance of mak-
ing it at least into the run-offs because we exceeded many of the expec-
tations from this past year," Pena said. "It was a good feeling knowing 
students believed in what we were trying to accomplish." 
He added, "But the first one was even more exciting," he said. 
Pena ran last year against his now-executive vice president Brian 
Battles. It was a close race, with a difference of 5 percent-in Pena's 
favor-for the first round of elections. 
But the Sigma Alpha Epsilon brother wasn't always interested in 
SGA. ''If I didn't get involved in SAE, I probably wouldn't have 
become involved in student government," Pena said. His interest 
sparked when he saw the effects of corrupt business take a heavy toll 
on a fraternity brother-impeachment from office. 
"At that point, I thought it was ridiculous. We have all this money 
and the opportunity to do so many good things with it," he said. 
And that's what Pena advises for those starting college-involve-
ment with leadership opportunities. ''There's so much more to school 
than what happens in the classroom," he said. "SGA has given a lot of 
experience about how business and politics operate, and . you can't 
learn that in the classroom." 
Pena said he gets a lot of push from mom, who was also involved 
with local politics in Cleveland, his hometown. "My father left when I 
was young, so I grew up with just my mom," he said. "She's had a lot 
of influence in my life and is always pushing me to do better things." 
In his senior year, Pena is pushing for law or graduate school. But 
if you asked him as a little boy what he wanted to be when he grew up, 
he had a different answer. "My dad was a police officer, so at that time 
I wanted to be a private eye," he said. 
As exciting as SGA may be, according to Pena, he still likes to 
wrestle-a sport he's had his heart on since high school-work out 
and read. 
"If you really want something, hold fast and believe." 
-BRIAN KIRLEW 
Brian Ki rlew 
Spending most of his childhood in Jamaica with his ·aunt and 
grandfather, Brian Kirlew, 22, developed ambitions to become a 
lawyer early in life. 
"I think it had something to do with my granddad being a 
lawyer-I used to go to the courtroom and watch him," Kirlew said. 
"But my education can lead me to many different careers," he 
added. "First, I want to be happy and comfortable." 
Kirlew's SGA interest began with his older brother, who was stu-
dent body president at Florida Atlantic University. "I remember watch-
ing him run his campaign and it was inspiring," he said. "''So when I 
came here, I knew I could do it if I wanted to." 
Kirlew became involved with SGA late in his college career, com-
ing in as senator as a senior. 
He remembers the trouble his rugby team had to obtain for fund-
ing, which was the final push for him to become involved with SGA. 
And, Kirlew has moved up the ladder quickly. He will leave his 
position as president pro tempore to begin the PKB administration. 
"I expected to win [the election], but when we won it was a vin-
dication," he said. "It definitely took a lot of pressure off my back, and 
now I can do some school work." · 
When not busy with classes and SGA, Kirlew likes to watch 
sports and movies. "I don't do anything outlandish, like skydiving," _he 
said. "But I like to play basketball and work out." 
Kirlew said college success is two-fold: know your instructors 
and become involved. 
''Get to know your instructors on a frrst-name basis-get to know 
PLEASE SEE Officers oN A-10 
Officers 19ok forward to_ serving students 
Brian Kirlew 
helped 
campaigned for 
the Pena 
ticket, which 
won by an 
overwhelming 
majority. 
HENRY LENZ/ 
CFF 
Some plan to hit the 
slopes ·during break 
FROM PAGE A-4 
going on a cruise to the 
Bahamas with eight friends. 
"It's kind of like a 'last 
hurrab' before we graduate," 
Rideout said. "I want to get 
tan, meet fun people, be little 
crazy and drink so many 
Bahama Mamas that I become 
one!" 
Sophomore Cynthia 
Quigley is opting for adven-
ture. 
"I'm going on a 'mock 
road rules' trip put on by Metro 
Church of Christ and the 
Christian Campus 
Fellowship," Quigley said. 
"We have no idea where 
we' re going, except that it 
could be anywhere in the 
country and that there's mis-
sions involved." 
Senior business manage-
ment major J. T. Nanasy said he 
won his spring break trip to 
Las Vegas, Nev., from a radio 
station. "I won backstage 
passes to the Wyclef Jean con-
cert at the Aladdin resort and 
casino there," Nanasy 
explained. 
Mike, a junior microbiolo-
gy major who didn't want his 
full name used, said he is fly-
ing to Jamaica with four 
friends. 
"We have hotel reserva-
tions for four nights, but we 
have no idea what we're going 
to do yet," Mike said. 
"All I know is that I want 
to buy some herbal goodness 
from cab- drivers, consume a 
few alcoholic beverages and 
think absolutely nothing about 
school!" 
Freshman Chris Cole said 
he is going to Tijuana for his 
brother's bachelor party. 
"I know we might die 
from drinking the water there, 
but we've got to make some 
crazy memories together first," 
Cole said. "He's about to take 
the big plunge!" 
Other UCF students chose 
to experience snow instead of 
sunshine. Freshman Jermaine 
Pulliam is taking his girlfriend 
to Vermont for the week. 
"My uncle has a cabin up 
there, and we' re going to try 
ice fishing," Pulliam said. "But 
we'll probably end up staying 
in the cabin most of the time 
and keeping each other 
warm!" 
Senior John Simmons said 
he is going skiing in Lake 
Talioe. "I'm going with my 
girlfriend and her two room-
mates," Simmons said. 
"There's supposed to be a 
hot tub in our room and they're 
paying for everything. What 
more could a guy want?" 
FROM PAGE A-9 
what they want from you," he said. 
"Second, utilize the resources on cam-
pus. A lot of people come to campus and go 
home-but there are 226 clubs and organiza-
tions for every possible interest you can 
imagine." 
Although he admits to his impatience, 
Kirlew said he tries to deal with things as they 
come. 
''There's going to be a lot of roadblocks 
along the way, and you have to deal with it," 
he said. ''I've learned to wait things out-you 
can't turn mountains in a day." 
"Try to get invoived and take advantage 
of as many opportunities as you can." 
-BRIAN BATTLES 
Brian Battles 
Battles, 22, became involved with SGA 
to know exactly where his money was allo-
cated, a concept he said he's been fascinated 
with since his youth. 
"When I was 10, I wanted to be rich, so 
I guess the philosophy continues with the 
money," he said. "It's always been centered 
around the dollar." 
His majors in finance and economics 
gave him a strong background to serve as 
SGA comptroller, a position he will leave in a 
couple of months. 
"I was really happy when we won [the 
election ]-all ofus put a lot of hard work into 
it," he said. 
Battles will graduate in spring 2003 and 
hopes to join the finance department of a 
business. But, he said: "You really never 
know until you actually see where you fit into 
the workplace." 
Battles said the best advice he could give 
freshman would be to listen. ''Listen to 
what's going on around you-it'll help you 
stay focused," he said. 
Although he likes to keep himself busy, 
he sets aside time to play hockey and hang 
out with friends, which he said their compet-
itiveness have been helpful with his college 
success. 
"If you surround yourself with competi-
tive people, they push you to do well," he 
said. 
And his friends helped create one of his 
most exciting UCF moments-participating 
on homecoming court last year. ''Even 
though I didn't win, to be on the field and 
hear all my friends and fraternity brothers 
chanting for me was cool," he said. 
While Battles said he sometimes takes 
on too many projects, he has learned from 
Pena and Kirlew how to relax when pressure 
is on. 
"Both know how to take it easy, and not 
get burnt out," he said. ''They're both easy to 
work with, and all three of delegate our time 
well." 
Student Government Reporter Marcia Mejia can be 
reached at mmejia@ucffuture.com 
1 O min-"'tes • No Appointments 
come in and check us 
out- we are the Jittv 
Lube franchise of . 
the vear! 
Just off the corner 
of University and 
Goldenrod. 
Open: 
Mon-Fri 8-7 p.m. 
Sat-Sun 8-6 p.m. 
·--------~-----------------~----~ Jiffv Lube signature oil change 
• Change oil with 
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts 
• Install new oil filter 
•Check air filter 
• Check wiper blades 
• Vacuum interior floors 
• Wash exterior win-
dows 
• Check brake fluid 
level 
• Lubricate chassis as 
required 
• Check & fill transmis-
sion I transaxel fluid 
• Check & fill differential 
fluid 
• Check & fill power 
steering fluid 
• Check & fill windshield 
washer fluid 
• Check & fill battery as 
required 
•Inflate ti~es to proper 
pressure 
onl$l9.'' 
ii 
~---~--· ~,,J 
Free Fluid Refills 
Between Services! 
Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/1 OOth of a cent. Expires 3/3/02. Coupon must be presented at time 
of service. Only valid at this location. Offer valid on most vehicles. 
~-------------------------------· 
-~~~~~.,_,-
7583 UniversityBlvd. 
Winter Park (41J7} 657-1222 
-----~---·-•«.,.. 
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Visi~or focuses · on NATO, 'American politics 
MARCIA MEJIA 
. STAFF WRITER 
Jack Mendelsohn, the second guest for 
the Global Perspectives Distinguished 
Visitors Series, discussed NATO and its 
changing role Feb. 27 at the Pegasus 
Ballroom. 
''By bringing in distinguished speak-
ers, we get a better perspective of politics 
and what's really going on in Washington," 
senior political science major Matthew 
Fincke said. 
Mendelsohn is the author of 'The 
Seven Lessons of September," a strategy to 
improve U.S. security in the aftermath of 
Sept. 11. He is also vice president of the 
Lawyers Alliance for World Security, a 
senior associate of the Center for Defense 
Information and an adjunct professor at 
George Washington University. 
Besides deeply encompassing current 
issues, Mendelsohn hoped he conveyed to 
students the tension involved in resolving 
international issues. 'There are no easy 
answers, and there are two sides to a lot of 
these issues," he said. 
Mendelsohn, whose visit lasted until 
March 4, also held discussions in under-
graduate and graduate classes. "I thought it 
went well," l1e said. His discussions also 
covered topics in terrorism and missile 
defense. 
Alfred Bersia, who the Global 
Perspectives project, hopes to bring speak-
ers who will cover a range of issues 'includ-
MISSY No4nsTROM I CFF 
Jack Mendelsohn, author of "The Seven Lessons of September," discusses NATO on Feb. 27 
in the Pegasus Ballroom as part of the Global Perspectives Distinguished Visitor Series. 
ing international relations, anthropology 
and sociology. The upcoming semester will 
bring speakers to discuss terrorism, global 
economy and the relationship between the 
United States and China. "We will consid-
er a whole range of international issues," he 
said. "We want to have a good mix." 
Bersia hopes the discussions will 
attract various majors, including public 
affairs, economic and journalism majors. 
Political science major Raquel 
Amparo thought Mendelsohn's discussion 
was enlightening. "It brought awareness to 
people who don't know about NATO," he 
said. 
Although planning for the Global 
Perspective Distinguished Visitors Series 
began before Sept. 11, students' interests in 
international topics have sparked since 
then. 
Amparo said: "My conviction as a 
political science major was confirmed after 
Sept. 11." 
Mendelsohn also confessed a subtle 
bias when discussing international issues. 
"I think it's difficult right now to criticize 
the administration and to question its poli-
cies," he said. "And America is taking 
extreme positions which will almost be 
walked back over time." 
WELLNESS 
IN-FRONT OF THE NEW 
UCF RECREATION a 
WELLNESS CE~ 
Division of Student Health Services 
Changing role of NATO 
The North At lantic Treaty OrganLzation 
was employed in April 1949. Its purpose was to 
come to the aid of an allied state if it was 
attacked. "But the fact of the matter is. this 
isn't an automatic commitment to go to war," 
Mendelsohn said. 
The only instance in which NATO's alliance 
aid clause was invoked was after Sept. 11. 
Mendelsohn called this the "irony of ironies" 
because NATO was originally for the protection 
of weaker countries. not the U.S. 
After the Soviet Union collapsed, the pri-
mary purpose of NATO disappeared and has 
looked for any mission since then, according to 
Mendelsohn. But NATO is still very useful as a 
ready-made basic alliance that has similar· mili-
tary training and procedures. And the support 
from an alliance like NATO legitimizes whatever 
actions a country takes, as is evident with the 
current war on terrorism. 
Mendelsohn said NATO's mission must 
now include "out of area, out of business," 
which NATO must be prepared to act as an 
intervening force with countries out of the 
alliance. not just as a defensive force. "The 
alliances are already protected," he said. _ 
Mendelsohn said the expansion of NATO 
lies in the following question: Is NATO 
strengthening itself by accepting more states, 
which might be defensively and economically 
weak? 
"The key to European security, in my 
mind, is not necessarily the expansion of NATO. 
but the changing of allies' position into one of 
more cooperation," Mendelsohn said. 
t. 
Students place third, 'fourth in trial competition 
NICOLE TALLEY. 
STAFF WRITER 
The UCF Trial Team, representing Legal 
Studies, swept the southeast regional compe-
tition at Florida A&M University, Feb. 22 to 
25. 
The team brought home seven out of 25, 
or about one-third, of the awards given. A 
total of 22 teams, composed of about 150 stu-
dents, competed for only 25 awards. 
.UCF Trial Team members won three of 
the 10 _outstanding attorney awards, and two 
of the 10 outstanding witness awards. 
Outstanding attorney awards went to 
Joshua Grosshans, Sara Holladay and Jessica 
Warrington. Outstanding witness awards 
went to Tyler Vanvoorhees and Nicole 
Mouakar. 
Warrington said: "It was definitely a 
team effort. The witness I directed played a 
great part." 
Warrington and two others postponed 
graduation to stay on the Trial Team longer. 
Students compete 
in national selling 
competition 
KRISTA ZILIZI 
STAFF WRITER 
Seniors Lisa Hanger and Jimmy 
McMillan will travel to Baylor 
University next week representing 
UCF at the National Collegiate Sales 
Competition- competing against stu-
dents from the nation's top sales 
schools. 
The annual competition in Waco, 
Texas, tests students selling skills in 
competition scenarios that resemble 
real-life . business situations. 
Sponsored by FedEx, a major a 
national delivery service, and ACT!, a 
time-management software product, 
students must demonstrate mock sales 
proposals selling FedEx and ACT! to 
potential buyers before a panel of 
judges comprised of corporate spon-
sors and professors from competing 
universities. 
Hanger and McMillan, both mar-
keting majors, are the only students 
from Florida competing in this year's 
event. The competition, which· hosts 
25 schools, allows only two students 
from every participating university to 
attend. 
"Here they are up against the top 
undergrads when it comes to selling 
skills," Karl Sooder, a marketing pro-
fessor at UCF said. "A number of our 
competition offers a full major in sell-
ing skills, and we offer one course. 
Those people have taken three or four 
years of this stuff." 
Despite tough competition like 
the University of Akron and Ball 
State, both distinguished business 
schools, UCF students have always 
placed in the upper third or fourth 
quartile in past competitions, accord-
ing to Sooder. 
"It is outstanding given the com-
petition we are up against," Sooder 
said. "But I don't think it says a lot 
PLEASE SEE Students oN A-13 
"It was worth it," Warringtion said. it was incredible to receive so many awards ber since September, agreed. 
"Besides giving you great experience, from such a prestigious competition." 
being on the team gives you a close connec- The competition consists of mock trials, 
tion with six or seven other students that you with students playing the roles of witness, 
wouldn't have in the normal college experi- jury, prosecution and defense. Only the 
ence." judges are professionals, either lawyers or 
"I get an incredible edge in litigation by 
being on the team," he said. "Joining. the team 
was a logical step that I decided upon in tan-
dem with choosing legal studies as my 
major." 
The team also won two of the four bids real-life judges. 
to nationals, making them the only team to About 300 trial teams represent 200 uni-
accomplish this at the tournament. The versities nationwide, many of them from Ivy 
national tournament will be held in St. Paul, League schools. 
Vanvoorhees won one of UCF's two out-
standing witriess awards at the regional com-
petition. 
Minn., March 15 to 17. Being on the UCF Trial Team requires 
UCF's team placed third and fourth in students to have a strong commitment and 
the overall competition. FAMU, the compe- adhere to strict rules, such as a no-miss atten-
tition 's host,_, ~cm first place, and the dance policy. Team tryouts are held in the 
University of ~nnessee crone in sec-0nd. _ spring arnfshidents who qualify must commit 
"We all get a chance to play different 
roles," he said. On the average team of six 
students, three must be lawyers and three 
must be witnesses, he explained. Students 
then switch places for cross-examination. 
Team Coach Rob Remis,saiff.''Qhly two ' three semesters to the team. 
judges voted ag~stJ.JCF'-s.:wa;m dunng:'tJi;<'.. In ,'Mdition to regular gatherings, stu-
competition. ~e·.~eatteams fr6fu J~ip:ory- and dents.1nust;,attend the formal practices held 
USC - Columbi~,;~ho placed fourth ih the eachFridafnight, led by Coaches Remis and 
The UCF Trial Team is composed of 
three separate teams who practice together as 
one, seventeen students in all. 
nation last year." - Dr. Diane Sudia. 
Both coaches have interesting and 
dynamic personalities and drive the team's 
members to excel, Vanvoorhees said. 
He added, 'The team came .into being For all their commitment, the students 
four years ago and .is qwckly establishing are richly rewarded with a significant edge 
itself as a powerhouse. We brougl).t home over others entering law school, Remis said. 
awards at every competition we attended, but Tyler Vanvoorhees, a Trial Team mem-
Warrington agreed, "Our coaches do not 
get enough credit. They give up ~ lot of time 
to Friday practice sessions and are always 
available to help us outside of practice." 
UCf traditions: 
. . ral\ at/\N our UCf reflection pond. 
Spirit Splash -Annual Homecoming pep y 
• ts faculty and staff show their UCF 
Black and Gold fnd~ys - UCf stu~en old. 1he "Spirit Police" have been known 
Pride on Fridays by spo_rtmg bl~ck an g20m d'1scount at the bool<stor€ on UCf 
· · · t s whKh are a 70 • • to hand out spmt ota ion . . t g the wrong univers1t1es . . 
logo merchandise. for anyone who is represen in . 
· p .. or you won't graduate! This 
Pegasus Sea' - "Don't st~p on the h:;:~~\\i-~stablish superstition/folk lore 
tradition was implemented ~n. hop~s t hen the ropes surrounding our Pegasus 
that will help keep the trad1t1on a we w 
in the Student Union are down. 
. f izations host events on campus Wee~ of Welcome - Un~vers1ty d~b!e~;~~ng incoming freshmen and wel-
for the first weel<s of dasses m the fa , . S ch Student Government events 
b k f summer vacation. u L "· coming everyone ac rom ts) SGA Bar-B-Que: luau at .al\e 
have included a trip to Clemsonh (118 f u~~~rg~nizations set up information tents. 
Claire. and the Welcome £xpo w ere c u 
. U . . w·1de committee established for 
d• . Committee - rnversrty 1· h. Pride and Tra 1t10n wou\d like to get involved with estab is in~ 
all students. faculty and staff who G rt 1·n Sports Marl<eting or Heather in 
d. · campus Contact e Pride and Tra it1on o~ kl. meeting times and activities. 
Student Government ,or wee y 
. Kin /Queen. Carnival, Skit Knight. 
Homecoming Week ~ ~osmtc~~iunted Arboretum. Homecoming Parade, 
Homecoming Concert, Sptnt p as , 
Knightmare . 
. . Mater whose banner, black and gold. will 
UCf A\ma Mater -All hail to Alma ·n ears unfold. May loyalty and .0 
wave in fame and splendor as t~e pa~\· g ~ the star to ·guide us ever upward Ill 
friendship within our hearts urnt~ an igf. ndship will renew: we sing of thee 
our flight. With honor and affection our ne 
our Alma Mater ever true. 
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Students working for students 
The University of Central Florida's Student Government 
www.sga.ucf.edu 
many evening and weekend services on campus 
such as SEPS (Student Escort Patrol Service) 
which will take you around campus safely after 
hours. 407-823-2424 
Student Government Computer Lab- Student 
Union, 2nd floor, 407-823-2831. Student 
Government provides Illustrator, a computer 
lab offering 40 working stations, Pegasus E-
mail, Microsoft Office, (Word, Powerpoint, 
Excel) PageMaker, Photosliop, Copy Services, 
Internet, Color scanning and printing, 
Typewriting, Laser printing, Clip Art collection, 
and helpful assistance. 
Telephones- Student Government provides 
free telephones for students use on campus. 
These phones can be used by first dialing "7'' for ., 
o_tf campus call.sand by dialing "3" before an on-
campus extension. 
Ticket Center- Student Union, 1st floor, 407-
823-2060. Here you can purchase discounted 
attraction and movie tickets, as well as any 
Ticket-Master tickets. ' 
Creative School- The Creative School for 
Children (Educational Center for Child 
Development) provides an education 
program,including kindergarten-first grade, for 
children two through seven. 
Student Government Scholarships- Who's 
Who, Pegasus Seal and the Ultimate fan schol-
arships. Deadline for all scholarships is 
December 1st, 2001. 
Orlando Sentinel Readership Program 
Executive Branch Projects 
Who's Who at UCF- A publication featur-
ing the top 100 students at UCF in the fol-
lowing areas: academics, athletics, communi-
ty service and leadership. The magazine will 
be distributed to fortune 500 companies, 
state and national legislators, and area busi-
nesses. Applications are available on line 
www.sga.ud.edu. 
SGA Day~ A Day to come out and meet 
your Student Government officers, find out 
more about SGA ask questions and learn how 
to get involved 
Midl<night Breakfast- During the week of 
· finals, Breakfast is ser\/ed to all those students 
studying into the late hours of the night. 
Legislative Breakfast- A chance for stu-
dents to interact with State leaders including 
the House of Representatives and Senate. 
Opportunity for Student Government to 
lobby for the needs of students. 
Students to sell 
Fed Ex; ACT! 
products 
FROM PAGE A-12 
about one course- this isn't a magi-
cal course that can teach students 
the same thing that an entire pro-
gram does for students at other 
schools, but it does say a lot about 
our students." 
Hanger and McMillan have 
trained intensively for two months 
by researching and reviewing sales 
tapes three times a week with their 
sponsoring professors Soeder and 
Nicole Howatt. 
"It's a good 10 hours a week 
I've spent doing this along with 
work and school," Hanger said. 
"But I'm a very goal-oriented, driv-
en person and very passionate about 
sales." 
Hanger, who graduates in 
December, has worked in sales for 
three years. 
"I ran my own business when I 
was 19, a branch of a company 
called Vector Marketing," she said. 
"I managed 295 sales reps and sold 
$700,000 in the time I've been in 
sales." 
In spite of the negative aspects 
people have about the sales profes-
sion, Hanger says she enjoys the 
opportunities her sales experience 
has afforded her. 
She said: "There's lots of bene-
fits in sales. I have been on all kind 
of trips, I get to build relationships 
with people, and I think there's a lot 
of opportunity in that." 
She added, "People don't care 
how much you know, unless they 
know how much you care, so I 
always try to work by that." 
The competition, which attracts 
corporate sponsors from all over the 
nation, presents students with job 
offers and opportunities to win cash 
prizes. 
"This is the selling Olympics 
here," Sooder said. "Businesses 
want to be where you have perhaps 
the top students in selling skills. 
Here they have the pick of the lit-
ter." 
He added, "Students don't have 
to be the top winner to get job 
offers and there are cash prizes for 
more than just the top placers." 
McMillan said, "The competi-
tion is nice, but I'm here because 
there are people here specifically 
looking for me, they know my tal-
ents and they can offer very lucra-
tive job opportunities." 
McMillan, a marketing and 
hospitality major, would like to pur-
sue pharmaceutical sales after grad-
uation. He considers selling skills 
an important aspect of any profes-
sion. 
.. He said: "If you think about it, 
you're always selling yourself. It's 
about communicating with others 
and trying to get your point across." 
He added: "Once I got over the 
stigma of sales being bad, I realized 
I can make a lot of money doing it. 
Even in a time where the economy 
is so tight, there are still plenty of 
sales jobs out there." 
Teachers combat. cheating in classrooms 
MATT SOLOMON, 
KRISTA ZILIZI 
& JOEY MYERS 
STAFF WRITER 
Academic dishonesty is a 
problem on college campuses 
across the nation. It will never 
be tot11lly abolished, but pro-
fessors are doing what they 
can to make the problem dis-
appear. 
Amy Darty, an instructor 
of American and European 
history, is taking steps to 
ensure that anyone trying to 
cheat will have to work hard 
to do so-even harder than 
passing the course the ethical 
way. 
She said, "I'm just 
removing temptation as much 
as I possibly can. I think if 
most students aren't given the 
opportunity · to cheat, they 
won't do it." 
Darty combats cheating 
by collecting blue examina-
tion books, which are pur-
chased by students, early in 
the semester to be given back 
to the students at the time of 
examination. 
The books are placed on 
desks in alphabetical order 
with a special mark to identi-
fy that it was the blue exami-
nation book that was collected 
at the beginning of the semes-
ter and ·not one that -was 
brought with answers already 
recorded. 
Darty said, "It's extreme-
ly disrespectful to themselves 
and their fellow students who 
worked really hard and put in 
their effort." 
Political science profes-
sor Jonathan Knuckey said 
plagiarism is an increasing 
problem. 
"Students find things 
online and assume it's public 
property," he said. 
Knuckey said after a stu-
dent admitted to copying 
material directly from a book, 
the student had to rewrite the 
paper that evening. 
The student could have 
failed if not given a second 
chance to write the paper. 
Other teachers have 
failed students for teaching--
like instructor Louise 
Williams. 
"It always pains me to do 
it," he said. "I am here to 
teach, not to be a police offi-
cer." 
Senior Jacki Giardina 
said students who cheat are 
somewhat of a concern, but 
not a huge problem. 
"I probably wouldn't 
even report a cheater if it did-
n't affect me," Giardina said. 
"It's none of my business." 
Freshman Josh Herman 
believes students cheat 
because they don't want to 
put effort into studying and 
'homework. 
"You' re cheating because 
you didn't do what you're 
supposed to do," Herman 
said. "It's a copout." 
Instructors know more 
and more students are cheat-
ing. In larger classroom set-
tings, teachers are beginning 
to bring in assistants and 
proctors to help keep an eye 
on students as they are being 
tested. 
Darty said: "The dynamic 
does change. The bigger the 
class, the more likelihood that 
cheating can occur simply 
because you just have so 
much space and people to 
keep an eye on." 
Junior Colin Gower said 
multiple versions of tests 
make cheating harder. 
"Cheating affects the 
grade curve and it raises stan-
dards that otherwise shouldn't 
be so high," Gower said. 
A poll of UCF students 
suggests that about 41 percent 
of students have in the past or 
are currently cheating, and 34 
percent would report someone 
who was cheating. 
Also . according to the 
poll, students consider cheat-
ing anything from copying 
from another person's test to 
plagiarism. 
"Cheating is using out-
side help, whether it be using 
answers from another person 
or using a cheat sheet," 
Giardina said. 
Professors say students 
should not be surprised when 
they receive harsh penalties 
for cheating. 
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"Put more you in your next new home!" Our Bovis Bonus Options 
Guarantee will save you money on every option - we guarantee it! Start with a terrific 
value on a Bovis home! Add options at our guaranteed lower prices* - the value gets 
better the more you add! Ask your Bovis Homes sales representative for details! We'll 
give you a headstart with $5.000 in FREE OPTIONS! 
$5,000 in FREE OPTIONS! 
Look for your Bovis Bonus Options Guarantee at these three communities. 
J~ 
407-877-9292 •From the $180s 
From West S.R.50, South on Remington Rd. 
Community is located.on left. 
RANGI:IINf 
WOODS 
407-831-3311 •From the $190s 
From 434, North on Rangeline Rd. 
Community is located on right 
Mull.erry 
Wf ollow 
407-671-1889 •From the $180s 
Located on Dean Road, 
South of University Boulevard. 
Model Centers Open Mon. - Sat. IOam - 6pm; Sun. 12 - 6pm 
Johns La.nding Model Center (Closed TuesJ 
Broker Co-op Welcome 
BO VIS 
HOMEo/~~ 
www.bovishomesflorida.com 
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PID and NID 
come to UCF 
Did you know? 
AMY EDWARDS 
STAFF WRITER 
In an attempt to provide 
students with a safer form of 
identification, the university 
has created a new system-
PID and NID-to replace 
social security numbers. 
PID and NID will be 
used in registration, WebCT, 
student email, POLARIS and 
computer lab access. 
Students will also use 
these new numbers for sum-
mer registration, and every 
registration thereafter. 
The system is to provide 
students with a safer, more 
secure way to conduct nor-
mal university business, such 
as .withdrawing from classes, 
checking financial aid status, 
· paying tuition and other 
services provided by 
POLARIS. 
COMPILED BY 
BECKI PANOFF 
In the original Grimm brothers' 
fairy tale Snow White and the Seven 
Dwarfs. the wicked Queen was con-
demned to dance in red-hot iron shoes 
until she died. 
The guppy gets its name from the 
man who discovered it and presented 
specimens to the British Museum, natu-
ralist R. J. L. Guppy ofTrinidad. 
The famous Citgo sign near Fenway 
Park in Boston is maintained not by 
Citgo. but by Boston's historical society. 
When a school of baby catfish are 
threatened. their father opens his huge 
mouth and the youngsters swim inside to 
hide. When danger has passed. he 
reopens his mouth and lets the fish out. 
The famous Citgo sign near Fenwey 
· Park in Boston is maintained not by 
Citgo. but by Boston's historical society. 
Insects consume 10 percent of the 
world's food supply every year. 
On the Chinese written language, 
the ideograph that stands for "trouble" 
represents two women under one roof. 
A cat's jaw can't move sideways. 
Shrimp is the top seafood ordered 
in restaurants. followed by salmon and 
swordfish. according to a National 
Restaurant Association survey. 
The highest temperature ever 
recorded on Earth was 136 degrees 
Fahrenheit on Sept. 13. 1992, in Azizia. 
Libya. 
Per capita, it is safer to live in New 
York City than it is to live in Pine Bluff. 
Arkansas. 
It's the law ..• 
The minimum age for marriage of 
Italian girls was raised by law to 12 years 
in 1892. 
The state of New York instituted the 
nation's first mandatory seatbelt law July 
12, 1984. 
release of more than 10 lighter-than-air 
balloons at a time. This is to protect 
marine creatures that often mistake bal-
loons for food and can suffer intestinal 
injuries if they eat the balloons. 
A new law passed in the fall of 2000 
gives e-signatures the same legal stand~ 
ing as handwritten signatures. 
·According to law, no store is allowed 
to sell a toothbrush on the Sabbath in 
Providence, Rhode Island. Yet. these same 
stores are allowed to sell toothpaste and 
mouthwash on Sundays. 
Belgium is the only country that 
has never imposed censorship laws on 
adult films. 
In Atlanta. Georgia, it is illegal to 
tie a giraffe to a telephone pole or street 
lamp. 
Birthdays 
March 6, 1475 
Michelangelo [de Lodovico Buonarroti 
Simoni] 
Artist d: 1564 
March 7.1942 
Michael Eisner 
March 8, 1841 
Oliver Wendell Holmes 
Member of the U.S. Supreme Court. 
writer d: 1935 
March 9. 1451 
Amerigo Vespucci 
Navigator, merchant.explorer d: 1512 
March 10, 1903 
Claire Booth Luce 
Playwright. editor. 
politician d: 1989 
March 11. 1952 
Douglas Adams 
Author 
March 12, 1946 
Liza Minnelli 
Academy Award-winning actress. singer 
Quote of the week 
"Love is my religion - I 
could die for it." 
-JOHN KEATS 
To sign up for a PID and 
NID, visit the web site at 
www.ucf.edu/pidandnid. 
When a school of baby catfish are 
threatened. their father opens his huge 
mouth and the youngsters swim inside to 
. hide. When danger has passed, he 
reopens his mouth and lets the fish out. A 1989 law in Florida forbids the Disney executive 
Reporter Becki Panoff can be 
reached at bpanoff@ucffuture.com 
Classes 
starting now! 
Kaplan's top-rated GMAT course combines the 
best of classroom instruction with newly 
added online practice and review. 
Classes are starting soon at these locations: 
Orlando Kaplan Center 
Sunday, March 1 O, 2002 @ 1 :OOpm 
Orlando Kaplan Center 
Sunday, Aprll 14,.2002@ 1 :OOpm 
Contact us today to enroll! 
KAPLAN 
1 ·BOD·KAP·TEST 
kaptest.com 
Test Prep, Admissions and Guidance. For life. 
•GMAT is a registered trademark ot the Gra<Nate Maneaement Admission Council. OGMF0022 
~'ll'M .wackadoos,,0111 
11Home of the Fat Ass Burger!" 
Daily Lunch $599 
Specials onb' wlfr~es 
'J & drink 
Monday Tuesday Wednesday 
Club Day Bacon 
Turkey Melt 
Thursday Friday 
Hot Honey 
Mustard 
Ham Melt 
BBQ Pork 
·------------- .. 
: FREE COFFEE 
: w/purchase 
I 
: of breakfast sandwich 
·-------------· 
Phone 282-1900 
Fax 282-1905 
In the UCF 
Student Union 
Burger 
Mushroom Swiss 
LIVE 
MUSIC 
KNIGHTS II! 
FRIAYS 5·8 
$1.50 DRINKS 
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What's News-
In BusinR,ss and Finance 
Economic Rebound 
Shows Larger Shifts 
The U.S. economy appears to be 
steaming out of recession, con-
founding broad-based expectations 
.of a languid recovery and benefiting 
from a new flexibility woven into its 
fabric over the past decade. 
New upbeat evidence showed 
ma'lufacturing surged in February, 
the first month that sector hasn't 
shrunk in a year and a half, and 
household spending rose smartly in 
January. "The weak recovery is def-
initely looking less weak," says Pe-
ter Hooper, chief U.S. economist at 
Deutsche Bank. The new data were 
cheered at the stock' market. The 
Dow Jones Industrial Average rose 
some 480 points over Friday and 
Monday, though on Tuesday in-
vestors took profits. 
The economy's apparent re-
silience in the wake of such recent 
shocks as the bursting of the Inter-
net stock bubble, the Sept. 11 terror-
ist attacks and the collapse of Enron 
Corp., suggests that a fundamental 
change could be under way. At the 
heart of the argument is· a belief that 
the economy has become more flex-
ible. Manufacturers are quicker to 
adjust their inventories and labor 
force to sales fluctuations. Financial 
markets are better able to parcel out 
risk. And policy makers weFe faster 
to cut interest rates and taxes in an 
effort to prevent recession. 
That could mean that while the 
business cycle-the alternating 
booms and busts that mark capital-
ist economies-isn't dead, it has be-
come easier for business executives 
and economic officials to tame. 
CEO Pay Last Year 
Lowest Since '89 
Leaders of major U.S. corpora-
tions pocketed smaller pay pack-
ages last year than at any time since 
1989. Their reduced remuneration · 
mirrors similar slumps in many 
companies' fortunes. 
So concludes an analysis of 100 
concerns' latest proxy statements 
by pay consultants William M. Mer-
cer Inc. Salaries and bonuses of sur-
veyed chief executives dropped a 
median of 2.9% to $1.24 million. That 
is largely because 59 companies 
slashed or omitted their leaders' 
bonuses, which often are linked o 
profitability. Corporate profits sank 
a median of 13%, the Mercer study 
found. The Mercer analysis mainly 
covered corporations whose fiscal 
2001 ended before Dec. 31. 
"At the companies that didn't 
Going Digital 
MP3 players have grown in popularity 
over the past few years. Figures 
represent the number of units sold by 
manufacturers to dealers (in thousands). 
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perform well, the CEOs got signifi-
cant cuts," observed Peter Chingos, 
head of Mercer's U.S. compensation 
practice in New York. 
Letterman to ABC? 
Disney Hopes So 
Walt Disney Co. Chairman 
Michael Eisner and his lieutenants 
at Disney and ABC are leading the 
charge to dump Ted Koppel's 22-
year-old, late-night newsmagazine 
"Nightline," and replace it with 
talk-show host David Letterman, 
whose contract with CBS expires 
later this year. 
Whether or not "Nightline" 
makes money-ABC corporate ex-
ecutives say it doesn't, and news ex-
ecutives say it makes $13 million a 
year-ABC's prime-time schedule is 
so distressed that the network can ill 
afford not to boost profits anywhere 
it can. ABC, a Disney subsidiary 
which two years ago had a record 
year in ad revenue, has had to give 
back millions of dollars in commer-
cial inventory to advertisers be-
cause of its ratings shortfall. 
The "Nightline" audience, while 
almost as large as Mr. Letterman's, 
skews a lot older, a turnoff to adver-
tisers. A 30-second commercial on 
"Nightline" sells for about $30,000, 
while a commercial on CBS's "Late 
Show with David Letterman" goes 
for at least $40,000. 
Andersen Suffers 
More Setbacks 
A coalition of major accounting 
firms and their trade group have 
made a break with Arthur Andersen 
The coalition decided to distance 
itself from Enron Corp. 's former au-
ditor out of concern the firm's dam-
Please turn to Next Page 
What Veu Need To Succeed 
Be successful in class and your career with The Wall Street Journal - in print and online. 
Subscribe today! Visit subscribe.wsj.com/student or call 1-800-975-8602. 
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Base ball's Secret Boom 
Spring Training Tickru 
Are Going, Going-
Some of Charm, Too 
By SAM WALKER 
P icture a baseball league where sellout games are a dime a dozen. Where fans go home grinning no matter who wins. Where happy taxpay-
ers volunteer to pay for ballparks 
and almost every team owner 
stands to make a tidy profit. 
There's a term for this type of 
hallucination. They call it spring 
training. 
In one of the weirder paradoxes 
in the sports world, Major League. 
Baseball is turning out to have 
higher attendance rates and better 
profit margins in the month of 
March than it does in the rest of the 
year. As exhibition games begin in 
Florida and Arizona this week, ad-
vance ticket sales are running 10% to 
30% ahead of last year's pace for 
many teams. Spring training tickets 
could actually be harder to get than 
tickets for the regular season-even 
though the games don't count. 
The numbers aren't gigantic: 
The average spring-training crowd 
is about 6,000, compared with 30,000 
in the big leagues. But baseball's 
Grapefruit and Cactus circuits last 
year drew 2.5 million people. And 
with an expected economic impact 
of more than $600 million, baseball's 
spring tuneup this year will gener-
ate as much cash as the past two Su-
Spring Fling 
Baseball's exhibition season takes place in Florida and Arizona. Here are some 
highlights and tips on watching some of the teams. 
Tickets 
Team/city 
TAMPA AREA 
sold '01 Comments 
New York Yankees 100% A payoff for procrastinators? Two hours before 
Tampa game time, the box office releases up to 200 
tickets to sold-out games-including some 
choice ones returned by the visiting team. 
. ......................................................................................... . 
Boston Red Sox 100% 
Fort Myers 
FLORIDA EAST COAST 
New York Mets 64% 
Port St Lucie 
Los Angeles Dodgers 67% 
Vero Beach 
ARIZONA 
San Francisco Giants 84% 
Scottsdale 
Chicago Cubs 
Mesa 
per Bowls combined. 
73% 
What's behind the boom? For 
one thing, vacationers are less in-
clined to fly or ~ travel abroad, 
which could help hotel occupancy 
rates in Florida and Arizona hit 80% 
this month. But the biggest lesson 
Get 'em while you can-nearly five games are 
sold out already. Boston-area Sports Travel & 
Tours says it can still get good seats. 
Surprise! Out-of-the-way location makes 
tickets relatively plentiful. To snag balls and 
autographs, try the $6 bleacher seats. 
Holman Stadium is famous for having easy 
access to players. Autograph tip: Pick a spot 
near the clubhouse on Vin Scully Way-the 
path players take into the ballpark. 
Weekday games are cheaper and less crowded; 
$8 lawn seats offer close view of the bullpen. 
And there's even nightlife here after the 
game-rare in spring training locales. 
Biggestpark in spring leagues rarely sells out 
Terrace seats are good on hot days (they're 
covered) and team lets.fans in free after the 
seventh inning. 
here really isn't that complex: Many 
fans are just fed up with the high 
prices and overstimulation at regu-
lar ballparks. Only in spring train-
ing can a family of four hit a game 
for just $40, without needing binocu-
Please turn to Next Page 
Motorcycles • ·Personal Watercraft • Jet Boats 
SALES-• SERVICE· • PARTS 
The Ninja® 250R 
Starling at s2,999 
The Ninja® SOOR and 250R share some of the most advanced 
sport bike technology on the planet, yet they're available at 
very down-to-earth prices. Providing equal measures of 
power, performance and pleasure, it's no wonder they make 
frequent appearances in magazines' Top Value listings. 
KLR 250 
Whether you prefer your adventures on the road or off, 
Kawasaki dual-purpose bikes offer unlimited possibilities. 
They're fully street -legal and dirt capable, with plenty of 
long-haul creature comforts. Perfect for those who like to 
follow their instincts instead of the crowd. 
MANY MORE TO CHOOSE FROM 
Motorcvctes, ATVs, watercraft, UtililV Mules 
Hew & Used Jrade-.lns Welcome 
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. 
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·Tech Firms See Increase in Viruses 
ByDoNCLARK 
A exhaustive annual survey hows another jump in the pread of computer viruses, nd security experts see 'the roblem evolving in some ew directions. 
A sample of 300 North American 
companies and other organizations 
surveyed by !CSA Labs experienced 
1.2 million incidents involving mali-
cious computer code on 666,327 com-
puters during the 20-month period 
that ended Aug. 31. At the end of 
that period, the respondents had a 
monthly average of 103 virus infec-
tions per 1,000 computers they"oper-
ate, up 13% from 91 infections a 
month in a survey conducted in 
2000, according to !CSA, a unit of 
TruSecure Corp. of Herndon, Va. 
That is about the same percent-
age increase as reported in 2000 
over 1999. 
Only 28% of respondents said 
they had experienced a virus disas-
ter, defined as 25 or more personal 
computers or servers infected at the 
same time. In the prior year's sur-
vey, 51% of respondents reported 
such disasters. But the most-dam-
aging virus of 2001, known as 
Nimda, broke out after the survey 
had begun, so the disaster numbers 
are probably understated, re-
searchers said. 
The Internet and electronic mail 
have been the major factors accel-
erating the spread of viruses and re-
lated programs, known as worms. 
Most are carried in file attachments 
and are activated when users click 
on them. For example, some Euro-
pean computer users last week re-
ceived a worm program with the 
subject line "Britney pies," appar-
ently designed to exploit the 
celebrity of singer Britney Spears. 
The !CSA survey suggests that 
the prevalence of viruses in e-mail 
attachments may have hit its high-
water mark. For one thing, more 
companies have deployed software 
that filters out suspect file types be-
fore they infect corporate networks. 
But new propagation tactics are 
probably a bigger factor. Writers of 
malicious code are increasingly 
coming up with ways to spread 
them in e-mail without attach-
ments. Some are based on program-
ming features, known as scripting, 
that can be limited by changing set-
tings in a user's Web browser. Yet 
even trickier variants are on the 
way. 
"There are futuristic attacks we 
can't talk about that don't even re-
quire-scripting," said Peter Tippett, 
TruSecure's chief technology offi-
cer. 
.Baseball's Secret Boom 
Continued from Previous Page 
lars to see the players. 
"Baseball's got it backwards," 
says Florida autograph collector 
Tom Bunevich. In preseason, he 
says, "they charge you half as much 
to sit twice as close to the players." 
Not that all of this is entirely 
new. Spring training was drawing 
similar crowds through 1994, when 
an ugly labor dispute torpedoed the 
season. Not only is it back now, it's 
arguably more popular than the real 
thing: Based on preseason sales, as 
many as 20 of baseball's 30 teams 
could sell more of their ticket inven-
tory during spring training than 
they do in the regular season. This 
includes everyone from the New 
York Yankees (100% sold in Tampa 
last year, 71% sold in the Bronx) to 
RL .':,, ·-,, j.::.',>/y. ':. , ~ , '/. x ', 
.. :1:.-'-' ~~':-.» ''<~'?:=:;_ Y-W¥-0\:, ,, '~" , ",.' .. ~ ;,: ,.' ,,. , 
the Philadelphia Phillies (72% sold 
in Florida, compared with only 37% 
up north). 
Sadly for the fans, some of the 
simpler pleasures of spring training 
are disappearing in the increasingly 
businesslike atmosphere. Teams 
are boosting security, for example. 
The Chicago Cubs in Mesa, Ariz., 
won't allow kids to bring bats and 
balls into their park for autographs 
this year, and the Giants are fencing 
off their player parking lot. Batting 
practice also won't be the same: As 
part of a $50,000 security plan at 
their facility in Vero Beach, Fla., the 
Dodgers won't let fans watch free of 
charge anymore. 
As owners scramble for more 
dollars, they're adopting some of the 
same corporate indulgences and 
marketing feints that can make new 
ballparks so unifQTinly charmless. 
Not only did the Yankees build a 
replica of Yankee Stadium in 
Tampa, they outfitted it with luxury 
boxes, $6 parking lots and conces-
sion stands that sell $70 sweatshirts. 
Total seating: about 10,000. 
Next year, the Kansas City Roy-
als and Texas Rangers will take the 
trend even further, opening a pub-
licly funded, $45 million playpen 
near Phoenix big enough for the 
teams to share. Good luck trying to 
track down Texas shortstop Alex Ro-
driguez during workouts at this 
pl~ce-it's going to have 14 practice 
fields. Will it rival the size of the 
Yankees' ostentatious park? 
Architects say no. It'll be about 
500 seats larger. 
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What's News-
In Business and Finance 
Continued from Previous Page 
aged reputation is tarnishing the 
group's ability to effectively lobby 
against mounting legislative pro-
posals to revamp the auditing busi-
ness. The coalition is also concerned 
that reforms being considered by 
Andersen could go far beyond what 
other firms are willing to accept. 
The other members of the Big Five 
accounting firms are Deloitte 
Touche Tohmatsu, Ernst & Young, 
KPMG and PricewaterhouseCoop-
ers. 
In other developments, Ander-
sen agreed to pay $217 million to set-
tle all pending litigation related to 
its audits of the Baptist Foundation 
of Arizona, whose 1999 collapse led 
to the largest Chapter 11 bankruptcy 
filing by a nonprofit organization in 
U.S. history and cost investors 
nearly $600 million. Merck & Co., 
meanwhile, dropped Andersen as 
its auditor. The drug giant was An-
dersen's largest remaining Fortune 
500 client, according to Auditor 
Trak. 
Genome Rivals 
Trade Accusations 
In an attempt to discredit the hu-
man genome map produced by J. 
Craig Venter and Celera Genomics 
Group, leading scientists in the pub-
lic-sector Human Genome Project 
published a paper saying Celera re-
lied too heavily on public data to 
have constructed an "independent 
genome." In essence, they say Cel-
era simply repackaged public data 
collected by the Human Genome 
Project, and added a dollop of its 
own information. 
Dr. Venter denies the assertion, 
published in the Proceedings of the 
National Academy of Sciences, call-
ing it "a parlor trick." 
At stake in the dispute are brag-
ging rights, a possible Nobel prize 
and future federal funding of 
genome-decoding efforts. Mapping 
of the human genome-all of the 
DNA possessed by humans-may 
unlock secrets about life, disease 
and potential treatments for illness. 
Odds & Ends 
Verizon Communications Inc. 
said it will lay off 10,000 employees, 
or 4% of its workforce, making it the 
latest casualty in the shakeout going 
on in the telecommunications indus-
try .... The federal government will 
pay more than $100 million to test-
scoring company NCS Pearson to 
collect and process job applications 
from prospective air-passenger 
screeners-. A new federal law re-
quires that by November roughly 
30,000 workers must be hired and 
trained to screen passengers and 
luggage for weapons at airpor ts. 
Jay Hershey 
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UCF Liberty Knights are off the mark 
LIBBY BAIRD 
STAFF WRITER 
T he UCF Liberty Knights released a pamphlet titled 
"We Want You to be Free" 
which touted all the wonderful 
things they stand for. 
I was originally drawn to this 
publication because of such head-
lines as "You could consider us 
pro-choice ... on everything." 
Being a fairly liberal person 
myself, I thought that maybe the 
purpose of the flyer was to 
encourage voting or discourage 
violence, or maybe police brutali-
ty. What the flyer actually recom-
mends is anarchy. 
The thing that really got my 
goat was all the wild exaggera-
tions that the UCF Liberty 
Knights used to try to prove to the 
reader that he is unhappy in his 
life. 
For example, the flyer said 
that anyone holding beliefs that 
deviate from the norm would have 
the FBI come and shoot down 
their residence. What exactly is 
this supposed to mean? I don't 
have beliefs that jive with the sta-
tus quo but I've never even seen 
an FBI agent. 
The flyer went on to say that 
because you can get arrested for 
taking an illegal substance, you 
can't make your own decisions 
and think for yourself. Isn't it your 
choice whether or not you take the 
illegal substance? And who makes 
the laws? The people we choose, 
by the power of our own vote, to 
put into congress. 
The Liberty Knights want a 
small federal government with lit-
tle to no control over the states. 
Migh( I humbly add here that the 
original confederacy, before the 
- constitution was drafted, was 
based on states' rights and itJailed 
miserably? 
According to these libertari-
ans, the government takes 12.4 
percent of your paycheck and 
throws it into a faulty investment 
scheme, because they think you're 
not smart enough to save it for 
yourself. 
Without this redistribution of 
money collected, how would peo-
ple who are now on welfare sur-
vive? Have none of the Liberty 
Knights ever gotten a job through 
a federal program? Do they dis-
courage social security benefits 
for the elderly? 
The only way a government 
can afford to support those mem-
bers of a comm.unity who can no 
longer care for themselves is to 
tax everyone. Also, being a citizen 
of the United States has certain 
inherent responsibilities. 
You agree to surrender some 
of your rights, such as the right to 
commit murder, rape, etc., in 
exchange for the protection. The 
protection of a major world power 
is not something I 'would gladly 
go without in these troubled times. 
Another thing that many ofus 
have realized recently is that 
America is a wonderful place to 
call home. When was the last time 
that someone in America died of 
iodine deficiency or leprosy? How 
about polio? I bet some of the 
Liberty Knights have used some 
medical facilities in America 
before. Would they have pr_eferred 
that the money used to develop 
medical technology be used for 
personal reasons? 
Our founding fathers were a 
national defense ... not a national 
offense. Obviously not a com-
ment from someone who has 
experience playing team sports. A 
good offense is the best defense. 
America is a team. We each 
do our part by paying our taxes 
and exercising our right to vote. 
Don't get me wrong. I would 
much rather have wars be a thing 
of the past. I'd love to say that 
we'll never have to go to war 
again, but with rampant terrorism 
in the world, it makes me sleep 
better at night to know that if we 
do go to war, we'll be ready. 
My advice to the Liberty 
Knights is that if you don't like 
the way America runs, go live 
somewhere else. Maybe then 
you'll realize that the democratic 
way we run our country exists to 
give everyone the utmost freedom 
and still maintain our national 
unity. 
A final exam be/ ore spring break_ begins 
KRISTA ZILIZI 
STAFF WRITER 
It's time. Are you ready to 
party? 
Before you lose yourself in 
visions of beaches and Bud Light, 
swimsuits and Smirnoff Ice, tans 
and tequila shots, dancing, bars, 
- vodka shots, Bacardi shots, Jaeger 
shots- never mind, I've lost you 
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already. 
Consider spring break some-
thing like a test you must pass. It 
won't test your math skills (unless 
you're calculating tips at the bar) or 
your writing ability (except when 
your scribbling your name and 
number on your dance partner's 
hand), but it will test your judge-
ment, your maturity and your sense 
of responsibility. 
If you fall off a balcony, find 
an ID that sort of looks like you, or 
redecorate you hotel room leaving 
broken furniture and busted walls, 
you will not pass spring break, or 
go or collect $200. Instead you'll 
be facing health, legal and financial 
concerns. 
There's a method to spring 
break and all the madness it 
encompasses. I am about to pro-
vide you with a study guide. 
Chemically-enhanced vaca-
tions are illegal everywhere, even 
in Key West where the locals are so 
mellow it seems likely they smoke 
marijuana with every meal. 
The drinking age is 21 every-
where in the States, regardless of 
the fact that your local b'!f grants 
you an exception. Spring break 
authorities have a very keen sense 
of detecting the underage. It may 
be a particular aura that emanates 
from your underage little finger-
tips, or perhaps it's the missing or 
makeshift wristband on your arm 
that sends off warnings to bounc-
ers, bartenders and police the sec-
ond your hand touches the bottle. 
Should police catch you in the 
horrific act of underage drinking, 
do not rely on defenses like, ''This 
is my first spring break" or "I've 
never done this before." Don't ask 
for mercy with pleas like "It's 
spring break, can you cut me some 
slack" or "Don't you remember 
your spring break?" Do not show 
police the drivers license that sort 
of looks like you. 
Cooperate with the authorities 
genuinely and revere them with all 
the respect you can muster. 
Yes, they will ask you "Why 
were you drinking? Do you under-
stand the consequences of under-
age drinking?" 
And my personal favorite, 
"Don't let me catch you drinking 
again." 
Do not attempt to enlighten 
the officer, (these, after all, are all 
rhetorical questions) with a 
response like, "I was drinking 
because 1,000 other people my age 
are drinking.'' 
Do not say, "Yes I understand 
the consequences of my underage 
drinking has killed my buzz 
because you have caught me and 
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CHRIS ZAPATIER 
STAFF WRITER 
We were in bed together when she divulged her 
secret. I was attempting to initiate our first act of love-
making. During previous bouts of intimacy she had 
seemed willing, but when the moment of truth arrived 
she became reluctant. Suddenly I understood why. 
She confessed that she was infected with the 
virus that causes Genital Herpes. She claimed to have 
contracted the virus from her last boyfriend, her Ii ve-
in lover of two years. He claimed to have no knowl-
edge of his condition until she brought it to his atten-
tion. 
The first thing I asked was how she could have 
allowed me to perform oral sex on her without 
informing of her condition beforehand. She assured 
me that at the time our encounter, she was not experi-
encing an outbreak and therefore incapable of trans-
mitting the virus. 
Understandably I was angry with her for not 
telling me earlier, but I tried to empathlze with her sit-
uation. What a tough position to be in, keep her con-
dition a secret until the last possible minute, be 
accused of deception and watch someone she's grown 
close to walk away, 9r reveal her secret up front and 
probably ruin any chance of a relationship developing 
right off the bat. 
I regained my composure and sat down beside 
her. I asked a couple of questions about the virus and 
its effects on her health. She assured me that her con-
dition was neither incapacitating nor fatal and that a 
prescription medication made it quite manageable. I 
let her know that I had no intention of turning my 
.university of 
. Central 
Florida 
back on her. 
I have never felt so strongly about anyone so 
quickly. She's brilJ.iant, charming, and so pretty just 
thinking about her saps my strength. 
In the days before her revelation I felt like the 
luckiest man alive. That night I found myself won-
dering if I was the lucky guy only because nobody 
else stuck around after hearing her announcement. 
I asked myself, If I stick around, how will her 
condition affect our relationship?? Naturally, I could-
n't conceive of every complication that would arise, 
but one in particular came to mind: I was attracted to 
her in every way that one person can be attracted to 
another. 
I was overwhelmed by my need to express those 
attractions physically, but her condition would 
encumber my ability to do that. If I engaged in inti-
macy with her (even protected) I risked infection, but 
if I let her go I was sure to be haunted by her memo-
ry and condemned to wonder what might have been. 
When I was done wallowing in self-pity, I start-
ed planning my next move. I refused to take the cow-
ard's way out by making the decision that would -
make things easiest for me. I reminded myself that 
nothing in life worth having ever comes easy. I decid-
ed that her complication was just one thing, a big 
thing obviously, but still only one impediment to our 
happiness. 
After all, it was her that I wanted, not just sex. I 
resolved to continue courting her. 
I made plans to be waiting at her door when she 
returned from work the next day. I intended to tell her 
PLEASE SEE Herpes oN A-21 
WWW.DCE.UCF.EDU 
ANNOUNCING NEW CLASSES & LOCATIONS FOR 
LSAT, GRE, AND GMAT TEST PREPARATION 
GRE Test Preparation Course 
8-week Test Review Course - $350 
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
UCF Main Campus: March 26- May 14 
UCF Downtown: March 28 - May 16 
UCF Brevard: June 4 - July 23 
UCF Daytona Beach: June 6 - August 1 
4- week short course - $250 
8 a.m.- noon 
UCF Main Campus: March 30 - April 20 
GMAT Test Preparation Course 
8-week Test Review Course - $350 
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
UCF Main Campus: March 25 - May 13 
UCF Downtown: March 27 - May 15 (New!) 
4- week short course - $250 
8 a.m.- noon 
UCF Main Campus: March 30 - April 20 (New!) 
LSAT Test Preparation Course {New!) 
6-vveek Test Review Course - $299 
6 p.m. to 9 p.m. 
UCF Research Pavilion: April 24 - May 29 
To register, visit our website at WWW. dee. UCf. ed U 
Or, call (407) 207-4920 for additional information. 
And they wonder 
why more college 
students don't vote 
JOEY MYERS 
STAFF WRITER 
Janet Reno is driving 
across the state of Florida. 
She started in Pensacola and 
is heading to her home in 
Miami, in a pickup truck. 
Why? 
"I want to listen to all the 
people, from the Panhandle 
to the Keys," Reno said. 
Ironically enough, she 
hasn't announced any 
planned stops at UCF, 
Florida State University, the 
University of Florida, 
Florida Atlantic University, 
or any other university for 
that matter. 
So whom does she want 
to hear from? Apparently, it 
isn't the students in this state. 
This is no surprise. 
Politicians often ignore the 
voters in our age range. 
Why? We don't vote. 
Why don't we vote? The 
politicians don't give a 
damn. 
I wlll use the WWF to 
help prove this point. 
Vince McMahon openly 
challenged the presidential 
hopefuls to a debate on 
Smackdown to help promote 
their program Smackdown 
Your Vote! during the 2000 
election. They declined. 
This could have been 
huge! 
Two candidates in front 
of an audience who doesn't 
vote, hearing about issues 
they actually care about. 
Will Janet Reno be my 
governor, the governor that 
cares about me? 
I sure hope so. Even if 
she wasn't she would have to 
be better than Gov. Bush. 
Then again, so would a stick. 
Maybe Janet Reno 
would help to bring about 
some change in our educa-
tion system, instead of push-
ing it off to the side. 
Maybe she will forget 
the old, rich AARP, and think 
about teachers and families. 
Bush has been quoted 
that teacher's salaries are not 
of his concern. 
Why would they be? 
With the salary he earns, not 
to mention his lack of con-
cern for our education sys-
tem, why would he care? 
Janet Reno claims she 
cares. For this state's sake, I 
sure hope she does. 
She has a mild form of 
Parkinson's disease. She is 
63 years old. Can she handle 
the stress this job has to 
offer? 
I think she can. Look at 
all the old politicians out 
there. Lawton Chiles was not 
young. Neither was Ronald 
Reagan, Strom Thurmond, 
and so on. 
"I would never have got-
ten involved in the race if my 
doctors had not told me that 
they did not think it would 
affect my ability to be gover-
nor. .. I feel fine, I feel good," 
she said. 
While I would doubt that 
Janet Reno would ever see 
this column, I'd like to chal-
lenge her to come and visit 
UCF. 
I would love to be front 
and center in a lecture or 
speech given by the woman 
who could possibly be our 
next governor. 
Janet, don't forget the 
students. 
Don't forget the 150,000 
or more who have an interest 
in the next four years. 
Jeb, if he ever cared to 
begin with, certainly did. 
Do not make the same 
mistake, for our sake. 
Columnist Joey. Myers can be 
reached at jmyers@ucffuture.com 
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Rules protect from arrests, embarrassing episodes 
FROM PAGE A-18 
will force me to come up with bail and fine 
money that could be spent on better causes, 
like drinks at the bar." 
Likewise, do not reassure the officer by 
saying, "You will not catch me drinking 
again because I intend to get smashed in the 
privacy of my hotel room." 
The difference between a reprimand, a 
fine- or jail time all depends on how regretful 
and apologetic you appear. Ladies, I suggest 
crying, even bawling. Guys, no crying for 
you, but I recommend beginning and ending 
all your responses to the officer's questions 
with yes sir, no sir and thank you sir. 
Burglary is considered a crime, always. 
Do not steal beer from the beer tub at the bar, 
or smuggle a 12-pack out of the convenient 
store. Chances are your clumsy hand will 
surface empty-handed as you dig through the 
ice searching for a bottle. You're bound to 
trip on your flip flop and all the bottles will 
break on top of you if you attempt to slink 
out of the convenient store without paying. If 
the bartenders and police don't catch you, the 
security cameras will. 
If you are dragged to jail, call your par-
ents as a last resort. Do not contact them 
unless you have whole-heartedly decided 
that this spring break will be your last. 
Remember that while your criminal behavior 
may be reported to your school, it will not be 
reported to your parents if you are over 18. 
Call your friends, that's what you have them 
for. 
Do not overestimate your brilliance and 
creativity. It is not a better idea to piss on the 
---------
street rather than a toilet to avoid the long 
bathroom line. Do not try to impress some-
one by flashing your private package in pub-
lic (unless you're in New Orleans). Getting 
laid on the lawn of your motel is not imagi-
native, it's considered lewd and lascivious. 
Be a responsible pedestrian. If you have 
to drink and walk, look both ways before 
crossing, read and obey the cross-walk lights 
and don't wander in the street. It becomes 
difficult to distinguish the difference when 
you're drunk, but the street is the one with 
the cars, the sidewalk is the one without. 
Remember the streets are busy, the drivers 
are drunk and you will get run over. 
Remember to drink ... water. You will 
already be drinking enough booze, you'll be 
lying in the sun, you'll be dancing-you will 
get dehydrated. No one will rag on you 
because you've taken a water break in 
between. 
Lodging staffs hate spring breakers. 
Protect yourself from fraudulent damage 
charges by filling out forms recording your 
room's condition before you check in. Have 
a hotel employee sign it and keep the origi-
nal as defense if disputes about damages 
arise. Also bring copies of contracts and cor-
respondence -regarding reservations and 
accommodations. 
Don't wander off with strangers, jump 
off balconies, damage property, all the things 
your mother taught you when you were five. 
Sunscreen, aspirin, condoms. 
Columnist Krista Zilizi can be 
reached · at kzilizi@ucffuture.com 
Imitation: Sincere flattery or pure desperation? 
AMY EDWARDS 
STAFF WRITER 
They say imitation is the 
most sincere form of flattery. To 
some extent, I agree with this 
phrase, but to another extent, I 
find imitation to be the most sin-
cere form of desperation. 
We grow up repeating 
words, some good, and others 
bad, only for the mere fact that 
someone cooler than ourselves is 
saying it. 
We imitate the famous 
because they have an aura to 
them, a style that we would not 
be able to ever originate. 
We look to Christopher 
Lowell, Martha ~tewart, Tommy 
Hilfiger and P-Diddy"for styles 
and fashions. 
We look to us to the idea. 
The Katie Courie, 
Barbara Walters, 
Bill O'Reilly and 
Oprah to tell us 
how to think. 
Heaven forbid 
we ever try to cook 
foods using our 
EDWARDS 
Throughout 
history, people 
have tried to imi-
tate others and 
have failed miser-
ably. 
E,,p,\8wlf8Rw~ 
own recipe, clothe 
ourselves in what 
we see fit or even 
find ideologies and 
philosophies on our 
Bi3sed &unbalanced 
In an attempt 
to be like Wal-
Mart, Kmart tried 
the whole super 
center idea with a 
disguise of the 
own. 
Again, to some extent, imi-
tation is a good thing. After all, a 
goal of Christians is to imitate 
the ideas and actions of Jesus. 
But then again, there are 
very tacky and desperate forms 
of imitation. 
Wearing socks on your arms 
just because Britney Spears did 
it on TV the night before doesn't 
mean we need to start cutting the 
toes out of our favorite tubes. 
We imitate because there is 
always someone better educated, 
more creative or simpl¥ just beat 
"Big K." 
What has happened· to the 
Big Know? They are in big debt 
and going bankrupt. 
A slew of reality television 
shows tried to be like 
"Survivor," and where are the 
shows now? Who 
knows ... because no one is 
watching them. 
The point is this: imitation 
gets you no- where. Chances are 
that the ingenuity of one idea or 
entity will not easily be duplicat-
ed. 
Everyone knows Wal-Mart 
is better than Kmart and while 
the "Survivor" craze is dying, it 
had far better ratings than 
"Temptation Island." 
Some forms of imitation are 
so serious that laws have been 
made to protect and prosecute 
the guilty. 
Copyright laws are made so 
people can't take things that 
don't legally belong to them. 
Musicians can't go around 
singing their own version of 
PLEASE SEE Imitation ON A-21 
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Abortion rights activists promised us a world of equality, reduced poverty. 
A world where every child would be wanted. 
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Planned Parenthood supports 
more than abortion 
This letter is in response to the article 
in the Feb. 20 issue titled, ''NOW, Planned 
Parenthood opposes new health care for 
fetuses." 
Yes, every hwnan_1'eing has the right 
to have their own opinion. And this is, quite 
obviously, Joe Manzo's opinion. However, 
we at Planned Parenthood would like to 
take this opportunity to clear up a few mis-
nomers and add some insight into the issue 
of fetal health care. 
Children deserve better 
I agree with Joe Manzo that poor 
mothers have always been a problem .. 
One of the problems with many poor 
mothers is that they don't work and end 
up on public assistance, AKA, welfare. 
The working tax-payers end up having to 
To say that Planned Parenthood is nar-
row minded is a slap in the face to all of the 
women who have sought and received fam-
ily planning services for the last 86 years. 
We do not stand solely for abortion, we -
help women achieve reproductive freedom. · 
The author implies that women who 
conceive a child out of wedlock and happen 
not to be wealthy should be thankful for 
President Bush's latest Healthcare Reform 
Act. It is unfortunate that Mr. Manzo is so 
narrow minded as to asswne out of his 
obvious ignorance of socio-economic 
bail them out whether they want to or 
not. I have always found it interesting 
that the same people who decry abor-
tions are usually the same people who 
want to cut funds to the schools and 
other social programs that help poor 
children. 
inequity, that poor, single, pregnant 
women have become poor, single and 
pregnant by choice, have made an irre-
sponsible decision and should, therefore, 
be punished. 
Mr. Manzo's positions, that every 
pregnant woman has had, "plenty of time 
to work and save up her money for health 
care ... " and that "if she's old enough to 
have a baby, she's old enough to work," 
reflect an obvious unfamiliarity with the 
structure of American families of today. We 
now live in a world of single parent farni-
lies, same sex families and teenage parent 
families. 
-AW MATSON 
Planned Parenthood of Greater Orlando 
I guess their concern ends with the 
birth of the child. I think that any male or 
female who accepts welfare should agree 
to mandatory birth control as a condition 
of receiving it. Any children produced 
while the parent is on welfare will imme-
diately be put-up for adoption and the 
welfare payments to tVe parents stopped. 
No exceptions made and no excuses 
accepted. The children have a chance get 
a shot at a better life. And shouldn't that 
be the p0int? 
-REBECCA HAMMOND 
illegal forms of imitation 
FROM PAGE A-20 
"Like a Virgin" because 
Madonna would sue them. 
Likewise, students get 
kicked out of classes and uni-
versities after a professor 
finds them guilty of plagia-
rism. 
And, of course, there is a 
huge difference from imitat-
ing and purely taking some-
thing that does not belong to 
you. 
While some people are 
too lazy, not smart or driven 
enough to create their own 
concepts, there are always the 
hard working brains behind an 
operation that make it suc-
cessful. 
And, in the end, the good 
and honest in this world will 
prevail. People see through 
the failing attempts of imita-
tion. 
Columnist Amy Edwards can be 
reached at editor@ucffuture.com 
At risk of herpes 
FROM PAGE A-19 
that if the hwnan race can sur-
vive an ice age, then she and I 
could certainly overcome this 
obstacle. I never imagined so 
much could change in so little 
time. Although a meeting did 
take place the next day it did not 
consist of me delivering a 
romantic monologue worthy of 
cinematic immortality, it consist-
ed of me terminating our rela-
tionship. 
In the early afternoon, while 
whittling away the hours until I 
delivered my proclamation of 
devotion, I stopped at a medical 
clinic to take a physical for 
employment purposes. 
While waiting for the physi-
cian I struck up a conversation 
with one of the nurses on staff. 
He informed me that Gerutal 
Herpes is indeed contagious 
through oral sex even when her-
petic lesions are not present. He 
even photocopied some corrobo-
rative information on the subject 
from a medical encyclopedia for 
me to read. There it was in black 
and white, confirmation that she 
had exposed me to the virus. 
When I confronted her with 
the information later that day, she 
swore that her gynecologist had 
told her otherwise. 
My heart wanted to accept 
her ignorance as a defense alibi, 
but my head would not. It 
seemed inconceivable to me that 
she would not take the time to 
research the disease that she is 
afflicted with for life; for the sake 
of others if not her own. 
To assure me that she had 
not put me at risk without know-
ing it to be a fact seemed utterly 
unconscionable. Perhaps she 
knew how hard her condition 
was going to make her love life 
so she purposely avoided educat-
ing herself to plead ignorance to 
her conscience. The kind of per-
son who would do such a thing is 
the antithesis of the person I 
believed her to be. 
That afternoon I told her 
everything I planned to tell her 
since the night before, but negat-
ed it all at the conversation's 
finale by promising to never for-
give her for jeopardizing my well 
being, as much as I wanted to. 
Columnist Chris Zapatier can be 
reached at aapatier@ucffuture.com 
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100 HELP WANmJ 500 ON CAMPvs 
Telephone Hours 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
Address 
3361 Rouse Rd., Suite 160 
Orlando, FL 32817 
How to Place an Ad 
By Phone: (407) 447-4555 
By Fax: (407) 447-4556 
By Email: classifieds@UCFfuture.com · 
By Mail: send copy along with check 
In Person: University Court (Univ. & Rouse) 
Oeadl1ne' 
Noon on Friday prior to publication 
Payment Metfto4s 
Cash, Check, 
Major Credit Card 
200 FOR SALE 550 EVENTS "' .. ~2W to.~W!ite a Good Classified Ad 
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lmiJ HELP WANTED 
Do you want to experienre what it's like to 
make a difference in a child's life? The Florida 
FJks Youth Camp is seeking fun, energetic, 
youth-Oriented individuals to help make the 
most of a child's unforgettable summer. Camp 
dates are June 17th-August 3rd. One week of 
staff training and six weeks of adventure-filled 
camp sessiom. The Florida FJks Youth Camp 
is located in UmatiHa, Florida, bordering the 
Ocala National Forest Pleme contact Krys 
Ragland at 1-800-SD-1673 ext 251. Starting 
salary is $280 per week. 
Pf/FT Opportunity -Primerica Financial Services a 
subsidiary of Citigroup is looking to hire 4-5 students. 
High compeosalion potential! Set your own hrs. 
Call Kevin@ 1-866-208-3263. 
EARN $1Cffi FOR YOUR GROUP 
Work on campus to raise money for your student 
group or organization. Make your own schedule 
and earn $5 per application. Call 800-808-7450. 
MODEL SEARCH 
Swimwear - Glamour - Print 
Newcomers welcome 
( 4-07) 210.2002 ext 1102 
models@appleisp.net 
Valet Parking -Positions starting at $9 -$12/hr are 
available for friendly, outgoing, motivated people. 
FT/PT AM/PM positions available at upscale hotels in 
the Downtown Orlando and Disney areas. Please call 
407-841-7275 Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voice mail. 
EARN WHILE YOU LEARN! 
Nero one serious student to run your own 
~on your own schedule. 1hlining is 
provided. Signiticant earnings. 407-671-UG! 
QUALIFIED EGG DONORS WANI'ED 
to~ infertility~ in Orlando area. 
NOIHlllOking females age 21-30, wi1h RS.diploma 
and drug free. Compemation and Medical expBRS 
paid. CoofidentiaL Fax name, age and phone no. 
to 407.898.6224 today! 
Photographers Needed 
Bob Knight Photo is currently hiring PIT photographers 
for graduationS, senior class groups, and Disney events. 
$4(}.$125 per event Must own a 35mm SLR camera, 
own a business suit, and J?OSreSSeS a conservative 
appearance. Mandatory training on March 25, 5:30pm 
to 9:30pm al applicants must be available to work 
April-June. www.bobknightphoto.com. Qualified 
applicants call Rick@ 877-63Cr 7145 
Office Manager/ Assistant wanted for summer 
Ffl', Pfl' $8-10 hr. + bonuses. Mu.st have good 
phone voice, reliable. Swim Instructors wanted 
to teach summer swin ~ Ffl', Pfl' $9.50-
$12.50/hr + bonuses. Come work for Sharks & 
Minnows and change the quality of a child's 
life. 407-691).. Im 
www.sbarksandminnows.swimschooLcom 
SUMMER IN MAINE · 
Male/female instructors 
needed: Tennis, Swim, 
Land Sports, Canoe, 
Kayak, Sail, Water-ski, 
Outdoor Living, Rocks, 
Ropes, Arts, Theatre and 
Riding. Picturesque 
locations, exceptional 
facilities. June to August. 
Residential. Apply on line 
or call. 
TRIPP LAKE CAMP 
for Girls: 
1-800-997-4347 
www.trioolakecamp.com 
CAMP TAKAJO for Boys: 
1-800-250-8252 
www.camptakajo.com 
Are you Overweight? 
Make $60 and Get a FREE 
Fitness & Dietary Assessment 
Benefits include: The F.xercise PfJysiology Lab at UCF is looking far hea/tby, 
male volunteers (ages18-35), to participate in a 
1 ().day research study to e'Xamine the effects of a 
single exercise session on leptin (a hormone that 
• Body Composition 
Asse5sment 
•Pulmonary 
Function Testing 
• Aerobic Capacity 
Test 
• 10-day Dietary 
Anafysir. 
affects the way a person loses or gains weight). • 6raded fxercise Test (Stress Test) 
• Blood Analysis 
• $60 
Call: 407-917-7813 • Email: gkyriazis@lgeperformance.com 
PT /n Opportunitv 
Telemarketing 
High income possibilities 
for highlv motivated, 
hard working individuals 
we will work around vour schedule! 
Call 401-699-5601 
RV Liquidators 
located in Winter Springs 
" ( 
lmiJ HELP WANTED 
Pioneer a new global launch. Seeking solid 
leaders, recruiters and trainers in Orlando 
for next phase of expansion. 
www.bi.oteclnnlm.rorn/sam 
Want Tlllle Freedom? 
Unlimited Income Potential Join the fastest growing 
communications co. im the US! Phone 888-383-3417 
x336. (recorded message ID# 199). 
Need Teachers and assistants in the UCT area for 
Top Kids Academy. Needs exp with Children, 
background check will be done. Call 407482-2120. 
TALENT WANTED 
Actors, writers, vocalist, dancers, audi<ivideo 
tech, musicians oeroed for fun weekly 
production. Call Matt 407.327.6468 
$250 A DAY POTENTIAL 
bartending. Training provided. 
1-800-293-3985ext100 
TCBY 
The Country's Best Yogurt needs PT & Fr help. 
Competetive pay. 
Aloma and Lak.ernont, Wmter Park 
Please call 4-07-671-2888 
MAINE SUMMER CAMPING! 
Have the summer of a lifetime at Camp Laurel 
South, a quality e&ed camp located in ~ 
ME. TuarlJers' CoacheYrollege students ~Area 
Supervi5or&'CounselorslhNrtictors in land and 
Water Sports, Creative and Perfonning Arts, 
Horseback, Adventure and mudt more Family 
atmosphere, lifdong friendships and memories, 
beautiful facilities. 888-528-7357, or submit an 
onlioe application at www.camplaurehouth 
CitV or Goral Springs 
2002 summer Positions 
Paru and necreauon 11e111. 
ad AIRlatlCS COmPlex 
sa1arv Rate: $6.50 - $11.00 
-
Looking for 
Summer Counselors 
and Lifeguard II 
Ph: (954) 345-2200 or (954) 344-1150 
E-maD: csjobs@coralsprings.org 
lmiJ HELP WANTED 
STUDENT WORK $15 base/appt 
P/f or F/f around~ flex schedu}es, day, 
eve, wknd.s, work close to UCF, scholarships and 
inteimhips avail, no door to deor or 
telemarketing. Cust Serv/Sales positions. Apply 
407-862-8786 www.workforstudents.com/np 
Bartender's Needed. 
Earn up to $250 per day, No exp neassary. 
866-291-1884 x4<i0. 
Looking for enthusiastic individuals to take part in 
a PIT incentive based telemarketing position. 
Designed for both students and individuals looking 
for more challenging & rewarding opps ! AM and 
PM. Call Keith @ 407-649-6()()3. Prudential 
Securities. "We are an equal opportunity employer 
committed to diversity in our workforce!" 
Afternoon Teacher needed for m-f 3:3().6pm, 
training provided, must be willing to have 
background check done and fingerprinted, Must 
have a WVE for children! Call (4-07)275-7225, 
ask for Shirley Moore 
$$$Earn Cash 4 Your Opinions$$$ 
Capit.ol Market Research needs student 
opinions. Compemated $15-$140 CASH for 
completing online surveys! Please visit 
www.opiniom4money.com 
WEBSITE DESIGNER Need 
Designer To Create WEB SITE for Small 
Business. Must Be Creative. 
Please Call James @ 4-07-323-2652 
GET PAID TO SHOP 
Mystery Shoppers needed 
Toll Free 866-248-7670 ext 5125 
or email funshops@boltcom 
\J Havean AA? 
•:• 
u.s. AIR FORCE Want a career? 
R•O+T•C 
AFROTC offers incentives for 
qualified junior and senior 
level cadets enrolled in our 
program. 
Incentives include: 
-Up to $3,000 tuition per year 
-$450 for textbooks per year 
-Monthly stipend ($250-$350) 
-Special scholarship programs 
exist for Engineers and Nurses 
-One-year scholarships for 
qualified seniors and graduate 
students 
For more Information, call us at 
407 823-1247 (UCF-1AIR) 
FREE WEIGHT TRAINING 
The Exercise Physiology Lab at UCF is looking for healthy, male and 
female volunteers (ages 18-35), to participate in a research study to 
examine how genetics affects the way a person responds to weight 
training. 
Participants will receive: 
• 24 supervised training sessions 
• MRI scans of the upper arms 
• $125 
Call Today 
407-823-5163 
407-447-4555 
classifieds@UCFfuture.com 
One Issue: 
One Montl1: 
One Semester: 
'Bolding: 
Large Headline: (9pt) 
$6 per ad 
$5 per ad 
~4 per ad 
75¢ extra 
75¢ extra 
(Charges listed above include an ad of 
up to five lines, 30 characters per line. 
$1 each additional line). 
lmiJ HELP WANTED 
$350 WEEKLY! 
Clipping Articles from Local Newspapers. Free 
details. Send Long SASE to: Business Research 
1009 White Springs I.n Wmter Springs FL 32708 
EGG OONORS NEEDED $7500.00 
(plus all expenses) We are seeking women who 
are intelligent, between the ages of 18-28, 
physically fit, and maintaing a healthy 
lifestyle. If you would like more 
infonnation, please contact us. Email: 
darlene@aperlectmatdi.com 800-264-8828 
www.aperfedmat.ch.co 
- BECOME A PERSOllAl RDIESS 1MllE8 AND 
: CO' IN SHAPE WHiij COlllC 18 .SCIGOLr 
• 500 hour I 6 month stat:~appro\/ed progr<!l'fl. 
• Includes 200 hours of hands-on gym ti111e, 
" Nationwide job placement assistance. 
fUWMiMltmffa 
1-800-960-6294 
Nationa1Persona1Trainin2fllstitule.Cllnt 
llff.d!lca!Ql. 
Babysitter near UCF wanted for 1 child. Prefer F.arly 
Childhood .Education major oc kxs of exp. with young 
children. Available foc full days 'M/W/F ocT/Ib. Please 
e-mail avail. and resume to lslx:dian@dln:com. 
Nero Extra Inoome? 
$2000 per mooth, 1 hrlwk. 
20 min to explain 
info Sundays 8:30 pm 
Call Keith 321-235.()316 
Inbound vacation sales. 
$$PHONES.ARE BUSY$.$. 
Guaranteed homiy, ~and weekly 
bonuses. Close to UCF. 321-207..()1)88 
Now Hiring: Campus W~ Center 
www~d'.edu Download app and come in 
or call to set up interview. Deadline Fri April 5. 
407-823-5841 
E!I!J FOR SALE 
l . 
• i 
i 
I 
) 
fm FOR SALE 
Bed, orthopedic furn mattress sets with 5 year 
warranty. Brand New Thin $75, Full $95, Queen 
$115, King $165. Can deliver. 407.354.0069 
SOOMHz IBM done Comp (2) good~ $250, 
450 MHz IBM clone $22.5, PCBook 300MHz 
Comp space saver $250, Free install & training 
with eadl machine $100 value 384-8475, 701-3825. 
PROFESSIONAL POOL TABLE 8 ft. long slate 
pool table, single pocket, pool sticks available, in 
very good condition, Golden West Bi.lliaid's Inc 
brand table, $(JOO 407-592-0140 
Community Wide Garage Sale 
M~ Pointe Subiv. Sat Mar 9 
8 a.m. to 3 p.m 
OJI Chickasaw 1hill, cross streets Valencia 
College and 408 F.JW 
miJ AUTOMOTIVE 
AUTO INTERIOR GIVING YOU da' Blues? 
Leather/VmyWelourJPlastics Repairing & Recoloring. 
Vuturuly invisible repairs & prices. Mr Huston 4(J!. 
222-31422. 5 years exp. fhuston@attnet 
1993 F.clipse- 5 speed, wbite, 99 ,(XX) miles. $3(XX) 
Call Elaine 407-314-7186 
miJFoR RENT 
LOOKING FOR HOUSE MATES! 
Unfurnished master bedroomlbath in spacious 
home, UCF/Oviedo area in beautiful 
neighborhood, N/S, no pets. 2 available. $450/mo 
call 407 243.37(i} or 407-681-9289. 
$299.00 moves you into one of our beautiful 3 
bdrm apartment homes. At these rates, 
apartments won't Wt long! CAIL NOW! 
RiverfrontApts. 407-207-1488 
Room For Rent: Roomate Want.ed to 
sublease. 414 apt. Friendly roomates.Only 
$450 a mo. util. included. First month FREE. 
CallAlicia@ 321-287-7208. 
ROOM FOR RENT! New 3 bdnn home on lake, 
gated community, 6 mins from UCF, $475'mo includes 
util, non smoking, no pets, seanity system, fumNled, 
pool and tmn& Call 4417482-3202 or 941-461-5101 
2 rcxims avail in 412 apt Fully furnished, all utilities 
incl Within walking distance to UCF. Only 
$395/mth. obo. Call Amy at (407) 81~137. 
Master Bedroom for rent: Only $35Q/mo + 1/3 
util! Sublease until Aug 2002. 3/2 aix, Pvt balh, 
walk-in closet, w/d pets ok. 5 min to UCF, 408 
expy, wataford lakes. Call Elaine 407-282-'21J79 
miJFoR RENT 
Room 4 Sublease K.K. Phase 2, 3rd floor needed 
starting May l. $450 mo 1 roomate in 414. Rent 
includes util, ph, DSL, cable. Please call Gina 
407.362.3126 
Oose to Campus! $268/mo! 
Females: Great house off Dean Rd. only 4 miles from 
campus. Room to share wfl olhcr females -Christian. 
$26&'mo + 113 util. Move in April! Call 4(J!-265-1633 
Ii] ROOMMATES 
1\vo roommates wanted in a 413. Male or 
Female. $425/mth. everything included 10 min. 
from UCF. Contact Canie at ( 407) 923-8551. 
East Orlando Room for Rent in my 
spacious home. Near expwys, schools, dwntn. 
$310 + utiL Must be clean, responsible. 
Contact Peter@ 407-282-9003 asapltv.msg. 
Female Roomate for 3f2.5 townhome, clean, 
quiet, n/s, gated community, priv patio, poo~ 
$325/mo + 1/3 util. 15 mins from UCF. 
call F.rin@ 407-719-0333 
2 Spaces avail in 4 bedroom townhouse @ The 
Gatherings. $39<Ymo all ioclusive, call 4(J!-998-4338 
ask for Debby. 5 rnins from UCF. Females only please. 
Room for Rent - Gorgeous House 
M/F to rent big room in NEW l 700sq ft house. 
April Lease $325/mo + 1/4 utilities. -4 miles from 
campus. Friendly roommates w/pets. Email us! 
weneedahouse2002@hotmail.com! 
m SERVICES 
JS CHEMISfRYDRlVING YOU CRAZY? 
Is it all Greek to you? Thinking of changing 
your major? Need a tutor? Call Virginia at 
407-3(J6.(i()79. Located in Oviedo -15 yrs Exp. -
~Rates-FlexlieH~-~~ 
Email TheChemTutor@aol.com 
In & Out Unisex Salon speciilU.es in quick weave, 
~relaxers, and natural styles. Call Tresia at 
407.m:rm or 321.297.7644. M/f/W $40 relaxers. 
m7 W Church St. amt olf John Young Pkwy) 
www.LAActing.com 
Then look to your good neighbor 
State Farm® agent. Through on 
unbeatable alliance with 
Fortis Health*, I'm offering flexible 
and affordable insurance coverage. 
If that's what 
you're looking 
for, come see 
me today: 
Jim Ackerman, Agent 
5~01 East Colonial Drive 
Orlando, FL 
407-277-2994 
jim.ackerman.lzj7@statefarm.com 
Like a goocl neighbor, 
State Farm is there.® 
statefann.com~ 
•• .~ ... 
... • . .:. .. 
. •ii.~~··· 
r· 
'· FORTIS Stale Farm Mutual Automobae Insurance Company 
Home Office: Bloomington, Illinois 
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THINKING ABOUT GETTING AN MBA? ' p~ 
EARN MORE MONEY AND GET A MORE 
CHALLENGING JOB BY EARNING AN MBA 
FROM CRUMMER GRADUATE SCHOOL OF BUSINESS, 
ROLLINS COLLEGE IN WINTER PARK 
If vou're thin.king about an ~IBA, please join us for our Preview ' 
Weekend, March 22-24. You'll meet cunent students, alumni, faculty, 
and staff of the C.rummer School. See what sets apart Crummer from 
other 1'IBA programs--top quality instruction, free laptop computers, 
mentors and and an eight-day overseas business trip to visit such 
companies as B~iW. Lloyds of London and Siemens. 
View the schedule and register at www.Crum.m.er.R.ollins.cdu. Registration 
is FREE, and meals will be provided Friday night and all day Saturday. 
Please contact Cathi Schram (cschram@rollins.edu/ 407-646-1547) at 
the Crummer School with any questions regarding the weekend's activities. 
., tl 
II!IiJ SERVICES 
Drowning in debt? We'll help you avoid 
bankruptcy, lower interest rates and 
consolidate debts into one emy payment. 
For free counseling call consumer debt 
coumielors at 407-599-0057 x205 
Tech Support 
Ucfusion Networks! Wmdows, Linux, Office, 
Applications, Web Sit.es, Home Networking, 
Hardware! Call Matt 407-257-5536. $30t 50% off 
with UCFID! If we can't fix it there is no charge! 
HYPNOSIS HELPS THE MIND 
Fast, effective results: Test Anxiety, fears and 
wonies, Personal problems, depressed mood. 
Break Bad Habits. Student discount 
Bill Hansen, C.R 407-679-1011 
Herbalife 
Ind Distributor. Lose up to 30 lbs. in 30 days. 
All natmal, doctor recommended, guaranteed. 
407-262-1404 or www.a-new-me.com/sue 
EYELASH PERMS. Lasts 2 to 4 mnths. 
Throw away your eyelash curler. 
$35 FACIAL REJUVENATION PEELS. $35 
Beautiful, healthy skin uncovered.. 
Call PCS 407 414-9208 FB-0716406 
Gotta Ticket? Getting your drivers license? 
Call the State certified lmprov Traffic School 
at 407-679- 4440 or visit 
www.improvtrafficschool. Convenient 
internet & video claws available! 
''IDo ... " 
Cakes by Nicole For: 
Weddings, Bi!1hdays, Annivmaries, Showers, 
Graduations, etc. 407-782-7928 
Oven:ome Addiction, Depression, and Fear 
Freedom Ministries 407-327-1296 
angel@40days2freedom.ocg 
Acting Workshops! 
Study w/ pros who have stared on Broadway, TY, 
and films in NYC, LA, london! Grad: RADA 
andLAMDA, StellaAdler, etc. Priv. coaching 
also. Skye Aubrey 407-788-8916 
TRAFFIC TICKET 
and 
DUI DEFENSE 
Dunlop, Dunlop, & Dunlop, P.A. 
Philip T. Dunlop 
Serving all Central Florida counties 
Attorn~y at lAw 
~ 
Call us 24 hours a day, 7 days a week 
( 407) 628-4300 or email us at: 
DUNLOPLAW@AOL.COM 
We accept all major credit cards. 
Initial 30 minute consultation is free 
on DUI and criminal cases 
301 North Park Avenue, Ste A, Winter Park 
moNCAMPUS 
Fraternities • Sororities 
Clubs •Student Groups 
Earn $1,000-$2,000 with the ea5y 
Campusfundraise.com three hour fwidraiWg 
even( Does not involve credit ranl applications. 
.Fundraising dates are filling quickly, so call 
today! Contact Ca.mpusfundraiw.com at 
(888) 923-3238, or vNt www.campusfundramr 
OVEREATERSANONYMOUSMEETING 
Have a problem with oompuJsive overeating, 
anorexia, or bukmia? 'There is a solutioJL 
Moo. nights at 5:15 pm in the new Recreation 
and Wellness Center (use Wellness Center 
groond. Door-entrance). 800-522-2692 or 
www.overeatersanonymom.org 
Gay, Lesbian and Bisexual Student Union 
(GLSBU) meets Tuesdays, 8:00 PM in 
the Student Union. Join us! 
http://pegasus.cc.ucf/-ucfglbsu/ 
FREE Nutrition Seminar 
Feb 13 - Dietary Supplements for weight loss. 
Mar 6 - Controlling Stres.s Filling. In the NEW 
Wellness Center call 823-5841. 
REASON,INDIVIDU~CAPffALJSM 
Learn to shrug ''duty'' and Jive life fullylf you 
liked.Ayn Rand's ATLAS SHRUGGED.you 
will love the UCF Objectivist ChJb. 
(321) ~9062 or LutherSetzer@yahoo.com 
m!] EVENTS 
The free Inquiry SoQet.y of Central Florida Wa<> 
aeated in 1996 to provide a forum to disawt 
philosophy, religion and other topics of interest to 
free.. thinking individuals. Monthly~ 
open to all For more info. call (407) 262-1915. 
AMPLIFJERS, PRO AUDIO, 
KEYBOARDS, SOUND MODULES, & 
RECORDING GEAR WANTED-CASR 
Call 407 -363-536.3. 
[iJ MISC 
Herpes· EverCLR 
St.ops Herpes Outbreaks! 
96% SU£e$ Rate 
Free Call: 1-877-EVERCLR 
www.stopmyoutbreaks.co.uk 
Pregnant? You Have Options! 
Free Test Caring. Confidential. 
1LC Women's Center . 
W.Pk.2314 WtrWdsBlvd407-0774463 
Orl 4314 Edgewatcr Dr 407-2944314 
Happily married couple seeks to adopt We can 
provide your baby a happy, loving, stable home 
and family. Michelle & Matt 866- fi63-3535. 
MkMw825@aol 
#1 Spring Break Vacations! Cancun, Jamaica, 
Bahamas, & Florida Best Parties, Best Hotels, 
Best Prices! Group Discounts. Group organize.rs 
travel free! Space is limited! Hurry up & Book 
Now! 800-234-7007 
www.endlesssummertours.com 
HONEYMOON SPECIALISf 
local full«l'Vice travel agency wi1h exp. in 
honeymoon plaiining. Great deal<; and ideas 
for every budget Call (407) 679-<i655. 
Ii] RELIGION 
University Unitarian Universalist Society 
11648 McCulloch Rd 407-737-4018 Servj.ce at . 
10:30 am, All are Welcome! Adult and CllllcJIBn's . 
Religious F.ducation at 9:30 am. Feb'J. 7, 
Raj Ayyar, Magical Words of Harry PoJter. ., 
For events: uuus.orlando.fl.uuaocg 
St Isaac Jogues Catholic Omrch 
4301 S Chickasaw Tr, ORL. 407-249-0906. 
Dai).y mass 8: 15 am M-S. Sat mass 5pm Eng, 
6:30 Span, Sunday &9:3CV11 Eng, 9:30 Signed, 
12:30 Span. Confess Sat 4-4:45. 
Congregation Belh Fmelh 
Rabbi Robert Lefkowitz. 407-855-0772. 
Reaching out to college students in the area. 
River Run 
Christian Church 
- Close to UCF -
Come & Explore this Sunday! 
8:30/10:20: FREE Sunday Cate 
9:15/11:00: Creative Drama, Multi-Media 
Video, Relevant Messages, Contemporary Music, 
Exciting Children's Program, Casual Dress 
Meeting at ... 
Lawton Chiles Middle School 
(3225 Lockwood Blvd., Oviedo) 
www.riverruncc.org 
407-977-LIFE (5433) 
Relevant-Real-Relational 
m GREEK LIFE 
KA 
Cow Pattie Bingo March 23rd, Wmter Parle 
Nmth Grade Center @ 3 p.m. Carnival and 
Wmg Contest Tickets will be sold in front of 
Union. 10-2 March 20, 21. 
KA 
Kappa Delta Shanuock Project, Cow Pattie 
Bingo, March 23rd @ Wmter Pru:ic 9th Grade 
Center! 
487.370~3708· 
. . wWw.metfCJD.,....trlx .. con1 
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You gotta have heart 
UCF premiers 
the hit play 
"Damn 
Yankees'' 
BRIANA MIRANDA 
STAFF WRJTER 
One. Two. Three strikes, 
you're out! 
Well, technically not if 
you're Joe Hardy. Then again, 
do all of us really have con-
nections with people from the 
underworld? 
In "Damn Yankees," one 
character certainly does. The 
play takes place during a time 
when baseball conquered the 
hearts of men everywhere, 
resulting in total devotion and 
concentration on nothing but 
the games. Six months out of 
every year wives everywhere 
had to endure this abduction 
of their fellow men from that 
which really held their eye ... 
the television set. 
This musical comedy 
focuses on a devoted baseball 
fan who is ready and willing 
to trade his very soul in 
exchange for his hometown 
team's success. Did I mention 
his consistently-losing home-
town team? This heart-warm-
ing, fantasy-like production is 
PLEASE SEE Damn ON B-1 o 
LISA APPLEGATE I CFF 
UCF Theatre performers feel the heat in "Damn Yankees." 
Universal's Mardi Gras celebrates the American spirit 
MARCIA MEJIA 
STAFF WRITER 
College students can enjoy a $10 dis-
count at Universal Studios Mardi Gras 
2002. Regular admission tickets are $48 
and students must present valid student 
identification. 
In light of the Sept. 11 attacks, 
Universal Studios canceled its ideas for 
Mardi Gras celebration themes that would 
have encompassed "fantasies"- Greek, 
Roman or movie fantasies. 
Universal Studios Chief Operating 
Officer Bob Gault said, ''Parade floats will 
be decked out in red, white and blue with. 
each float designed to honor the American 
ideals and heroes that have become such a 
powerful inspiration." 
This year's patriotic theme celebrates 
American ideals and heroes, such as con-
quering space, rock and roll, Madonna and 
Eddie Murphy. 
"The parade's theme is awesome 
because it's really what the people want to 
celebrate during these hard times," said 
street performer Madi Zaldivar. 
The Mardi Gras celebration began 
PLEASE SEE Mardi ON B-8 
COMMENTARY 
CHRISTIE Zrzo 
STAFF WRJTER 
Chuck Jones 
was a powerful 
cartoon force 
"This looks like a job 
for.. .Duck Dodgers in the 24th 
and a half century!" 
Every time I hear those 
magical words, I race to the 
TV. No, seriously. Without a 
doubt, "Duck Dodgers in the 
241/2th Century" (the actual 
title of this cartoon), is my 
all-time fave. The well-
known cartoon features Daffy 
Duck and sidekick cadet 
Porky Pig squaring off with 
that masterful Martian, 
Marvin. 
The man behind this and 
other well-known Warner 
Bros .. and MGM cartoons, 
Chuck 
Jones, 
passed 
away this 
week of 
congenital 
heart fail-
ure. He 
was 89. 
Jones 
Jones and the 
other 
Warner 
Bros. boys were second only 
to Disney in terms of anima-
tion popularity, right up 
through the 60s. Despite 
some classic WB cartoon 
work, including "The Road 
Runner Show" in 1966, Jones 
largely made Tom and Jerry 
Cartoons. 
At this time, Jones also 
made memorable children's 
films, such as "Dr. Seuss' 
How the Grinch Stole 
Christmas" and "Rikki Tikki 
Ta vi." 
The late 70s and 80s 
brought in a new era for the 
Looney Tunes, with TV and 
video specials, not to mention 
a plethora of cartoon variety 
shows. 
As a child I remember 
Saturday mornings with the 
"Bugs and Tweety Show" on 
ABC, a weekly collection of 
shorts, largely from the 50s 
and 60s. That's where I met 
Daffy, Porky, Marvin Martian, 
Tweety Bird, Sylvester the 
Cat, Michigan J. Frog, 
Yosemite Sam, Elmer Fudd, 
Road Runner, Wile E. Coyote 
PLEASE SEE]ones ON B-12 
Joi0n .. u.s .. for our St. Pat's Day 
$t.1reet>Party! ! March 16th 
JU9hUy drink specials and parties in the World 
Famous Beer Garden 
Live music Wednesday - Saturday 
Hospitality night Sunday 
doUJntoUJn orlando 
anJ,l'thinggoesa-tntakos.com: 
1163 University Blvd. 
Next to Residence Inn 
407-207-1740 
HAPPY ·eouas 
BIG 20oz. Drafts $1. 75 
WELL DRINKS$1.99 
$2 .00 OFF ALL APPETIZERS . 
(with purchase of any beverage) 
VERY THURSDAY NIGHT' 
hursdu9, JenJ1ory 24th .. Bleekout; A Glow Xtravagan;:-a ·-@""rfie-·c1u6 F'~atta~io~ a101woc~v 
Hive J.dow s.tl,fH giveaways Glowing fe.et by Soul f'us.i()n & $pec.ial,1 f F<)~ 
omo.'s Tbr-ead2: l Gl()Qlih · Drink . . li!liii[jilllljilmjllililiillilliii!iiiiiillll!ijllll!ijiliiliiii!!ii!ill!ilillflllllliiilii!llii .......... _.._.~~mm~~~·•atid,,;-1f;ffi.,'.··· ·· .·· ·"' 
hursdolj1 .J«lnua~8. 31st~ i~u$h ~ ~cQverv Toga Par.ty: Fraternity and sorority witb · the' 
t>st .. m~mber;,s set exolu$Jve. "'aceess id B.urbon, Stre:t?t Vie.>w. Bar fe.bruc:u·y 7th i • 
he Mard! Graus f.lart s !\! • 
SUN-FRI 
4-7pm 
AND 
10pm-CLOSE. 
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It's G~ammy_ time 
RACHEL BRAVERMAN el from the video in a vibrant perform-
STAFF WRITER ance of "Lady Marmalade." Their 
. strip down from robes to underwear 
Funny man Jon Stewart of "The could not outdo the vocal stylings of 
Daily Show" hosted a lively and col- . the original diva, surprise guest Patti 
orful 44th Annual Grammy Awards on LaBelle, wearing- a red dress that 
CBS Feb. 27. The night was full of 
fun, surprises and homage to Sept. 11. 
Not wasting any time, the 
Grammys opened with an emotional 
performance by U2 of "Walk On." 
This was perhaps a sign of what was 
to be the trend of the night. Another 
Grammy Awards full of U2 sweeps? 
Perhaps. 
A Spanish wave must have 
descended upon the Grammys 
because two performances had 
some Spanish flavor. Destiny's· 
Child with Alejandro Sanz 
performed his song 
The evening began on a highly 
comical note when Jon Stewart failed 
to walk through a metal detector on 
stage. Forced to remove his shoes, he 
submitted himself to a pat down. Once 
he'd stripped down to solely his box-
ers, the show was allowed to continue. 
KRT CAMPUS 
U2 swept the Grammys, winning numerous awards, including record of the 
year. 
looked like it blew up on her. "Quisiera ser." Alicia Keys 
caught the flavor as well in 
her updated remix of 
"Woman's Worth" with a 
touch of Flamenco. Keys 
even threw in a tango . 
Britney Spears and Matthew 
Perry were the first presenters for the 
award for Best Pop Duo/Group, how-
ever only after a bit of cheesy flirty 
banter. "Sorry Matthew, I only see 
you as a friend," Britney said. Ba 
boom tch ! Finally they got to the 
award part and U2 received the 
Grammy for "Stuck in a Moment (that 
you can't get out of)." 
The not-so-modest girls of 
"Moulin Rouge" recreated their broth-
Performing must be a good luck 
charm because the "Lady Marmalade" 
quartet won Best Pop Collaboration. 
Almost every other artist who per-
formed received an award. For exam-
ple, Train performed a much simpler 
"Drops of Jupiter" and proceeded to 
win Best Rock Song for the song-
writer . 
Since Keys performed, one 
thing is obvious. She had to win an 
PLEASE SEE Grammys oN B-5 
KRT CAMPUS 
Singer Alicia Keys took the Grammys by storm, winning five 
awards. 
N1A12.CLl 6 - NlAl<.CLl 12 
NOFX in concert @House of Blues 7:30 pm 
7th Annual USPS and A&P Recognition Awards 
Contact dvickers@pegasus.cc.ud.edu for details 
Internship Workshop Explores the options available 
to gain experiential education. Student Resource 
Center, Room 185. 
City of Orlando Hosts an Oscar 2002 Oscar Night 
American Part· presents by the children's charity 
Variety Club 12:00 pm@Orlando City Hall 
Writers in the Sun Join us for a reading by poet 
Marie Howe in the campus Art Gallery @ 5 pm 
iAll-American Jazz Festival Dr. Phillips Performing 
!Arts Downtown at 8:00 pm 
·1 
I 
I 
I 
.PeopleSoft Implementation Proiect Update Current · 
modules in production and plans for PeopleSoft 
T Wb_ GUQb.. f OQ INF OQMA TION Db_PQIV A TION 
SPRING BREAK BEGINS! 
Columbia Shuttle Landing Approx 3:33 pm at Cape 
Canaveral 
Overeaters Anonymous 5: 15 - 6:30 in the new 
Campus Wellness Center 
· Phat·N·Jazzy at the Social $5 Cover Doors open at 
10pm 
Open Mike Night for Poets and ·Musicians Borders 
Books and music in Oviedo 8285 Red Bug Lake Road 
7pm. 
WOMEN 
March 7-9 
March 1-8 
Match 9 
March 10 
·)l March 8 March 10 
1--~ March 11 
-
WOMEN 
' 
March 8 
'""' 
March 11 
• CREW 
March 6 
Atlantic Sun 
Tum@TroySt 
Vanderbilt 
Siena 
Temple 
Campbell 
Manhattan 
Liberty & Tenn 
FL Atlantic 
S. Florida 
Fairfield 
registration 3pm BA 107 Red TUb. -
If you've ever missed a free concert or 
had nothing to do on a Friday 
night...then you are officially a victim. 
UCF students have been deprived of 
information for too long. Luckily, you 
have found the cure. 
**Would you like to work with "The 
Skinny" or have an event you would 
like to see in print for free: 
Contact 
THESKINNYUCF@HOTMAIL.com 
Step on it 
Surf and download up to 70 times 
faster than dial-up! 
ROADRUNNER 
# HICH SPEED ONUNE"' 
1•817·TWC•EASY 
www.twceasy.mm 
LOONEY TUNES, characters. names and all related indicia are trademarks of Warner Bros. C>2002 . 
Velvet Calico Jacks $2 
Lush 
Industry Pitchers $1 50 Long. 
Night Open N_ecks $1 Wells 
Bar 10 - 12 I 20 E. Cent Blv, Liquid Cellar $2 Cove 
Alpha Bar Wild on Mondays s2 Pitchers after 9pm 
Rod< and House Imw College Night $2 
tv10N Wells and Domestics 
J 
~ 
S 1 Drinks all night 
Wing Shack Guys N 
Dolls Night Free Draft 
Knight tights Ladies 
night Free Beer , / ~vc..D 
Blue Room DJ Mike B & 
Knigntlife $2 Domestics 
Bar Kick Ass College 
Night $2 Lite $ Jcehouse 
Amigos $2.50 Margs 4-7 
$2 Well and $2 Pints All 
Night Long! T!.JU 
Chillers" Ladies Night" 4-10pm ladies 
drink $1.25 btls, frzn drinks, wells & wine 
Deyaney•s Too No Cover for Ladies-
Free Hunch Punch' Great Music All Night 
ICON Free admission before 11 :OOpm 
$2 Budweiser and But Light Bottles fRI 
2AM 
An Tobar Irish Pub at 7 p.m. 
Renee Waterman, 
Temple Rumba 
The Mercado at 7 p.m. 
Open mike hosted 
by Paul Gerardi 
Guinevere's at 8 p.m. 
David Rankin 
Adobe Gilas at 8 p.m. 
Chinese Downhill 
(hard edge), Altered State 
Lost & Found at 9:30 p.m. 
DJ Mauricio 
Red Velvet at 10 p.m. 
4:20 
Kitty O'Shea's at 10 p.m. 
Venuti, DJ Romp, Eric Metro 
for "EFFX Drum & Bass" 
The Haven at 10 p.m. 
Big Green Bus 
(pop/alternative) 
Adobe Gilas at 8 p.m. 
Wesley Willis, Grand Buffet 
The Social at 8 p.m.· 
Wyndbreakers (Irish) 
An Tobar at 8 p.m. 
Wellville, Stand 
· Slingapours at 9 p.m. 
Open mike hosted by 
Super-Natural 
Tracy's Tavern at 9 p.m. 
Atocha (indie), Stretching FM, 
Red Soda 
Back Booth at 9 p.m. 
I 
I 
Blue Meridian will play at the Back Booth Downtown on March 9. 
Crystal Chaos, Waylon's 
Infraction, Wrecked Overture 
Lost & Found at 9:30 p.m. 
Kit Mobley (trance/breaks), 
Ben Richards, Tha Flatlinaz 
Rumors Lounge at 10 p.m. 
Slaves to the Groove 
2 AM, Bongo 
Kerryman's Irish Pub at 9:30 p.m. 
The Thrusters (surfabilly), 
Double First Cousins 
Bodhisattva Social Club at 9:30 p.m. 
funkUs 
Kitty O'Shea's at 10 p.m. 
Scruffy Murphy's Irish Pub -at 10:30 p.m. Lift, Brookhollow, Cemented 
F.8.1. Liquors at 10 p.m. 
Friday 
Mar<h 8 
The Harp Project 
(powerpop/punk), Sigh 
Rogers 
Midtown Tavern at 8 p.m. 
Jayla (acoustic pop rock) 
Borders Books and Music at 8 p.m. 
Dokken, L.A. Guns 
House of Blues at 8:15 p.m. 
DJ Pauly (salsa/merengue), DJ 
Cee (old school/Latin house) 
The Club at 9 p.m. 
The Sadies, Old No. 8, 
Riverbottom Nightmare Band 
Will's Pub at 9 p.m. 
Plain Jane Automobile (poppy 
rock), Real Love Diplomats, 
Casual Folklor 
The Social at 10 p.m. 
Cider 
Scruffy Murphy's Irish Pub at 10:30 p.m. 
Tracy Lawrence 
Plant City Fairgrounds at 4:30 & 7:30 
p.m. 
Pitch Blue Jam (blues) 
The Mercado at 7 p.m. 
Cub Country, The Sunshine Fix 
The Social at 8 p.m. 
Connie Blackwood 
310Park South at 8 p.m. 
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE 
Boney James, Donnie 
House of Blues at 8:15 p.m. 
Lynyrd Skynyrd for 
"Mardi Gras 2002" 
Universal Studios at Universal Orlando 
at 8:30 p.m. 
Blue Meridian 
Back Booth at 10 p.m. 
Drakenova (industrial-metal) 
F.B.I. Liquors at 10 p.m. 
Red Shift Mantra (ambient), 
J.J. Marley, Elektra 
Dante's at 10 p.m. 
Drakenova (industrial-metal) 
F.B.I. Liquors at 10 p.m. 
Sol Season 
Scruffy Murphy's Irish Pub at 10:30 p.m. 
Table Three, 
lmmedia, Like Flynn 
Lost &Found at 10 p.m. 
~ 
Preservatiop HaHJazz Band 
.. . •· . . .. 
(New ~!l~~ns :Jazz) 
Helen Stairs Theatre at 2:30 p.m. 
Vince Gill 
Plant City Fairgrounds at 4:30 & 7:30 
p.m. 
Oviedo Bowling Center '™". 
376. E Broadway St. ~ • flor~!!~fi!?!tk ~ 
Oviedo, FL 32765 Waterford Lakcrs 
"A Full Service Florist" 
11.IJIJ 14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY 
All Jlo11 C.11 •owl 1345 Howell Branch Road 10069 University Blvd. 711 N. Alafaya Trail Winter Park, FL 32789 Orlando, FL 32817 Orlando, FL 32828 
Phone 407-629-0050 Phone 407-679-5144 Phone 407-281-7666 
Fax 407-629·0877 Fax 407-679-6787 Fax 407-281-8005 
1-800-393-0051 1-800-827-1097 1-866-415-9554 
Stop by, call, or visit us online! www.allinbloom.com 
The Pavers (punk), My Hotel 
Year 
Will's Pub at 6 p.m. 
"The Blues Garage" hosted by 
CL West 
Dante's at 8:30 p.m. 
Milka, lndorphine 
(groove rock) 
The Social at 9 p.m. 
Skinlab, Disarray, bloc 
(hard edge) 
F.B.I. Liquors at 10 p.m. 
~onda,y 
March1f 
Bitch aod Api01al, 
Doria ftbberts 
The Social at 8 p.m. 
Red Hot Kitty and the Alley 
Cats for "Swing Night" 
CityJazz at 8 p.m. 
Dan Hicks & His Hot Licks 
(rockabilly), Charlie Zayas 
and the Midnight Ramblers 
House of Blues at 8:30 p.m. 
Bad Boys of Break for 
"Mondays 1-2-3" 
Tabu at 10 p.m. 
Tuesday 
Ma~12.-J) 
~ 
SaraitShannoll, Seldom 
The Socio.I at Q. p.ft1, 
.. u ... 
Kimberly Kaye 
Peter Scott's at 7 p.m. 
Smoke House (swamp blues) 
CityJazz at 8 p.m. 
Al Bei (acoustic) 
Suni Rae's Lounge at 9 p.m. 
DJ Rau I Rock Da House 
Tabu at 10 p.m. 
- 2AM 
Kitty O'Shea's at 10 p.m. 
Reporter Randy Harris can be 
reached at rharris@ucffuture.com: listings 
can be submitted to listings@ucffuture.com 
15% Discount with UCF 
Student or Faculty ID! 
We service to ALL parts of the 
country! "Same Day Delivery'' 
Wire service or Delivery available 
over phone with maj9r Credit Card 
(wire and delivery service excludes discount) 
/. 
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Grammys featured great performance and few bad jokes 
FROM PAGE B-3 
award. Five in fact, including Best R&B 
Album for Songs in A Minor, Song of the 
Year for "Falling" and the highly anticipat-
ed Best New Artist. 
In one of the first tributes to New York, 
two famous New York natives Billy Joel 
and Tony Bennet sang, "New York State of 
Mind?" Their performance perfectly capti-
vated the feeling of New York City with a 
smooth, jazzy rendition against an animated 
black and white sketch of the city skyline. 
Alan Jackson also paid tribute to with 
his song of remembrance "When the World 
Stopped Turning." 
One of the few performers who did not 
walk away with an award was the pop 
group *NSYNC. The quintet started off on 
stools singing their current ballad "Gone." 
Then Nelly popped out and rapped his way 
into their current single "Girlfriend." The 
guys danced around cars and pretty girls in 
a recreation of their video. 
N~lly Furtado did manage to walk 
away with a pop award for Best Female Pop 
Vocalist for "I'm Like ·a Bird," presented by 
Natalie Cole and P. Diddy. And yes, she did 
perform. She flexed her vocal muscles in a 
slow, acoustic version of her Grammy win-
ning song. According to Stewart though, the 
Olympic judges decided that the Canadian 
Furtado had to share her award with the 
Russians. 
The grassroots group, The Soggy 
Bottom Boys, was another performer/win-
ner. With fiddles and all, they sang "Man of 
Constant Sorrow" from the O' Brother 
Where Art Thou soundtrack. They then 
went on to receive awards for Best Country 
Collaboration and Album of the Year. 
The musicians were not the only ones 
walking away with prizes. Presenters 
received a gift bag worth $20,000. TV stars 
Ray Romano and Kevin James got into a 
fight when Romano decided it would be fun 
to give away James's goodies. Everything 
was fine until Romano attempted to give 
away Jarnes's George Foreman Grill and 
James "wrestled" Romano to the floor. 
Other fascinating performances includ-
ed Bob Dylan's mumbling "Cry a While," 
Dave Matthew's "The Space Between" 
Mary J. 's "No More Drama" which was 
awarded a standing ovation. India.Ari per-
formed "Video" and Outkast sang "Sorry 
Miss Jackson" with children on a play-
ground in the background. By· the way, 
Outkast went on to win Best Rap Album. 
Continuing the winning sweep was U2 
for Best Rock Performance by Duo or 
Group for ''Elevation" and th~ coveted 
grand prize of Record of the Year for Walk 
On. 
The Grarnrnys ended with a show stop-
ping bang by Al Greene singing a hand rais-
ing, get-out-of-your-chair gospel number 
along with a dozen other gospel singers. 
Although the show was a little more 
than three hours, the performances were 
great and the awards well deserved. Even 
Jon Stewart managed to make his way 
through the night with only a couple bad 
jokes. 
y ·-- • 
Destiny's 
Child 
performed 
at the 
Grammys 
but took 
home no 
awards. 
KRT 
CAMPUS 
DS1nce MS1tafhon 2oog and ovt!tall Hornecorning 2002 Ditt!ctot application~ at(! 
· now avaif iblt! in Officl! of ~tudsnt Activitis~. - Gt!t involvt!d, bs a part o~ CAB! 
gtcofJD l-IARvt~T J:ooo BANK 
9 - 12prn 
Cs1tpool will rneet sat the 
VAB pqtking lot qt ~ qrn 
saturdav,-llarch 9th 
Tuesdav. March 19th 
-
CAB ~~o.cial Evo.nfs: 
Polo JAah: •RAd, Whiff! and NAw T outn 
Bting a atticle of d'Hiim and win a chance to 
~~in the ~tiza wheel. 
~ U, ~outh Patio 
10am - 2prn 
VUCJ: 
Eco canoeing @ W ekiva ~ptingg 
g .. 6PM 
sundav, March 10th 
·--- Wednesdav, March 20th 
vucr: 
0 CJet c~1td@d J:ait" B~cOfn(! ~tJ otg9n donot. 
~ U, ~outh Patio, 11-2~rn 
Avant Garde Lecture ~etiag 
Ptofagot Petet Telep 
"Adventutag in tha Book T Nlda" 
~U, Kay WiH:t Balltoorn - ~~rn 
'"--~* For more information on our events contact the Office of Student .A.ctivihes 
Rm .208 Student Union, 407-823-64 71. hmded by ,\ct1vity and Sen ice Fee as allocat~ b}«S~~4~~too em 
''' .. \'%%?~ 
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'Sorority Boys' teaches a few lessons 
BRIANA MIRANDA 
STAFF WRITER 
''American Pie 3 ?" What? 
Oh no, just another story along 
the same lines. 
In this impressive comedy 
Dave (who most of you know as 
Matt on "Seventh Heaven," 
actor Dave Watson) Adam 
(Michael Rosenbaum) and 
Doofer (Harland Williams) play 
three fraternity brothers about to 
engage on a journey where no 
man has gone before, and proba-
bly never wants to. 
Who would have thought 
three men would look so attrac-
tive as sorority girls? 
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE 
The title pretty much gives 
this one away. In "Sorority 
Boys," all thre€ fraternity broth- _ 
ers find themselves in a bit of a 
predicament where they are des-
perate for some cash that has 
mysteriously disappeared. Due 
to this dilemma, the boys are 
forced to undergo some major 
disguises. Finding comfort and 
support in none other than the 
D.O.G, Delta Omicron, the boys 
form bonds and begin to create 
memories with the ladies. 
Dave, Adam and Doofer infiltrate a sorority house in '1Sorority Boys." 
Things start to go smoothly. 
The problem is, once things 
begin to fall into place, Dave 
realizes he has feelings for Leah 
(Melissa Sagemiller), the alpha 
D.O.G. 
A few highlights of the film 
are when satisfaction and justice 
A Unique Salon For All Types of Hair. 
Alston Andre Salon 
100/o OFF 
with 
valid UCF 
ID Card 
• Relaxers I Curls 
• Hair Extensions 
of Casselberry 
FREE 
tanning 
session 
·with any 
service 
• Custom Color 
• Highlights (Foil I Cap) 
• Men's Cuts, Fades • Perms 
• Curl to Straight • Precision & Speciality 
Blow Dry Cuts for Men 
• Braiding I Corn Rows & Women 
•~nuw;rnm!lt-' •wm1a,q~m1rn!i·• 
& ( 407) 831-0900 924 E. Semoran Blvd, Casselberry 
were served. These boys under-
went what most of their fellow 
women friends had to undergo 
on a daily basis. Shaving, pluck-
ing, tight bras, short skirts, the 
unforgettable hall of shame, 
even a few encounters with that 
time of the month . . Who could 
forget the sticky situation when 
Adam mistakenly gets drugged 
and wakes up the morning after 
with nothing but hazy recollec-
BENNIGAN 1 S 
11650 UNIVERSITY DR. I ORLANDO FL 32822 I 407.249.2454 
tions of the night before. The 
audience was in utter tears from 
laughing so hysterically. 
The screening was held Feb. 
26 at 9 p.m. in the Student Union 
by the Campus Activities Board, 
and it was a full house. Free 
gifts were given to everyone and 
people had time to socialize 
before the feature presentation. 
The actual screenplay was writ-
ten by Joe Jarvis and Greg 
Coolidge, two University of 
Oklahoma alumni who actually 
based the story line on personal 
experiences with OU's Greek 
System. 
Basically everyone have a 
lot to learn from this movie; not 
just fraternity brothers, or soror-
ity girls, or even teenagers all 
over, but everyone could enjoy 
this film. It certainly entertains 
the audience and is right up there 
with the best of the best teenag-
er films of today, such as 
"American Pie." If the audience 
walked away with anything from 
this film, it was the boys. Now 
they might think twice before 
screaming out chants to the next 
lady (that seems somewhat 
familiar) they come across. 
Who knows ... could be a brother 
of their's. 
UCF 
03 .. 17 .. 02 
• 
t 
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UCF Knights form the ,faculty of School for Heroes 
RANDY HARRIS 
STAFF WRITER 
Emerging as one of the rising 
stars in Orlando's ever-growing 
hard rock scene, School for 
Heroes has come a long way in a 
very short time. 
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE 
In this brief period, they've 
amassed an impressive student 
body (fans) with their energetic 
field trips (live shows). Although 
the band has only been playing 
since last June, they've already 
packed prestigious venues like 
Hard Rock Live and the House of 
Blues. Like a raging hurricane 
with a calm at its center, School 
for Heroes competently combine 
pure ferocity with unnerving 
melody. 
Adrian, a marketing graduate, is the band's lead singer. 
The band is comprised of 
UCF students past and present 
Guitarist Brian is currently pursu-
- ing a degree in information sys-
tems in the business department. 
Singer Adrian graduated with a 
degree in Marketing. Guitarist 
Dax took up computer animation 
in the ait department a few years 
back. Hard-plucking bassist Asa 
and jack-hammering drummer 
Joel (formerly of Miami metal-
heads Endo) round out this formi-
dable fivesome. 
After a recently sold-out local 
AMERICAN 
..n LL ..n ffi-t;;-h I c..n N 
iHDT DOGS 
M-W llam-7pm 
Tb, F, & Sat I lam - 9pm s Sun I lam - Spm 
l](Ir [)[j[j 
w/UCF ID 
FREE DEllVERY 
$10 llllnlmum order within 5 mue radluS 
Students! V-isit our webSite 
for monev saving coupons! 
VOTED BEST BURGER! 
·--------------------------· 
Buy any combo and get a : 
I 
1 
FREE Back Yard Burger! : 
1 Valid at this location only. Please present coupon. 1 
~· : Offer Expires 6/30/02 : 
~--------------------------4 11556 University Blvd. 
(407) 736-0040 
show at the House of Blues, the 
Future sat down with the faculty of 
this school to gain some insight 
into their code of conduct. 
Future: Could you fill us in 
on the history of School for 
Heroes? 
Dax: I met Brian back in 1993 
on a message board, when he lived 
in Hollywood, Calif. and I lived 
over in Tampa. We were all talk-
ing about death metal. I think it's 
kind of interesting because now 
he's my roommate and he plays in 
the band. When we were looking 
for a singer, I would stand outside 
shows with a huge sign that said 
'singer wanted' or whatever. 
Adrian came up to me at an 
Incubus show and said 'you don't 
BAR & GRILL 
FAMOOS FOR CATFISH & GATOR 
• Enjoy lunch with a lake view 
• Best Gator in Town 
• Gator Exhibit (New 12ft) 
• Picture with live alligator 
• Drink specials everyday 
• Live music on Friday/Saturday 
• All you can eat Catfish 
• Ladies drink Free 
Wed. 6:30-9:30pm 
Open T11esday to Sunday from 11 a.m. 
Restaurant: 407-365-2201 
Located In Oviedo off 434 
111ww.blackhammockrestaura11t.com 
Live Music Fri and Sat 
Happy Hour 4pm • 7pm 
DJ Wed.· Sat. 
Daily Bar Specials 
Bar Food, Burgers, 
Steaks and Seafood. 
407-366-6225 
www.toucanwillies.com 
Advertise your restaurant in The Future! 
40?-447-4555 or sales@UCFfuture.com 
know it yet, but I'm your singer.' 
We started· jamming with an old 
drummer of mine, and then we 
picked up Asa and Adrian and we 
switched out drummers and we 
played our first show as a band last 
June. 
Future: After quitting Endo, 
how did Joel end up joining the 
group? 
Adrian: 1 knew him from 
Endo and I heard he quit, so I gave 
him a call and he was here the next 
day trying out and joined the band 
on the spot. 
Asa: That sounds stalker-ish, 
dude (laughs). (Impersonating 
Adrian) 'You know, I did my 
PLEASE ·SEE Band oN B-10 
CHINESE 
GREAT CHINA 
BESTAURART 
GRAND OPENING! 
'DeCicious Chinese 'Fool 
'T'o !Eat 'ln &' 'T'afe Out 
New Yort Sivie Chinese ... 
Open 7 Days 
Mon-Thurs 11 a.m. · }. 
Fri-Sat 11 a.m. · 11 
Sun l2 p.m. · lQ.;P 
~ 10 
* 
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE 
Bassist Asa gets into the sold-out show at the House of Blues. 
ITALIAN 
Peu~~ 
Family Res;urant ~·..­
and 
Pizzeria 
Pizza, Pasta, Wings, Subs 
Daily Lunch & 
Dinner Spedals 
10% DISCOUNT 
WITH UCF ID 
Free delivery with 
$25 minimum order 
(407) 249-9991•13212 E. Colonial Dr. 
One mile east of Alafaya in the Bridgewater Marketplace 
cafe · 
Trastevere 
(trust-every} 
BRING A DATE! 
Dinner under the stars 
Sat & Thurs 
• Live music on the patio 
• Drink Specials 
Wed 
• Half price wine night 
(407) 83~·00235 
825 Magnolia Ave. 
(Downtown) 
www.cafetrastevere.com 
INDIAN 
MAHARAJ A 
Vegetarian Indian Cuisine 
Lunch Buffet (11 am - 2 pm) 
Maharaja Tiffin (Take out) 
UC? Shopping Plaza, (407) 384-8850 
JAPANESE 
101/o OFF 
Not valid with any othe~ offers. 
EXPIRES 6-1-02 
12281 T}niver~ity Blvd. 
Across from UCF 
407-736-8987 
SPORTS PUB 
ll(fj~ 
family Sports Pubs 
UCF MEN'S BASKETBALL 
COACHES SHOW 
EVERY TUESDAY • 7 - 8 pm 
Bring in this ad for 15% OFF Food 
Not valid with any other offer. 
Happy Hour 
Monday - Saturday, 4 - 7 pm 
1817 E. Broadway St., Oviedo 
407-366-2333 
Mardi Gras features 
float props from the 
New Orleans festival 
FROM PAGE B-1 
Feb. 8, running Friday and 
Saturday nights through March 
16, then continuing nightly 
through April 6. 
For the seventh year in a 
row, the celebration features a 
parade with 14 elaborately-dee-
. orated floats, 200 street per-
formers and more than 150 
extravagantly costumed char-
acters. More than 1 million 
beads and doubloons are tossed 
to visitors. Float props are 
directly from New Orleans. 
"I come here every year to 
the Mardi Gras celebration," 
Sharmane Barton, from 
Orlando, said. Barton is now in 
her third year celebrating 
Mardi Gras at Universal 
Studios. 
Demane Brown, from St. 
Petersburg, said: "I don't go to 
New Orleans because it would 
be much more expensive with 
hotel accommodations. I can 
come and leave Universal 
Studios in one day." 
Mardi Gras guests on 
Saturday nights also enjoy 
headline concerts following the 
parade. This year's concert 
series brings James Brown, 
Earth, Wind and Fire, Sister 
Hazel, Lynyrd Skynyrd and 
Hootie and· the Blowfish to 
stage. 
House bands, including 
Crossword 
ACROSS. 
1 Bookcase level 
6 Dogs' best 
friends? 
10 Manipulated 
'9!4 Pulp 
15 Fence 1he loot, 
e.g. 
16 Crooner Jerry 
· 17 Vibrant 
18 Solitary 
19 River to the 
Caspian 
20 Gathered, as 
fallen leaves 
21 Emphasis mark 
23 Latin being 
25 Charles Lamb's 
pen name 
26 Droop 
29 Reveres 
31 Lawyers' org. 
34 Knitted and 
37 Local official 
· 39 Bay window 
40 Farm enclosure 
41 Settle down for 
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE 
Universal's Mardi Gras celebration 
is very similar to that of the New 
Orleans classic, minus the flashing. 
Larry Hoppen Band and Pat 
Travers Band, will also perform 
on select nights. 
Florida residents may pur-
chase special concert tickets for 
$24.95, and the ticket is only 
valid after 5 p.m. 
"[The parade's] not too 
good today because it's rain-
ing," Barton said while holding 
an umbrella and fighting for 
beads. "Check what the weath-
er forecast is beforehand." 
the night 
42 Emulate Hine~ 
44 Shrewd 
© 20112 Tril>u"e Media Services, Inc 
ABl'lgnts..-vaa. 
45 Comprehend 
46 Taunted 
48 Holzman or 
Auerbach 
49 Plant used for 
cordage 
50 Middle East gulf 
53 Amphitheaters 
57 Kind of rocket 
61 Writer Stapledon 
62 Blackthorn 
63 Self-evident 
truth 
64 First name in 
denim?. 
65 British peer 
66 Nappy leather 
67 Accomplishes 
68 Mach+ jets 
69 German 
indus1rial ci1y 
DOWN 
1 Prepare for a 
fight 
2 Island dance 
3 Composer Satie 
4 Embankment 
5 Nourishes 
6 Put a price on 
7 Black, in poetry 
8 Affectionately 
9 Hardened 
1 o Soft palate part 
11 Rani's wrap 
12 Distinctive flair 
13 Proofreader's 
mark 
22 Stair elements 
24 Downcast 
26 Dalmatian 
feature 
27 Invisible 
emanations 
28 Bellyache 
30 "Bellefleur" 
author 
31 Nice love? 
32 Sew temporarily 
33 Fed the pot 
35 Conducted 
36 Makes joyous 
38 Balderdash! · 
40 Shoulder bones 
43 Vengeful 
opponents 
44 Tack on 
- Please see 
answers on 
oaue 1-1 
47 Art stands 
49 Old-time music 
systems 
51 Expunge 
52 Connection 
53 f-leartless 
54 Bread spread 
55 Wash 
56 Walker or 
Drucker 
58 Equal scores 
59 Took the A train, · 
e.g. 
60 Portent 
• 
• 
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. PPt HoUr 
4 '- 7 pm & 10 pm-Close 
· 1/2 Price $ i OH Appetizers 
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Orlando 6host lours: . 
I Ain't Afraid of no-Ghost ... Maybe 
The Believer 
KIM LINDQUIST 
STAFF WRITER 
Most would think Orlando would 
not be a very haunted place, aside 
from the Haunted Mansion in 
Disney's Magic Kingdom. 
However, before the mouse 
invaded in the 70s, the city had down-
town for its fun, including Church 
Street Station. The buildings there 
today are not replicas; they are the 
real deal. 
Orlando Ghost Tours gives the 
history behind these places, most of 
which are deserted. Even if skeptics 
can appreciate all of these creepy 
nighttime settings, a la MTV' s Fear. 
Here are five reasons to get freaked 
out by this tour. 
1.) The tour guide knows his 
stuff. He has done documentaries for 
the Discovery Channel, knows every-
thing about the buildings and packs 
some heavy duty, "ghost-hunting" 
equipment. 
2.) The tour may not actually go 
into all the buildings described, but it 
does involve inspecting the old court-
~ouse, now known as the Orlando 
Historical Society. This is an especial-
ly scary place after dark. Ted Bundy, 
the most prolific serial killer in U.S. 
History, had scrawled his name in the 
defendant's stand there. It is visible to 
this day. 
3.) The tour guide provides elec-
tromagnetic energy detectors and heat 
sensors to see spirits. When the equip-
ment reacts to something in the room, 
you will feel your heart stop. 
4.) You will never look at down-
town Orlando the same way again. 
Every time you go into the Blue 
Room after the tour, you will think, 
"This used to be a funeral parlor." You 
will look for the handprints of the 
ghost children in the windows of the 
old Woolworth Building. You will 
hear Frank's footsteps in the court-
house. And, if you attend the UCF 
campus downtown, you will not be 
able to get away from the fact that it 
was a mortuary until 1992. 
5.) Not only does the tour guide 
describe the haunts of the places, he 
actually shows you pictures that have 
ghosts in them while you are standing 
inside the courtroom after dark. Many 
are of the same location that you are 
in at the moment. Perhaps the very 
place that you are standing in has an 
angry spirit breathing down your 
neck. 
The Ske"ptic 
CHRISSY FICARA 
STAFF WRITER 
There is a group of superstitious 
experts who are claiming that down-
town Orlando is haunted. 
This group of people have taken 
their findings and created a walking 
tour down Church Street and its sur-
rounqing roads, pinpointing all those 
buildings where sightings have 
occurred. 
Orlando Ghost Tours consists of 
a man, quite knowledgeable of tall-
tale ghost appearances, and his bag of 
tricks; i.e. electromagnetic energy 
detectors and heat sensors. Sounds 
lik' yet another Ghostbusters sequel. 
. While the average believer may take 
to the spooky stories that the Ghost 
Tours has to tell, the average skeptic 
can't help but refute everything that 
makes one believe. 
1) Of course the tour guide 
knows his stuff - it is his job! The 
whole idea is to creep people out, tell 
a story about some children lingering 
in an abandoned building or a wise 
guy ghost who plays pranks on inno-
cent bar owners. Better yet, take 
these naive believers into a history 
museum, after hours of course, and 
throw them into an old, dark court-
house. Good stories in the right set-
ting, can make even Chuck-E-Cheese 
a scary place. 
2) Yeah, so, Mr. Ghost Tour 
tells stories about various sightings 
in buildings all over town, yet only 
tours one, the Orlando Historical 
Society. The old courthouse is closed 
to the public, it is dark, weird sounds 
freak you out as the tour guide tells 
yet another story about a sighting on 
a previous tour. Guess the ghosts 
were all at an important "Ghost func-
tion," couldn't make any appearances 
tonight's tour. The only sighting was 
the carving Ted Bundy made during 
his trial there. By the way, those 
weird sounds; the cleaning lady and 
her mop down the hall. 
3) The tour guide provides 
electromagnetic energy detectors and 
heat sens9rs to see spirits. Who 
knows what makes the little lever 
move or the temperature in the room 
lower. Simply put: ~ot enough proof, 
guys. 
4) The stories were good. Most 
of them probably true. I won't deny 
the fact that today's Blue Room was 
PLEASE SEE Skeptics ON B-12 
STYo~~~ 
UCF Domino's Pizza 
12213 University Boulevard 
Next to The Copy Cafe 
401-384-8888 IMES1NC. HAIRDRESSING SALON Hours: Sun 12 Noon - 12 Midnight , 
Mon - Thurs 11 am - 12 Midnight • Fri - Sat 11 am - 2am 
0 Large Cheese or 
1-Topping 
. Pizza 
Student 
Value Meal 
E) Small Q Small Cheese 
1-Topping Pizza & Choice 
Pizza of Bread 
& Breadsticks (Cheesy Bread, Breadsticks, 
or Cinnastix) 
0 Medium 2-Topping 
Pizza 
& 1 Coke 
Delivery and Carryout Available. Payment Accepted: Cash, All Credit Cards, Debit 
Order Online ·at: www.quikorder.com 
10% Student Discount on cuts 
With Valid Student ID 
Specializing in: 
• Cuts from classic to funky 
• Colors & perms 
• Foils, highlights, 
low lights 
• Formal styling for 
special occas_ions 
• Facial waxing 
• Ear piercing 
School for 
Heroes plays 
at various 
locations 
around 
Orlando 
often. 
SPECIAL TO 
THE FUTURE 
Band has played in 
major local venues 
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rese_arch, found hls number .... ' 
Adrian: I did. It was hard 
too, man. There were a couple 
people that I knew that wouldn't 
give it [Joel's number] to me 
because they wanted hlm to be in 
their band. He's just a really solid 
drummer. 
Future: How would you 
compare Orlando's scene to some 
of the other cities you've played? 
Dax: Where else can you 
play an all-ages show on a Friday 
or Saturday night that's safe and 
sounds good and it's free for kids 
to go to and we still get paid? I 
mean it just doesn't get any better 
than that. 
Brian: Basically I was just 
looking for a name and I was on 
the Internet one day and I came 
across this thing that was like an 
orphanage for kids and it was 
nicknamed a "school for heroes" 
for kids with no one to look to 
and no direction. I thought jt was 
a cool name on so many levels, 
so we went with it. 
Future: Did you guys have 
a defining moment growing up 
where you knew wanted to make 
music for a living? 
Adrian: I went to a Pearl 
Jam show and I saw how those 
guys went about doing stuff and I 
saw how they got to play and 
how they looked like they were 
doing what they wanted to be 
doing and I was sold. 
Brian: I don't think there 
Future: Where did the was one moment for me. I was 
whole "School for Heroes" con- just inspired to create something 
cept come from? that didn't exist before. 
~~mfj 
' 
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Shawerma • Kabobs • Sheesh Tawook • Falafel • Grape Leaves • Baklava 
STUDEDT DISCOUDT 
10!~ 
W/ad&UCfll 
~~ 
~ .. ________ _ 
TAKE OUT & CATERING AVAILABLE 
..; 
a: HOURS: 
~ University Blvd. mon. - Thurs. 11 :JOam - 1 O:OOpm ~ * Fri. ti Sat. 11 :30am - 1 O:OOpm 
g SUnday 12 noon - lO:OOpm 
7550 University Blvd.• Winter Park 
Corner of University & Goldenrod Ad. 
407-673-5100 Fax: 407-673-5700 
Damn Yankees a crowd pleaser 
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for all ages and without a doubt for anyone who's 
got heart. 
"Damn Yankees" opened in the spring of 
1955 and continued to entertain audiences all over 
for 1019 performances. Since then, "Damn 
Yankees" celebrated a Broadway revival in 1994 
with the supervision of none other than the creator 
himself, George Abbott. 
The opening night of Damn Yankees at the 
UCF Theatre was Feb. 28, and the house was 
packed. 
Friends, family and the ordinary theatre 
admirers filled the audience and participated in 
laughs, gasps and even a standing ovation that was 
1 well-deserved. In two hours, the cast managed to 
'2:7@1][3 
overtake the audience and make them fall hope-
lessly in love with them. From their musical num-
bers to their quick, witty one-liners everyone was 
ultimately entertained. 
The opening scene included the whole cast on 
one intimate stage and took over the theatre in the 
riveting, unforgettable, catchy "Six Months Out of 
Every Year" number. The overall performances 
blew the audience away as well, with such a tal-
ented cast it's no wonder it was such a success. 
Characters like the ballplayers and· Applegate cer-
tainly were some of the most memorable. 
If you love America's favorite pastime, and 
enjoy upbeat musicals, this is without a doubt the. 
play for you. The cast was stunning. The story 
line is both magjcal and enchanting, and the 
music, certainly a crowd pleaser for everyone. 
. I 
MY FAVORITE 
NEW FLAVOR IS: FOR YOUR 
avORITE 
FLavo• 
Chocolate Peanut Butter Truffle Rich chocolate peanut 
butter ice cream with peanut butter fudge truffles. 
~~ 
D Chocolate with l'vdge &lmonda Chocolate ice cream with fudge covered almonds. 
D l'vll VerMont1,. Vermont maple ice cream with praline pecans & a caramel swirl. 
1
1TFORA 
1YEARI 
D One Sweet 'Whirled.. Ciaramel & coffee ice creams with marshmallow @caramel swirls@ coffee flavored fudge chips. D Southern Peach,,. Peach ice cream with chunks of peaches. 
Mail or bring this ballot in to your local Ben & Jerry's scoop shop and 
enter to win! On March 14th we'll draw a lucky winner to receive 
free ice cream for a year! 
I. 
. 
lt'l what'a lmkle that c:ounh! 
Oviedo Marketplace Mall 
Scoop Shops 
407-977-0444 
HERE'S HOW YOU CAN REACH ME IF I WIN: 
Name _________________ ~ 
State __ Zip ____ Phone ____ _ 
No plJl'Chase necessary. Sweepstakes ends 3/14/02, see official rules at 
all participating Ben 6P Jerry's Scoop Shop locations. Open to all legal 
U.S. residents. Void where prohibit.ed. Void in C'.anada. 
CBen Ii? Jerry's Homemade Holdlng.s, Inc. 2002. 
NEW LINE CINEMA 
An AOL Time Warner Company 
P~a. 
FREE ADVANCE SCREENING 
oJ 
UNIVERSITY OF CENTRAL FLORIDA 
~ Cape Florida Ballroom 
9:00 PM Wednesday 
March 6, 2002 
FREE ADMISSION 
while passes last* 
INFO?: call 823-6471 • http://osa.ucf.edu 
* Funded by the Activity and Service Fee as 
allocated by the Student Government 
Association. Passes available in the Student 
Union, Room 208, Student Activities. 
Passes required. Seating is limited and not guaranteed. 
Please arrive early. 
ID required. No one under the age of 17 will be admitted without 
parent or legal guardian. 
Presented in association with Campus Activities Board. 
• 
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CHUCK SHEPHERD 
UNIVERSAL PRESS SYNDICATE 
Lead stories 
• Afghanistan's national sport, 
"buzkashi" (teams of horsemen battling 
over a goat carcass in a game without 
many subtle rules), attracted worldwide 
attention when it was restored in 
September after years of suppression by 
the Taliban. However. also attracting 
attention, according to a February Boston 
Globe story, is Colombia's indigenous 
national sport of "tejo," a horseshoes-
type game in which a block of mud con-
taining four small powdered charges 
comprises a target and the players lob 
tejos (resembling large paperweights) to 
trigger explosions that eventually sink 
the target into the mud. (Points are 
scored off the number of explosions and 
where the tejo lands.) According to the 
Globe, the game's popularity stems large-
ly from pre-game drinking. 
• Board-certified Kansas City, Mo .. 
psychiatrist· (and University of Kansas 
School of Medicine graduate) Dr. Donald 
Hinton told reporters in February that 
"Elvis Aron Presley, the entertainer 
(whom) everybody believes died in 1977." 
is alive and that Hinton has been treating 
him for migraine headaches, among 
other things, for five years. Hinton, 35, 
said he has several items from Presley 
containing his DNA and absolutely denied 
that he's running a scam (even though he 
is listed as co-author, with Presley, of a 
slow-selling book of what purport to be 
letters from Elvis to his fans). An Elvis 
Presley Enterprises offiCial was unfazed, 
insisting that Elvis is still "in the garden 
(at Graceland)." 
Profitable excretions 
• Last summer. Hindu nationalists 
in India began marketing "Gift of the 
Cow" bovine urine, touted as a cure for a 
wide range of human ailments, from obe-
sity to cancer. And the head of Thailand's 
energy policy office announced in 
January that following successes in turn-
ing pig dung into gas (a project that 
caught the attention of the Toshiba Corp., 
which is planning to build the technolo-
gy into its construction projects in 
Guangdong Province, China), the office 
would begin also using human excrement 
from the country's prison population. 
And a Newcastle University (England) pro-
fessor announced in February that he had 
devised a method to de-pollute water 
running from contaminated tin and silver 
mines in Bolivia by treating it in a com-
post bed of llama droppings to absorb 
the poisons. 
Weird workplaces 
• Greg Carpenter, 25, started 
Nitpickers last year in Wichita, Kan., to 
comb the head lice out of infested 
schoolchildren at $35 each (even though 
a thorough job might take more than 
two hours). Children who have been sent 
home from school for head lice (2,800 in 
Spraying urine (vs. a straight stream); the 
lack of a visible penile vein; the looseness 
of the light underside of the foreskin; 
and the darkness of a male's knees, are 
all evidence that the male is not a virgin. 
said a leader of the pro-testing move-
ment. 
the city's schools last year) cannot get · The ungourmets 
back in until they are nitless. and In January, police in Fort Pierce. 
Carpenter guarantees they will be. Fla., arrested Diana D. Hill and Bonnie 
• In January, Hiroaki Kushioka. 55, Marie Roberts and charged them with 
finally filed a lawsuit against Tonami shoplifting 18 cans of Spam Lite from a 
Transportation in Toyama, Japan, figur- Winn-Dixie store. Also in January, hotels 
ing that his rights had somehow been in Scotland announced that part of their 
violated in that the company has basi- big "Romantic Scotland" marketing cam-
cally shunned him for 27 years over a paign would be "Hot 'n' Horny Devil 
whistleblowing incident. Since 1974, Haggis" with chili and Cajun spices, as 
Kushioka has been given almost no potentially an aphrodisiac. (As. has been 
work, and no promotion. and little con- mentioned several times in News of the 
tact with anyone at the remote training Weird, haggis is one of the least appetiz-
site the company assigned him to. ing foods on the planet typically being a 
Although he still draws his salary, pudding of sheep organs, suet and oat-
Kushioka figures similarly qualified col- meal. boiled in a cow's stomach.) 
leagues have earned about $250,000 
more than he over the years. 
• Zulu traditionalists in KwaZulu 
Natal province, South Africa, who have 
routinely tested females for virginity, are 
trying to create jobs for men to virgini-
ty-test other males by performing any of 
several unconventional procedures. 
Science fair 
• In a December story, Toronto's 
National Post reported on the group of 
scientists whose lives are spent research-
ing mucus, which they say is underrated 
in importance because of the stigma over 
expelled secretions. For instance, a cer-
tain "mucin" appears to block the body's 
mechanism to fight a cancer cell, and if 
the mucin can be eliminated, so may the 
cancer. The researchers also want people 
to know that it is not dangerous to con-
sume one's own mucus (even boogers). 
• Among the newest nonlethal mil-
itary weapons (developed by San 
Antonio's Southwest Research Institute) is 
a spray-on. whitish gel (dubbed 'banana 
peel in a can") that is super-slippery and 
which the Marine Corps believes can be 
used to coat the ground to keep crowds 
from advancing on embassies or military 
bases. In tests, volunteers ·attempted in 
vain to· walk across a lawn sprayed with 
the slime, and in fact had they not been 
safety-harnessed during the tests, many 
would have broken bones. 
People different from us 
Rich,1rd Mccaslin. 37. was arrested 
inside the Bohemian Grove retreat north 
of Santa .Rosa, Calif., in January, dressed 
in body .armor and combat fatigues and 
heavily armed. He said he had heard on 
an Austin, Texas, radio show that 
· retreaters (who. in the past have includ-
ed such luminaries as Henry Kissinger 
and former President George Bush and 
whose male-bonding exercises have 
drawn protests from women's groups and 
conspiracy theorists) were engaging in 
child abuse and human sacrifice and that 
he intended to put a stop to it. 
Authorities (who said they had utterly no 
evidence of abuses at Bohemian Grove) 
said Mccaslin spent a year scoping out 
the area and amassing his weapons and 
had painted "Phantom Patriot" on his 
chest in preparation for the assault. 
PIZZA IS SO 
FIVE MINUTES 
AGO ••• 
Are you free on sundae? Today, it's gourmet salads and hearty stacked sandwiches at 
Crispers. We're the healthy, Then make a date '1Vith your FREE 
ice cream dessert at Crispers. 
Ju~t show us your valid student ID card, and we'll give you a 
FREE milk shake or sundae with the purchase of a gourmet 
salad over $4.00 or hearty stacked sandwich. Check out the 
rich flavors of Crispers own Extremely Premium ice cream ... 
free for nothing, any day of the week. 
If you have a current: UCF student: card, 
'1Ve'll shake you up! 
Free shake or sundae with main di.sh· purchase and UCF student card offer good March 6 - March 19. 
Limit one per customer per visit, please. 
WWW.CRISPERS.COM 
GRAND OPENING! 
436 & UNIVERSITY 
391 SOUTH SEMORAN 
WINTER PARK 
ph ( 407) 6 7.3-4100 
MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM 
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM 
GRAND OPENING! 
WATERFORD LAKES 
557 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL 
ORLANDO 
ph (407) 482-4727 
MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM 
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM 
SUN. I I AM - 8 PM 
WE'RE RIGHT AROUND THE CORNER! .. 
Crispers is now open at 436 & University and Alafya Trail, whi_ch means d~licious, h~althy food 1s rrght around 
h d "t's £ast' Plus we're opening more new Jocatrons all the time. Eat m ... take out ... whatever. t e corner ... an 1 ,, • , 
Just visit us today, and you can tell your Mom you're eating right! . 
delicious quick alternative to fast 
food ... now in Orlando with new 
locations opening all the time. 
All our gourmet salads, tempting 
soups, and stacked sandwiches 
'con all kinds of special breads) are 
made fresh every single day. 
And our desserts are absolutely 
' outrageous ... Extremely Premium ice 
cream, creamy cheesecakes, rich 
layer cakes, cookies, and brownies. 
Crisp~ cool salads ·are a lot 
more fun than soggy cold pizza. 
Give us a try. 
REGAL 10 
WATERFORD THEATRES 
\c~7 OI3il ALA FA YA 
t >-I-Ill ca a:: Cl N w ..., 
> 
z 
:::> \c~::;7 
436 SEMORAN BLVD. 
Jones' work spanned· some 70 years 
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and ~epe le Pew and, oh yeah, 
some bunny named Bugs. 
In the 90s, Steven 
Spielberg helped to re-tool the 
old gang for the series "Tiny 
Toon Adventures," featuring 
Bugs Bunny, Daffy and Elmer 
Fudd, among others, as profes-
sors of Acme University, men-
toring pupils Buster and Babs 
Bunny, Plucky Duck and 
Montana Max. The follow up 
to this were shows like 
"Animaniacs" and "The 
Adventures of Pinky and the 
Brain." Though hilarious and 
written well, they paled in 
comparison to the originals. 
Comparing Jones' cre-
toonists, are vaguely remem-
bered by name. 
But how many Disney's 
"Silly Symphonies" 
can you remember 
A tribute 
by title? Can you pick out as 
many cool Hanna Barbera 
characters as you can Looney 
Tunes? 
Bugs Bunny and company 
stick out in our minds when 
we think of great cartoons. 
Chuck Jones helped put them 
there. 
So long, Doc. 
Columnist Christie Zizo can be 
reached at entertainment@ucffuture.com 
Cartoon Network has a tribute to Jones on their website: 
www.cartoonnetwork.com/tv/chuckjones.html 
ations to today's cartoons, it is _ __,_. 
Skeptics can 
easily refute 
'sightings' 
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yesterday's funeral home. 
Or the footsteps heard 
outside of the courthouse 
door be~ong to "Frank" 
the dead guard. That was 
just the problem with 
these Ghost Tours, it was 
all talk, no show. 
5) Ah, the pictures. 
Unsuspecting tour goers 
with little light trails 
around them, or an image 
of a little girl in a win-
dow. (Her name was 
Emily) Pictures are fun, 
can't help but wonder jf 
they just used one of 
those damn disposable 
cameras, never know 
what will develop from 
them. 
All in all, the Ghost 
Tours was just short of a 
disappointment. Don't be 
mistaken, though, the dis-
appointment didn't come 
from the location, or the 
stories or the lack of 
enthusiasm and interest 
of the guide; it simply 
cam~ from the lack of 
ghosts present. 
Aside from the above 
facts, the Ghost Tours are 
worth the trip. The guide 
is friendly and very 
knowledgeable and pas-
sionate about what he 
does. And just the idea 
that maybe, just maybe a 
so-called ghost will 
appear, is enough for a 
skeptic to give it a 
chance. 
Y OUf Next Step 
in College 
Living at UCF. 
~night's Krossing 
• 
Knight's Court 
UCF AFFILIATED HOUSING 
414 from $475 ~··················~ 412 from $425 • Mention this Ad • 3/3 from $490 • • from $510 • • 212 Type A 212 from $545 • and·Yo·ur • 2/2 Type B from $535 • • 
• • 
• Application Fee • 407 .380.5807 • • 407 .384.6800 • 
. is WAIVED! • • • • • 
12440 Golden Knight Circle • *Offer good through April 4, 2002 • 2635 College Knight Court 
• 888.999.6955 ................... , 888.999.1580 
www _collegepark.org/ucf 
I 
' 
March 6, 2002 • www. UCP,{uture. com 
'Vampire D' flawed but enjoyable 
RANDY HARRIS 
STAFF WRITER 
After enjoying a limited the-
atrical run for almost a year, the 
animated movie Vampire Hunter 
D: Bloodlust had finally come to 
DVD. As any fan of anime can 
probably discern, the film is a 
sequel to the popular 1985 
Japanese anime Vampire Hunter 
1). Needless to say it has· been 
quite a while since the original 
which leaves one wondering 
whether or not the filmmakers 
captured the spirit of the first film. 
Bloodlust is not a sequel in 
the traditional form. Usually 
sequels involve at least some ele-
ments of the original film. In this 
case, the only key figure brought 
over is the character D himself 
(and his talking hand, more on 
that later). Other than that, none of 
the events from the earlier film are 
mentioned. 
In addition to possessing an 
easily pronounceable name, D is 
also a hybrid, meaning that his 
father was a vampire and mother 
was a human (think Blade). Due 
to this · he has a sort of grudge 
against the "children of the night" 
and is now hired gun for those 
who want to eliminate vampires. 
Set in the distant future, 
Bloodlust' s plot revolves around 
such a mission. D is hired by a 
man to rescue his daughter from 
the clutches of the vampire Meier 
Link (cue Legend of Zelda 
music ... oh wait). It seems that 
Link is madly in love_ with the girl 
and wishes to make her his "bride 
of darkness" (cool huh?). This of 
course means that the couple will 
. produce little half-vampires like 
D, a fact that adds a personal ele-
ment D's mission. However, the 
vampire hunter also has some 
competition in the form of a vam-
pire hunter squad called the 
Marcus Brothers (cue Mario Bros. 
music ... .I did it again!). The story 
unfolds as both D and his compe-
tition close in on Link in order to 
rescue the girl and earn some mad 
cheddar from her rich father. 
Here we go. Alright, let's start 
with the technical aspects. The 
animation in this movie is out-
standing. It has clear colors but at 
the same time is murky enough to 
give the viewer a sense of atmos-
phere. The animation is probably 
on par with Princess Mononoke, 
and that is saying a lot considering 
"Princess" is one of the best look-
ing anime films in recent years. 
The landscapes in Vampire Hunter 
D, just like Princess Mononoke, 
are particularly impressive. 
Instead of rolling hills and forests, 
Bloodlust instead has dark castles, 
ruins, and deserts. Needless to say, 
the world is vibrant and detailed 
enough to convince the viewer 
that D's universe actually exists. 
Or at least it is pretty effective for 
the about one hour, forty-five 
minute running time. 
The meat of any film is the 
story, and unfortunately Vampire 
Hunter D: Bloodlust disappoints 
in many areas. The movie intro-
duces several subplots that are 
very poorly developed. The most 
prominent of these is the reason 
why "Bloodlust" is in the title in 
the first place. The same goes with 
characters that are introduced and 
then given the deep':'six almost 
immediately. 
' Another flaw is that D is just 
not that interesting of a character. 
He wanders around, occasionally 
killing demons/undead, and occa-
sionally says something. He is just 
· boring and lacks any personality 
that would make the viewer root 
for him. The other supporting 
characters like the Marcus Bros. 
are much more interesting, and 
ironically enough they seem to get 
more screen time then D. 
The most interesting part of 
the story has to be the romance 
between Meier Link and Leila 
(the human "hostage"). 
Unfortunately, the viewer doesn't 
really get a glimpse into this until 
very late in the film which even 
then is sorely underdeveloped. 
This statement pretty much sums 
up the entire movie. It seems like 
all the elements were there for it to 
be good, but either due to 
mediocre writing or bad pacing (a 
little of both actually), the movie 
either drags or feels incredibly 
rushed. 
All of this would be forgiv-
able if there were some great 
action scenes, but unfortunately. 
the several scenes are ultimately 
forgettable. No drawn-out, climat-
ic battles ever occur. Usually D 
just disposes of his foe rather 
quickly and that is that. In one par-
ticular scene there isn't even a 
fight. All of the sudden the bad 
guy is standing there with a mortal 
wound and we see D nearby and 
realize that our hero just killed 
him. Either demons are a lot easi-
er to kill then one would expect, or 
the filmmakers focused just a little 
too much on all the characters in 
the story and not enough on the 
action. 
At any rate, while the above 
review may make the movie 
sound horrible, in reality it isn't 
that bad. I was just extremely dis-
appointed with it. The original 
Vampire Hunter D, while 
extremely dated and possessing · 
many of it own story problems, 
did have some good action scenes. 
This on the other hand is too much 
of a moody film. If the filmmakers 
wanted to make something 
thought-provoking like Akira or 
Princess Mononoke they should 
have gone with that. On the other 
hand, if they wanted to do some-
thing with more action like Ninja 
Scroll then that would have been a 
different way to go. As Vampire 
Hunter D: Bloodlust stands now 
however, it is somewhere in the 
middle, a film that doesn't know 
what it wants to be. 
In summary, Vampire Hunter 
D: Bloodlust is certainly a tech-
nical achievement. Unfortunately 
the story leaves much to be 
desired. Nevertheless it is worth 
checking out if one is a fan of 
anime, vampire movies, or liked 
the original film. Other than that, 
look for you animated action kicks 
elsewhere with movies like Ninja 
Scroll or any other hentai ... oops I 
mean ... manga-based movies. 
· Is a safi • rellab e dependable rl e hom 
nts for any rrs.ky _or thl"lCltaten ng slluatlo;n. 
Harsh weather 
cuts golf 
tournament short 
FROM PAGE B-24 
Charleston Southern by a com-
bined score of 30-4, but they ran 
into another speed bump when 
they traveled to East Carolina 
over the weekend. 
The Golden Knights were 
shut out by preseason All-
American pitcher Sam Narron 
on Friday. 
Softball 
The sky has not been too 
friendly to the softball team of 
late. The Golden Knights have 
not played a game since Feb. 16 
when they beat Gardner-Webb 
and Western Kentucky. Their 
home opener against Florida 
A&M was rained out on Feb. 22 
and last weekend's tournament 
in Charleston was rained out 
before UCF could play any 
games. 
In other news, pitcher 
Dottie Cupp apparently did not 
want to be outdone by her catch-
er Lindsay Bush, who was the 
first player to hit the scoreboard. 
According to Coach Renee 
Gillispie in practice Cupp 
smashed the ball over the bat-
ter's eye in center field. It 
appears the natives are getting 
restless and they want to play 
real games, which they will get a 
chance to do this week when 
they come home to try again at a 
home opener. 
Track and field 
The track and field team 
opened its outdoor season over 
the weekend and three Golden 
Knights picked up first-place 
finishes. 
LaTrica Firby won the 
triple jump, Jamie Pew won the 
javelin throw and Kristen 
Newsome picked up the top spot 
in the pole vault. 
Tennis 
The women's team beat 
conference-rival Stetson, but fell 
to No. 33 TCU and No. 37 
Oklahoma, while the men's 
team easily defeated Barry 
University. The men's team also 
entered the national rankings for 
the first time this season at No. 
75. 
Golf 
The men's team finished six 
at the LSU Spring Invitational, 
which was cut to just 18 holes 
because of a combination of 
rain, freezing temperatures, 
strong winds and snow. The 
women's team competed 
Monday and Tuesday at Tulane. 
Crew 
The women's rowing team 
won ·the Metro Cup, defeating 
Rollins College on Saturday. 
Both varsity eight boats won, 
along with the novice eight. 
To get involved in Intramural 
Sports, visit imsports.ucf.edu! 
JULIE REEVES 
CONTRIBUTING WRITER 
Soccer championships 
awarded in the rain 
The Haz Beens beat Sigma Chi on a 
last-second "golden goal" in overtime to win 
the competitive championship in an instant 
classic. A Haz Beens comer kick forced the 
game into overtime, and they dramatically 
scored as time was running out to win 3-2. 
The P-Stars blanked the Wildcats 4-0 
for the women's championship. Scoring the 
four goals for the P-Stars were Shann 
Donato, Allison Quarless and Colleen 
McGinnis. 
Pitch Black outscored the Criminals 4-0 
to win the recreational tournament. Justin 
Hertz, Eric Sierra, Daniel Castorani and 
Ryan Orth scored goals for Pitch Black. 
The frenzy has concluded 
After five weeks of top-10 polls, the 
time has come to find out who is really No. 
1. Top-seeded Triple Threat held its title with 
a 24-20 victory over unranked Truth Be Told 
for the competitive championship. Seventh-
ranked Sistas with Game beat fifth-ranked 
Zeta Tau Alpha 17-13 to win the women's 
crown. The High Flyers, ranked ninth, beat 
fifth-ranked Delta Upsilon in 'the recreational 
final. 
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Men's tennis team 
breaks into poll 
The UCF men's tennis team 
made its first appearance in the 
national rankings on Feb. 27 at 
No. 75. Last season the team 
peaked at No. 58, its highest 
ranking ever. 
Barry no match for 
men's tennis 
The Knights met Barry 
University at home Saturday. 
They now enjoy an overall 
record of 8-2 as UCF easily 
defeated Barry 4-0. 
In doubles play, UCF con-
vincingly took the No. 2 and No. 
3 matches. Gabriel Strangberg 
and Augusto Sanabria won 8-0 
while Simon Jaeger and Adam 
Kanaan won 8-2. After clinching 
the important doubles point, both 
teams opted to quit the No. 1 
match unfinished because the 
doubles point had already been 
decided. 
At the end of the day, it was a 
pair of fre~hmen and a sophomore 
who were standing tall for UCF. 
By winning their singles matches, 
UCF had the necessary points to 
win the match. Paul Ramy 
improved to 11-3 this year with a 
6-2, 6-3 victory at No. 6. Jaeger 
won the No. 4 match 6-2, 6-1 as 
sophomore Antonio Sierra got his 
Spring Break 2002. 
Get the College PrePaid Phone Card 
so you can tell them all about it. 
. This Spring Break, keep in touch with the 
College PrePaid Phone. Card. It's virtual - so buy it online 
and get it online. It's that convenient. Recharge your 
minutes anytime, and best of all there's no gimmicks! 
>- No expiration date 
>- No hitjde~ fees or set-up charges* 
>- No monthly fee 
>- Domestic and International calls 
>- Flat per-minute rates* 
>- Rechargeable anytime 
Get your PrePaid card online at 
a tt.com/ college/ springbreak 
----ATs.T 
*There will be a surcharge on all calls made from pay phones. Minutes are based on U.S. domestic calling. 
International flat rates are higher than U.S. domestic flat rates, differ according to destination called, and. are subject to 
change. Rates may be higher for calls made to international mobile phones. Call times are billed in one-minute increments. 
Cards are not returnable or exchangeable. You should make every reasonable effort to safeguard your College PrePaid 
Phone Card and PIN number from unauthorized use. You will be responsible for lost or stolen cards. Service provided by 
SmarTalk. Recharge minutes may have different rates, which are available by calling Customer Service. For rates and 
surcharges, call Customer Service 24 hours a day, 7 days a week, at 1-800-361-4470. Complaints not resolved to your 
satisfaction may be directed to the state regulatory agency where card was purchased.© 2002 SmarTalk. All Rights Reserved. 
second career victory in the No. 
3 spot. The remaining singles 
matches were not finished as the 
match. had already been decid-
ed. 
"It has been nice to have a 
few matches at home and we 
have played well with different 
guys stepping it up \\'.hen need-
ed," UCF Coach Bobby 
Cashman said. "That is what 
being a team is all about and we 
will have to keep playing that 
way with our next five matches 
being on the road. Campbell and 
Pacific are tough teams and then 
we have our west coast swing 
over spring break. The guys are 
excited though, and we look for-
ward to playing some good ten-
nis.'~ 
Women's team falls again 
to a ranked opponent 
The women's tennis team 
fell to No. 37 Oklahoma on 
Sunday 5-2. It was the Golden 
Knights fourth loss and third to 
a nationally ranked opponent. 
Anna Westin and Marieke 
Gunawan picked up singles vic-
tories to give the Golden 
Knights their two pojnts. 
No. 33 TCU too much for 
UCF to handle 
The UCF women's tennis 
team spent Saturday in Fort 
Worth, Texas, where it met one 
of the best teams in the country. 
TCU was ranked No. 33 and 
proved to be the better team as it 
gave UCF its third loss of the 
season in a 4-0 blowout. 
The match was forced 
indoors due to the cold and 
snowy conditions. The Golden 
_Knights began the afternoon by 
losing the doubles point 8-3, 8-
5. The third match was not fin-
ished. Although the doubles 
point was lost, UCF showed 
well against a team that has the 
No. 24- and No. 48-ranked dou-
bles teams in the nation. 
Losing the doubles point 
was just the beginning as UCF 
lost the No.), 3 and 5 matches. 
Kristina Lohmos' undefeated 
streak came to an end with her 
6-3, 6-4 loss to TCU's Rosa 
Perez. Julie Pecastaing did not 
finish her match leaving her still · 
undefeated. UCF is a mere 1-3 
this season when losing the 
important doubles point. 
"TCU is a very tough 
team," Allison said. "We have to 
move on to tomorrow's match 
against Oklahoma and try and 
come home with a win. 
Hopefully we can start the day 
off right tomorrow by winning 
the doubles." 
UCF women smash 
the Hatters 
The women's tennis team 
continued its road trip Thursday. 
The Knights met rival Stetson in 
an important A-Sun battle. UCF 
went into the match with a per-
fect conference record of 2-0. 
UCF began the day on a 
good note, sweeping all three 
matches in doubles play. UCF's · 
Julie Pecastaing added yet 
another singles win to her 
already impressive 8-0 record. 
She got the latest victory in the 
No. 4 match 6-0, 6-0. 
It didn't take long for UCF 
to demolish Stetson in the 
remaining singles matches. The 
Golden Knights lost just one 
point out of five other matches. 
Emmanuelle Sauze, Marieke 
Gunawan, Sona Moravkova and 
Amira Samara all earned victo-
ries for UCF. 
·"It was a good win for two 
reasons," Coach Patricia Allison 
said. We are still undefeated in 
the conference with this victory 
and one of our goals was to 
bring the conference champi-
onship back to UCF." 
Men's and women's 
upcoming matches 
UCF men play Pacific in 
Tampa on Sunday as its second 
of five consecutive road match-
es. The women will play Tulsa 
on Monday at UCF before hit-
ting the road to face Old 
Dominion and Richmond on 
March 14 and 15. 
Youth equals success 
FROM PAGE B-16 
there are normally three drivers to a team. Each driver races until 
the fuel runs out, which can take anywhere from 30 minutes to an 
hour and a half, according to Jeannette. When the fuel runs low 
the driver makes a pit stop, where the car is refueled, the tires are 
changed and the drivers switch out. 
At Sebring, Jeannette will team up with Wayne Jackson and 
a third driver who has not been determined yet. 
Last year Jeannette's goal was to become a driver on a facto-
ry team. He made a big step toward that goal when Panoz signed 
him as a test driver. Next year he hopes to move up to the' driver 
in full-time season. 
For his career Jeannette wants to win Le Mans overall. He 
wants to win the 24 hours of Daytona, the 12 Hours of Sebring 
and the 24 Hours of Le Mans. He finished third in his class at the 
Daytona race in February, so he'll have to wait until next year to 
win that one. He said he hopes it will only take him one year to 
win Sebring and Le Mans. 
The 19-year-old has finished four of the six 24-hour races he 
has entered. 
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U CF meets 12 Hours of Sebring 
Gunnar Jeannette 
left UCF to race 
professionally 
KRISTY SHONKA 
STAFF WRITER 
He started racing sports cars when he 
was 17. came to UCF when he was 18, 
stuck around for a semester, but a bout 
with mononucleosis solidified his future 
as a sports car driver and put his college 
educa~ion on hold. 
In 2000 Gunnar Jeannette became the 
youngest person ever to finish the 24 
Hours of Le Mans race at just 18 years 
and 33 days old. 
Now he ·s 19 and will be racing at the 
12 Hours of Sebring on March 16. 
Jeannette came to UCF to major in 
motor sports engineering, but he said he 
fell behind in his first semester because he 
missed classes for races. He came down 
with mono and decided to take the spring 
2001 semester off, but planned on going 
back to school in the fall. 
But that's when racing picked up for 
Jeannette so he decided to take the fall 
semester off too. When Panoz Motor 
Sports signed him to be its test driver for 
2002, Jeannette decided put college on 
SPECIAL TO THE FUTURE 
Gunnar Jeannette became the youngest driver to finish the 24 Hours of Le Mans in 2000. He 
was 18 years and 33 days old. 
hold and take advantage of the opportuni-
ty he was given. 
"It came to a point where I had to 
choose between racing and school and I 
knew I wasn't always going to have this 
racing opportunity and I could always go 
back to school," Jeannette said. "This is 
what sort of won out." 
Jeannette did not begin his career the 
same way most sports car drivers do. Even 
though he grew up around the sport, 
Jeannette did not start racing until he was 
17. His father, Kevin Jeannette, started 
Gunnar Porsche Racing in 1978. 
He said that most sports car racers 
begin racing go-karts when they are 9 or 
10 and continue until they are 16 or 17 
when they move to cars. It only took 
Jeannette about a year and a half to turn 
pro after he started racing. 
"From the get-go I didn't have as 
. much experience as other people," he 
said. 
A lack of experience doesn't seem to 
have hurt him so far. 
"Lately I've been asked to drive bet-
ter cars for better teams and have finished 
second at the 24 Hours at Le Mans and 
won a race in GTS," Jeannette added. 
"I'm finishing more and more on the 
podium." 
Jeannette said the draw to racing is 
the speed. 
"The speed's great," he said. "It's a 
good thrill. It's a tremendous challenge to 
be pushing the car and yourself to the lim-
its and to be competing with other people 
who are doing exactly the same thing. 
Going whe~l to wheel at 190-200 mph is 
definitely a thrill." 
He said that while sports car racing 
was the type of racing available to him, 
the true appeal is, "I like turning left and 
right." 
Jeannette was going to be driving for 
Panoz Motor Sports at Sebring, but it sold 
a customer car to a customer of his 
father's and he said that part of that deal 
was for him to drive that car. He said he 
hopes to finish· first of the privateers. 
He will be driving a Panoz LMP-1, 
which he described as a "big, loud, noisy, 
open cockpit, flashy car." He has never 
raced in this car before, but has done some 
testing and said he's had some good track 
time in it. 
The pressure, Jeannette said, is on 
because this is his first race in the top pro-
totype class. 
"Going in there's going to be a pretty 
significant amount of pressure," he said. 
"It's definitely going to be different. But 
I'm pretty sure that I'm prepared and 
ready to take this on." 
In the 12-hour and 24-hour races 
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Disappointing end to 
great careers 
JOE MANZO 
STAFF WRITER 
Friday's loss ended UCF's 
season and in the process ended 
seniors Paul Reed and Jason 
Thornton's careers. 
"After guys have been here 
three, four or five years, it's tough 
to see them leave," UCF Coach 
Kirk Speraw said. 'They have 
done a great job for us." 
UCF made it to the semifi-
nals of the Atlantic Sun 
Tournament this year, and Reed 
and Thornton were a big reason 
why. 
After transferring from Old 
Dominion in 1998, Reed has 
been arguably UCF's best player. 
Last year, Reed led UCF in points 
(14 per game), rebounds (7.4), 
blocks (56 total) and steals (37). 
This year, Reed again led the 
team in points per game (14), 
rebounds (9), blocks ( 40) and was 
second on the team in steals (39). 
His nine rebounds a game ranked 
first in the Atlantic Sun. 
"Paul had a very good senior 
year," Speraw said. "He 
improved in a lot of areas and 
stepped up." 
Reed, an Orlando native, 
will now pursue a professional 
basketball career. 
Helping Reed for the last 
three 'years was Jason Thornton. 
He has forced the defenders to 
come out and guard hi;1Il at the 
three-point line, opening up the 
middle. The fifth-year senior is 
the most proficient· three-point 
shooter in UCF history. He holds 
the school records for three point-
ers made in a game, a season and 
his career. 
In the 1999-2000 season; 
Thornton hit 49.5 percent of his 
threes, second best in the country. 
He was awarded the Abe 
Lemmons Award for the nations 
best three-point shooter that year. 
Thornton has 220 career threes, 
45 more then D'Quarius Stewart 
and Harry Kennedy. 
Against South Carolina 
State on Nov. 19, 1999, he went 
6-for-6 from three, which is also a 
school record. This year, 
Thornton tied with teammate Ray 
Abellard for the Atlantic Sun lead 
in three-point percentage, and fin-
ished the season just five points 
shy of 1,000 for his career. 
"Jason is one of the best 
shooters going," Speraw said. 
''He really has showed a lot of 
leadership this year. He's always 
played smart defense. He was in a 
different role this year with Stevie 
and Joey's emergence. He accept-
ed that without any reservation 
and I'm really proud of the way 
he handled his senior year and 
what he's given this program." 
Thornton is getting married 
this summer and will pursue a 
career in computers. Thornton 
already has his bachelor's degree. 
The only other senior on the 
team is center Evandro Moretti. 
Moretti opened the season as the 
starting center, but lost a spot in 
the rotation. The San Paulo, . 
Brazil native played two years at 
UCF after transferring from 
Arizona Western College. In 
1996, Moretti led his team to a 
national championship in Brazil. 
He is majoring in management 
information systems. 
Firby, Pew, Newsome all 
winners at Jacksonville 
CHARVI MAGDAONG 
STAFF WRITER 
UCF's track and field team 
opened up its outdoor season 
with strong showings by LaTrica 
Firby, Jamie Pew and Kristen 
Newsome at the Jacksonville 
University Opener on Saturday, 
Firby leaped 38 feet, 6.75 
inches in the triple jump earning 
the event title. She also took fifth 
in the long jump with the mark of 
17-8. Sophomore Lynnsey Hicks 
placed ahead of Firby in the long 
jump at 17-8.25. 
Another event winner for 
UCF, Pew threw 121 feet, 6 inch-
es in the javelin. She also placed 
· fourth in the 100-meter :tmrdles. 
In the pole vault event, the mark 
of 10 feet earned Newsome a first 
place finish. Emily Pugh took 
second place in the 400-meter 
hurdles with the time of 1 :04.37 
The Golden Knights had a 
couple of third place finishes with 
Valery Martinez's t:in)e of2: 18.45 
in the 800-meter run and Erica 
Garcia in the 100-meter dash. 
Garcia ran for the time of 12.26. 
Coach Marcia Mansur-
Wentworth said, " I'm really 
excited about this part of the sea-
son and getting everybody to 
compete. I'm looking for positive 
performances." 
In the last indoor competi-
tion for UCF, Firby placed third 
in the Nike Fast Times Meet in 
Gainesville on Thursday. She 
leaped to a mark of 38.075, 
falling behind UF' s Yolanda 
Thompson and Troy State's 
Sherion Taylor. Firby was the 
only UCF track and field member 
to compete. Mansur-Wentworth 
said that she thought it was best 
for the athletes to concentrate on 
school instead of traveling to 
Gainesville. 
The next event for the 
Golden Knights takes place at the 
Wide World of Sports Complex 
for the Disney Relays March 15 
and 16. 
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George Cox tied the UCF record for RBI with eight f eb. 26 against 
Charleston Southern. 
TOM ALEXANDER 
STAFF WRITER 
UCF drops second of day 
to complete sweep 
The Knights posted eight 
hits in Sunday's second game 
but were no match for East 
Carolina as they lost 7-3 to 
complete E~U's sweep of the 
weekend series. ECU began the 
scoring in the first inning when 
freshman Darryl Lawhorn, who 
hit four home runs in the three-
game series, scored from sec-
ond on a single to right field. 
UCF began to mount their 
comeback in the fourth inning 
when Clay Timpner hit an RBI 
single to center field, scoring 
Ty Hanson, who had doubled 
down the left field line. The 
Knights continued their offen-
sive frustration, however, wbeµ 
they stranded two men on base 
in that same inning. 
The seventh inning saw 
another small rally for the 
Knights when freshman Clay 
Timpner led off with a solo 
home run to right field, his 
third of the year. Timpner cur-
rently leads the team or is tied 
for the team lead in six offen-
sive categories including bat-
ting average, hits, triples, slug-
ging percentage, home runs 
and total bases. 
Blaine Schulte, who start-
ed in left field for the Knights, 
followed with the first triple of 
his career and scored on a Bo 
Hall single to center field. 
Schulte was 3-for-3 in the third 
game with two singles, a triple 
and a walk. UCF looks to 
remain undefeated at home 
when they return to action 
Thursday against Vanderbilt at 
Jay Bergman Field. The game 
is scheduled to start at 7 p.m. 
Knights lose a soggy 
one 
The Golden Knights game 
against East Carolina on 
Saturday was suspended due to 
rain in the top of the sixth 
inning with one out and one 
runner on. When it was contin-
ued on Sunday amidst on-and-
off showers, any chance of a 
UCF uprising was quelled 
quickly when the first batter of 
the continuation grounded into 
an inning-ending double play. 
The Pirates of East 
Carolina tacked on an insur-
ance run in the seventh to make 
the score 7-1. UCF answered 
back with a small rally in the 
top of the eighth when the first 
tWo batters reached base on 
singles, and were driven in by 
freshman Matt Fox's first colle-
giate home run, a three-run 
shot that landed over the right 
field wall. The Knights could 
not muster up any more offense 
against ECU's, as' only one 
more UCF batter reached base 
and the Knights fell 7-4. 
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CHRIS BERNHARDT 
STAFF WRITER 
Golden Knights finish 
regular season with 
two wins 
After a disappointing loss at 
hand of Stetson last weekend, 
UCF ·game back with two road 
wins. 
UCF ended its regular sea-
son Saturday with a 72-62 defeat 
of Jacksonville State. 
Unlike the Samford game on 
Thursday, UCF started out hot 
and JSU cold. Lanetr.a Cooks hit 
a three at 9:50 to spark a 19-9 run 
and the Golden Knights took a 
36-25 lead into the intermission. 
For the period they shot 50 per-
cent, including 3-of-6 from the 
behind the arc. The Gamecocks 
shot just 22 percent from the 
field. 
The Golden Knights contin-
ued to control the game in the 
second half. JSU cut the lead to 
six with a three by Freddricka 
Embry at 6:49. The Gamecocks 
again closed to within six again 
three minutes later, but UCF 
used a 10-6 run to. end the game. 
Cooks hit 6-of-8 three point-
ers. for a career-high 28 points. 
Erin Paige and Ali Roberts had 
13 and 10 each. Leading the 
Gamecocks was Embry and 
Shanika Freeman with 23 apiece. 
UCF finished the regular 
season at 17-12 and with the two 
wins, both again Atlantic-Sun 
rivals, went 13-7 in the confer-
ence. 
The Golden Knights went to 
Samford on Thursday and came 
out with a 63-60 victory. 
Prospects looked dim for the 
Golden Knights early, as Morgan 
Vickery hit a three-pointer that 
sparked a 20-12 Bulldogs run. 
Samford shot 48 percent in 
the first half, compared to just 39 
by UCF, and took a 34-28 half-
time lead. 
The Bulldogs continued to 
keep UCF at bay, going up 50-42 
on a three by Lindsey Harris at 
10:27. The Golden Knights made 
a 6-0 run, but again Harris hit a 
three that gave Samford a 53-48 
lead. 
UCF fir.ally got it to one on 
back-to-back baskets by Kristy 
Colligan and Paige, and took a 
55-54 lead when Cooks nailed ·a 
sho"t from behind the arc. 
Samford took a 60-59 advantage 
into the final minute, but a 
jumper by Cooks and two free 
throws by Jessica Scala sealed 
the win. 
Paige finished with a game 
high 22 points. Scala chipped in 
with 11, while Ali Roberts had 
10. Noot Pittman paced the 
Bulldogs with 19. 
Ready for the Hatters 
Though they finished tied 
for the second best conference 
record, the Golden Knights will 
get the fourth seed in the upcom-
ing A-Sun championship tourna-
ment by virtue of a tiebreaker. 
They face Stetson on Thursday, 
the same team that beat them in 
the tournament last season. 
Despite that and their two regu-
lar-season losses to the Hatters, 
the Golden Knights remain con-
fident. 
"If you ask our kids if we . 
played Stetson p.ght now again 
we'd win, they'd say yes," UCF 
Coach Gail Striegler said after 
the last Stetson game. "I have no 
doubt that they would cause they 
believe that." 
Around the A-Sun 
Yolisha Jackson of 
Jacksonville was named Player 
of the Week. She averaged 20 
points in two games. 
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U CF grad returns to racing roots 
KRISTY SHONKA 
STAFF WRITER 
He graduated from UCF 
in 1981, he thinks. He 
majored in accounting. He 
likes to brag that he had 3.54 
GPA when he graduated; 
enough, he thought, to gradu-
ate magna cumme laude. 
It turned out that while 
he had enough hours to grad-
uate from UCF after transfer-
ring from the University of 
Florida, he was just three 
hours short of the require-
ment to graduate with honors. 
R~ndy Pobst describes 
himself as unorganized and 
not a very good planner. 
While these vices may have 
kept him from graduating 
with the coveted honors and 
remembering exactly when 
he graduated, they have not 
hindered his career, which he 
realizes has nothing to do 
with his chosen major. 
Pobst is a sports car driv-
er, one of the best drivers in 
Le Mans and American Le 
Mans GT racing. And he 
hopes to be racing March 16 
at the 12 Hours of Sebring 
race. 
If Pobst cannot find a 
team to race with before the 
Sebring race he said he wiH 
go down there race weekend 
and "troll the paddock" look-
ing for a ride. It will not be 
the first time he! s gone to a 
race without a car, and it may 
not be the last. It's expensive 
to be a racecar driver and 
when the economy is down, it 
is difficult to find sufficient 
sponsorship. 
The last two years Pobst 
has finished second in his · 
class at Sebring, both times 
in Porsche cars. He had a 
potential ride in another 
Porsche, but that fell through 
about two weeks ago. 
Pobst got his start at 
Sebring. His first road race 
was at the 12 Hours of 
Sebring in 1985 and he fin-
ished an amazing second. 
"I think I could've won 
that race if I really believed I 
could have," he said. 
Instead Pobst was in awe. 
''Here I was in m~ first 
race ever and I'm racing 
along with these guys I've 
been reading about in maga-
zines," he said. 
Sebring was his first road 
race, but Pobst had already 
been driving competitively 
for years. He began in 
autocross, which he 
described as being similar to 
slalom skiing, but in a car. He 
said it is timed, but you did 
not race wheel to wheel. 
Pobst said he did not 
grow up dreaming of being a 
racecar driver. He said it was-
n't until he began autocross 
that he thought of himself as 
a racer. 
"Like any man, I thought 
I could drive," he said. 
He won eight national 
championships in autocross 
before he made the transition 
to road racing. 
"I knew how to drive, but 
I didn't know how to race," 
he said. "Racing is very, very 
different because you have 
the car-to-car competition on 
the track. There's so much 
strategy and understanding of 
the dynamics of traffic on a 
racetrack. It is a completely 
different sport, but driving is 
still driving so I had that 
part." 
Pobst said he chose road 
racing over drag racing and 
oval-track racing because of 
the variety of the tracks. 
"They've got all kinds of 
different corners," he said. 
"They turn left and right. 
Every track is really, really 
different. I enjoy that kind of 
driving. You use the whole 
car. There's a whole lot of 
shifting, a whole lot of break-
ing." 
Last year Pobst said he 
accomplished one of his 
major career goals when he 
signed a factory contract with 
Porsche. He said this was 
unusual because Porsche usu-
ally does not hire Americans 
it hires Germans. 
He does not have a con-
tract this year, but Pobst said 
this busines.s is much like 
show business in that it's all 
about who you know and 
what kind of connections you 
have. 
"I've always been in a 
position where all I had to 
offer a team was my driving 
talent and sparkling personal-
ity," he said, only half joking. 
·In the Grand American 
series, which is sanctioned by 
NASCAR, Pobst and his co-
driver of three years Kim 
Hiskey have both shown their 
driving talent. Pobst said they 
won three races last year. 
Hiskey is not the first 
woman Pabst has raced with. 
He met his wife, Linda, at the 
first race he drove in. Both 
were drivers, but there was 
no romantic involvement at 
the start. That wasn't until a 
few years later and they both 
happened to be driving the 
sarp.e kind of car, which led 
them to riding to races 
together, which led to the 
romantic involvement. After 
they were married Pobst said 
they teamed up as a husband 
and wife team for two years. 
One of the issues that has 
been a topic of debate in the 
more visible NASCAR has 
been the use of safety 
devices, specifically HANS, 
the head and neck restraint. 
While Pobst stressed the 
importance of always wear-
ing your seatbelt, he tried to 
dodge the question of why he 
does not wear the HANS 
device. · 
Once he finally answered, 
he. pleaded stupidity. 
"A lot of racers are not that 
involved in safety equipment 
because we do not expect to 
crash," he said. "But we see it 
all around us. I think there's a 
kind of optimism, a faith in one-
self, a poorly developed sur-
vival instinct in racers. Because 
we're willing to take so much 
risk, we're not as necessarily 
interested in safety require-
ments." 
Road racers may have a 
new outlook on safety devices 
after last weekend's Nextel 250 
in Homestead, where Jeff 
Clinton, 38, was killed in prac-
tice when his car turned side-
ways in Turn 1 and he barrel-
rolled into the gravel trap. It is 
unknown whether he was wear-
ing the head-and-neck restraint, 
according to The Associated 
Press. He left behind two sons, 
a 3-year-old and a 5-year-old. 
Student Government Senate Allocations 
2/1/02 to 2/28/02 
:Z/1/0:Z to :Z/28102 
Bill# Organization Name Purpose Amount 
.C & 0 - Travel 
R34-20 ACDA Southern Division Convention, 2/28-3/2/02 $900.00 
R34-25 ST Athletic Trainer Assn Professional meeting, 3/15-3/17/02 $1,000.00 
R34-29 Institute of Industrial Engineers IIE stdt. Regional conf.,2/7-2/10/02 $996.00 
R34-31 Pre-Med AMSA Med-school conf., 2/9-2/10/02 $600.00 
R34-32 Kappa Kappa Psi SED convention, 3/3-3/10/02 $1,000.00 
R34-35 Radiologic Sciences St Org Seminar & educators conf., 3/2-3/5/02 $500.00 
R34-37 Tau Beta Sigma Southeast district convention, 3/8-3/10/02 · $500.00 
R34-38 St Personnel Assn NASPA conf., 3/2-3/6/02 $800.00 
R34-39 Soc ofWomens Engineers 2002 regional conf., 3/22-3/24/02 $840.00 
R34-40 Am Soc of Mechanical Engineers Regional student conf., 4/1-4/6/02 $500.00 
R34-41 Amateur Radio Club Dayton Hamvention $500.00 
R34-42 Am Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Southeast regional conf., 4/3-4/6/02 $400.00 
SB34-07 Am Soc of Civil Engineers ASCE SE Regional Conf., 4/4-4/6/02 $5,130.00 
SB34-18 Forensic Science Assn National Convention, 2/13-2/16/02 $1,350.00 
SB34-21 Physical Education Majors conf. VETOED by SUlt. Body President $0.00 
SB34-22 United Nations Assn-UCF Conference, 3/26-3/30/~2 $2,657.39 
·SB34-24 Soc of Automotive Engineers Mini-Baja competitions $3,453.00 
SB34-25 Alpha Kappa Psi Conference, 2/22-2/24/02 $1,932.77 
Sb34-26 Alpha Phi Sigma Annual conf., 3/5-3/9/02 $1,649.00 
SB34-29 Soc of Hispanic ProfEngineers Nat'! Technical & Career Conf., 2/6-2/9/02 $3,075.00 
Total C & 0-Travel $27,783.16 
2128102 Your Club's Registration Status must be updated before you can use your fundin2 
Bill# Organization Name Purpose Amount 
C & 0 - Office Supplies 
.. 
A0075 Wrestling Club Office supplies $149.72 
A0077 SCEC-Brev (St Council for Exceptional Childre Office supplies $150.00 
A0078 BACCHUS Office supplies ~~~ $150.00 A0080 Alpha Phi Omega Office supplies $114.76 
A0081 Soc ofWomens Engineers Office supplies 
" 
$100.00 
A0082 Am Soc of Mechanical Engineers Office supplies $150.00 
A0083 Amateur Radio Club Office Office $150.00 
Total C & 0 - Office Supplies $964.48 
2/28/02 Your Club's Registration Status must be updated before you can use your funcli.ng 
Bill# Organization Name Purpose Amount 
C& 0-Travel 
R34-20 ACDA Southern Division Convention, 2/28-3/2/02 $900.00 
R34-25 ST Athletic Trainer Assn Professional meeting, 3/15-3/17/02 $1,000.00 
R34-29 Institute of Industrial Engineers IIE stdt. Regional conf.,2/7-2/10/02 $996.00 
R34-31 Pre-Med AMSA Med-school conf., 2/9-2/10/02 $600.00 
R34-32 Kappa Kappa Psi SED convention, 3/3-3/10/02 $1,000.00 
R34-35 Radiologic Sciences St Org Seminar & educators conf., 3/2-3/5/02 $500.00 
R34-37 Tau Beta Sigma Southeast district convention, 3/8-3/10/02 $500.00 
R34-38 St Personnel Assn NASPA conf., 3/2-3/6/02 $800.00 
R34-39 Soc ofWomens Engineers 2002 regional conf., 3/22-3/24/02 $840.00 
R34-40 Am Soc of Mechanical Engineers Regional student conf., 4/1-4/6/02 $500.00 
R34-41 Amateur Radio Club Dayton Hamvention $500.00 
R34-42 Am Institute of Aeronautics and Astronautics Southeast regional conf., 4/3-4/6/02 $400.00 
SB34-07 Am Soc of Civil Engineers ASCE SE Regional Conf., 4/4-4/6/02 $5,130.00 
SB34-18 Forensic Science Assn National Convention, 2/13-2/16/02 $1,350.00 
SB34-21 Physical Education Majors conf. VETOED by SUlt. Body President $0.00 
SB34-22 United Nations Assn-UCF Conference, 3/26-3/30/02 $2,657.39 
SB34-24 Soc of Automotive Engineers Mini-Baja competitions $3,453.00 . 
SB34-25 Alpha Kappa Psi Conference, 2/22-2/24/02 $1,932.77 
Sb34-26 Alpha Phi Sigma Annual conf., 3/5-3/9/02 $1,649.00 
SB34-29 Soc of Hispanic Prof Engineers Nat'] Technical & Career Conf., 2/6-2/9/02 $3,075.00 
Total C & 0-Travel $27,783.16 
2{}.8/02 Your Club's Registration Status must be updated before you can use your funding 
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FAU earns the right to dance 
FROM PAGE B-24 
GSU and FAU went back and forth 
throughout the final game. The lead 
changed hands 13 times. FAU's eight-
point lead early in the first half was the 
largest either team had in the game. 
After two free throws from GSU 
guard Lamont Mcintosh with about four 
minutes remaining gave GSU a 70-68 
lead, FAU went on a 7-0 run, capped off 
by an Ernest Crumbley three with 1 :29 
left. GSU countered with a 5-0 run, 
tying the game when tournament MVP 
Thomas Terrell made one of his two free 
throws with 37 seconds remaining. FAU 
drained the clock and with less then 10 
seconds left, Crumbley drove into the 
lane and dished the ball to center Robert 
Williams, who was fouled while 
attempting a shot from inside the paint. 
Williams made his second free throw. 
GSU's last chance was an off-balanced 
Mcintosh shot that hit the back iron. 
GSU, last year's tournament cham-
pions, came in this year as the No. 1 
seed and heavily favored. Florida 
Atlantic, the third seed, had never won 
the conference tournament and was 
picked by the conference coaches in the 
preseason to finish 10th. The Owls beat 
Jacksonville and Jacksonville State to 
get to the finals. GSU beat UCF and 
Belmont. 
Last year, FAU finished 7-21. The 
year before that, coach Sidney Green's 
first, the Owls were 2-28. 
"The players bought into our sys-
tem,'' Green said. "They believed in us 
as coaches. We all remember where this 
program was two years ago. It was a big 
hill to climb. We knew how hard it was 
going to be but we stayed with it. The 
players on this team are quality individ-
uals and they earned this." 
FAU will now wait until the NCAA 
Tournament seeding comes out. The 
Owls will likely be seeded either 15 or 
16. Possible first round opponents 
include: Duke, Kansas, Maryland, 
Cincinnati, Gonzaga, Pittsburgh, 
Alabama and Florida. Last year, 
Georgia State won its first round game. 
It would take a huge upset for the A-Sun 
Champion to win one this year. 
UCF's second-round loss was the 
first by the tournament's host since 
1996 when Stetson lost. The Golden 
Knights led for just 31 seconds in the 
game after Paul Reed scored to make 
the game 56-55 with 12 minutes 
remaining in the second half. After a 
GSU three, UCF tied the game at 58. 
GSU then went on a 12-0 run that start-
ed with two threes and finished UCF's 
season. 
"I'm very proud of our kids because 
of the way they came out in the second 
half,'' UCF Coach Kirk Speraw said. 
"They fought their way back into the 
ball game and even took the lead." 
Each team had several runs 
throughout the game. GSU's runs put 
them up big and UCF's made it close 
again. GSU finished the game on a 27-8 
run. 
Each UCF starter scored less than 
they average. Reed reached double fig-
ures with 14 points and a team-high 
eight rebounds. Reserves Al Miller and 
Ed Dotson provided most of the offense. 
Dotson had 17 points on 7-of-11 shoot-
ing and had a block and three steals. 
Miller had eight points, three assists, 
four rebounds and just one turnover. 
Marius Boyd, UCF's starting power 
forward, could not see out of his 
swollen left eye because of an accident 
at his frat house. Boyd played just six 
minutes. The Graham brothers scored 
just seven points each. Abellard went 1-
for-10 from the floor and had just three 
points. 
"[Abellard] didn't shoot very well," 
Speraw said. "Stephen [Graham] didn't 
shoot very well. We_ only shot 36 per-
cent as a team. You'll have a hard time 
beating anybody when you shoot only 
36 percent." 
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The biggest problem for the Golden 
Knights was their inability to stop 
Terrell. The A-Sun Player of the Year 
had 30 points, 14 rebounds, four assists, 
two blocks and two steals while playing 
the whole game. 
"He's an outstanding player," 
Speraw said about Terrell. "It's hard to 
stop him. We didn't contain him as well 
as we hf1d hoped." 
In the first round of the tournament, 
UCF beat Samford 74-84 in a game that 
was not as close as the score would 
indicate. UCF led by double figures the 
final 19: 31 of the second half. Joey 
Graham had 20 points and six rebounds. 
Stephen Graham had 14 and five. Ray 
Abellard went 4-for-5 from three, 
scored .15 points and had five assists. 
Dotson had a game-high eight rebounds 
and 10 points. 
Seventh-seeded J acksoiiville State 
provided the only other upset in the 
tournament, beating second-seeded 
Tory State 69-62 in the opening game of 
the tournament. 
None of UCF's players received 
first team all-conference honors, 
Abellard and Reed were both named to 
the second team. GSU's Ben Campbell 
and Mcintosh made the all-tournament 
first team afong with FAU's Raheim 
Brown, Jeff Cowans and Crumbley. 
Your Community 
Sports Retailer 
• Fully furnished spacious 
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Other Floorpfans Available 
FREE HIGH SPEED INTERNET ACCESS 
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At The Corner Of Red Bug Lake Rd And Tuskawilla Rd. 
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Tight race means it's 
anyone's tournament 
FROM PAGE B-24 
defense (.416). They beat their 
opponents by an average of 7.7 
points. 
Georgia State opens up 
against No. 8-seed Troy State, 
who it swept during the seasori 
winning 72-59 in Troy on Jan. 21 
and 68-63 at home Feb. 9. If 
UCF beats Stetson in the first 
round, the Golden Knights will 
take on the Lady Panthers in the 
semifinals. The teams split the 
season series, each winning on 
its home court. GSU won 71-67 
on Jan. 26, while UCF won 54-
50 on Feb. 4. The Orlando win 
came after UCF trailed 29-18 at 
the half. The Golden Knights 
held Rogers to five points in the 
game and freshman Ali Roberts 
had career-highs with 18 points 
and 12 rebounds. 
No. 2: Florida Atlantic- The 
Owls finished the season 15-13 
overall and 13-7 in the confer-
ence. Junior forward Tamica 
Pierce leads the team and is third 
in the A-Sun in scoring with 16.9 
points a game. Senior 
forward/center Kristy Halvorsen 
leads the team in rebounds (8.2) 
and blocks (1.41). Senior guard 
Chantale Jones is second in . the 
conference is assists ( 4.42), third 
in steals (2. 71) and second in 
assist to turnover ratio (1.16). 
The Owls have the most profi-
cient offense in the conference, 
averaging 78.1 points a game. 
But they have to score that many 
points because they rank last in 
scoring defense, allowing 77. 7 
points a game. 
FAU faces seventh-seeded 
Campbell to open the tourna-
ment. The Ow ls swept the 
Camels during the season, with a 
68-67 win at Campbell on Jan. 
26 and 70-66 win at home on 
Feb. 4. The Golden Knights and 
the Owls split the series. UCF 
won at FAU 89-69 on Jan. 9 and 
the Owls won in Orlando 79-72 
on Jan. 30. The Orlando game 
was a tale of two halves. The 
Owls outscored the Knights 47-
29 in the first period, but UCF 
came back to outscore Florida 
Atlantic 43-32 in the second 
period. UCF cut the lead to four 
with 24 seconds left, but com-
mitted two late fouls that resulted 
in three made free throws and the 
win for the Owls. Both FAU and 
UCF would have to make the 
championship game in order to 
play each other. 
No. 3: Belmont-The Bruins 
went 19-9 overall and 13-7 in the 
A-Sun in their first season in a 
Di vision I conference. They 
began the season strong and did 
not suffer their first conference 
loss until a 72-70 loss to Florida 
Atlantic on Jan. 19. Senior for-
ward Candice Mitchell leads the 
team in scoring with 15.6 points 
a game. Freshman guard Erica 
Davenport averages 10.9 points a 
game and is in the top five in the 
conference in four categories. 
She's first in steals (3.73), sec-
ond in three-point field goals a 
game (2), third in assist to 
turnover ratio (1.12) and fifth in 
assists (3.85). Belmont leads the 
conference in assists (17 .50), 
steals (14.2), turnover margin 
( +6.65), assist to turnover ratio 
(0.97), three-point field goals a 
game (7.23) and scoring margin 
(+8.9). 
The Bruins play sixth-seed-
ed Mercer for the right to 
advance to the semifinals. 
Belmont defeated the Bears at 
home 79-70 on Jan. 3. At Mercer, 
the Bruins lost 78-71 on Feb. 23. 
Belmont and UCF split the 
series, each team winning on the 
road. The Bruins won 76-61 on 
Jan. 21 and the Golden Knights 
won 87-86 in overtime on Feb. 9. 
UCF and Belmont will play each 
other only if they both make the 
championship game. 
PLEASE SEE UCF ON B-23 
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No one told you the hardest part of being an engineer would be finding 
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UCF faces Stetson in the first round 
FROM PAGE B-22 
No. 4: UCF- The Golden 
Knights finished the season 18-11 
overall and 13-7 in the conference. 
Junior college transfer Jessica 
Scala and freshman Ali Roberts 
have led a resurgence in UCF's 
women's basketball program. Last 
year the Golden Knights finished 
7-8 in the A-Sun and just 10-18 
overall. They are in the top five in 
10 of the 15 conference statistical 
categories. They lead the confer-
ence in blocks (4.75), tirr'"ee-point 
field goal percentage (.370) and 
field goal percentage defense 
(.381). Roberts leads the team and 
the conference in blocks with 2.5 a 
game. Scala leads the conference 
in three-point field goal percentage 
(.449) and leads the team in assists 
(3.93) and steals (2.14). 
The Golden Knights must get 
past Stetson for a chance at an 
automatic bid to the NCAA 
Tournament. The Hatters are the 
only A-Sun team to sweep UCF 
this season and they knocked the 
Knights out of the tournament last 
season. At Stetson on Jan. 3 UCF 
lost 60-48, in a game marred by 
turnovers. UCF came closer on its 
home court, losing 60-55 on Feb. 
23. Something about Stetson 
brings out the worst in UCF, but 
Jessica Scala 
leads the 
conference in 
three-point field 
goal percentage 
(.449). 
JOE KALEITA I 
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after the home loss the Golden 
Knights were confident third game 
would be theirs. 
No. 5: Stetson- The Hatters 
finished 14-13 overall and 12-8 in 
the A-Sun. Senior forward Amy 
White leads Stetson averaging 
12.3 points and 6.6 rebounds a 
game. Senior Kaisa Tuure is sec-
ond in the conference in blocks 
with 1.58. The team ranks in the 
middle of the conference in most 
statistical categories, but is second 
in offensive rebounds (16.08) and 
three-point field percentage 
defense (.292). 
No. 6: Mercer- The Bears fin-
ished 15-12 overall and 12-8 in the 
conference. Senior forward Tracy 
Henry leads the team in scoring 
with 11.6 points and rebounding 
with seven a game. Junior forward 
April Dyer averages 11.3 points a 
game and shoots 51.1 percent from 
the floor. The Bears were the only 
team to sweep Georgia State this 
season. They finished third in the 
A-Sun in steals (12.73), turnover 
margin ( +2.27) and offensive 
rebounds (14.88) . 
If UCF makes it to the cham-
pionship game it could play 
Mercer. The Golden Knights swept 
the Bears during the season with a 
69-65 win at home on Jan. 12 and 
a 73-56 win at Mercer on Feb. 16. 
No. 7: Campbell-The Camels 
finished 13-14 overall and 11-9 in 
the conference. Last season's regu-
lar season champions finished sub-
.500 for the first time since the 
1995-96 season when they finished 
with the same overall record. The 
Camels are still led by last year's 
Player of the Year April Cromartie, 
who leads the conference in scor-
ing ( 17 .2) and is second in 
rebounding (9.2) and field goal 
percentage (.593). The team is first 
in the A-Sun in scoring defense 
only allowing 64.5 points a game, 
but the Camels only score 64.2 
points a game. 
The Golden Knights could 
face the Camels if both advance to 
the championship game. The 
teams split the season series. UCF 
won on its home court 58-51 on 
Feb. 2 and Campbell won 76-75 at 
home Jan. 24. 
No. 8: Troy State- The Lady 
Trojans finished the season 11-16 
overall and 10-10 in the confer-
ence. This year's host earned the 
final spot in the tournament. Junior 
guard Chaquita Alexander leads 
the team in scoring (14.2) and 
three-point field goal percentage 
( 420) and leads the conference in 
three-point field goals a game 
(2.23). Sophomore center Thea 
Herring is second on the team in 
scoring (13.9) and leads the team 
in rebounding (8.6) and blocks 
(1.5). She leads the conference in 
field goal percentage, hitting 62.4 
percent of her shots. 
If Troy State pulls off an upset 
of Georgia State, it could meet 
UCF in the semifinals. The Lady 
Trojans only beat three of the other 
seven teams in the tournament. 
They swept Stetson and split with 
UCF and Belmont. 
Jacksonville State (8-19, 7-
13), Jacksonville (4-23, 3-17) and 
Samford (3-24, 2-1.8) failed to 
make the tournament. 
Imagine Yourself Here ... 
• • • Jn The Dungeon! 
UCF's on-campus 40,000 seat football stadium 
Real college football atmosphere! 
Convenient for student attendance 
This would be our house! 
UCF keeps all parking revenue 
UCF keeps all concession revenue 
UCF keeps all luxury box revenue 
UCF keeps all stadium advertising revenue 
Show recruits a true commitment to excellence 
Inspire new Golden Knight traditions 
Tell us what you think. 
An on campus stadium IS possible! Together we can make it happen. 
Internet: www.ucfstadium.org Email: ucfstadium@yahoo.com 
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The march to madness. 
UCF ties for second, earns No. 4 seed 
KRISTY SHONKA 
STAFF WRITER 
The women's basketball regular season has 
come to a close in the Atlantic Sun and it was a 
tight race to the fmish. Georgia State won the reg-
ular season title, which as its men's team found out 
this weekend means nothing if you do not win the 
tournament. Three times finished in a tie for the 
second best record, two tied for the third best 
record and the fmal two teams finished one game 
apart. 
The top eight teams make the tournament, 
which begins Thursday in Troy, Ala., and the win-
ner of the tournament receives an automatic bid to 
the NCAA Tournament. Here is a look at each 
team. 
No. 1: Georgia State- The Lady Panthers fm-
ished the regular season 18-9 overall and 14-6 in 
the A-Sun, and are the defending tournament 
champions. Junior forward/center Evita Rogers 
leads the team and is second in the conference in 
scoring with 17 points a game. She's sixth in the 
conference in rebounding with 7 .5. The Lady 
Panthers lead the conference in field goal percent-
age (.439), but rank eighth in field goal percentage 
PLEASE SEE Tight ON B-22 
March sadness for . Knights 
JOE KALETTA I CFF 
Josh Bodden is one of seven 
returning players who saw 
significant time this season. 
The men's basketball 
team fell to Georgia 
State, ending its 
, hopes of a bid to the 
NCAA Tournament 
JOE MANZO 
STAFF WRITER 
The UCF men's basket-
• ball team's season ended 
Friday night with an 82-64 
loss to Georgia State in the 
semifinals of the Atlantic Sun 
Tournament, which UCF host-
ed. Georgia State then lost 76-
75 to Florida Atlantic in dra-
matic fashion in the champi-
onship game on ESPN 
Saturday, giving FAU an auto-
matic bid to the NCAA 
Tournament. 
PLEASE SEE FAU ON B-21 
COMMENTARY 
KRISTY SHONKA 
STAFF WRITER 
Covering 
the bases 
Women's basketball 
The Golden Knights finished 
the regular season with wins over 
Jacksonville State and Samford, 
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the ninth and 11th place teams in " 
the conference. 
. Marvelous Washington, the 
team's leading scorer, hurt her foot 
and sat out both games. She did 
participate in practice Friday, so 
she may have just been held out 
for precautionary reasons. Without 
Washington, UCF only has eight 
players. The Golden :knights will 
need Washington this weekend 
when they head to Troy, Ala., for 
the Atlantic Sun Tournament. 
If they play the level of bas-
ketball they're capable of and not 
to the level of their opponent, the 
Knights can win the tournament, 
which would earn them an auto-
matic bid to the NCAA 
Tournament, their first since the 
1998-99 season. 
Men's basketball 
The men's basketball team 
fell short of the goal it shared with 
the women's team, to win the A-
Sun Tournament. The Knights beat 
Samford in the first round, but fell 
to Georgia State in the semifinals. 
Coach Kirk Speraw said after 
the GSU game that he is looking 
forward to next season. He has to 
make it to next season first though. 
Speraw's contract expires in May 
and it has not been announced yet 
whether UCF will give him a new 
contract. 
Last season's 8-23 record put 
Speraw's job in question, but he 
turned the team around this season 
and it finished with a 17-12 record. 
Next season's team should be bet-
ter with more experienced and 
UCF only lost one starter from this 
year, Paul Reed. 
The Golden Knights should 
be able to win the conference next 
year, as the_ top three finishers this 
season will be hit hard with the 
loss of seniors, including the A-
Sun Player of the Year and tourna-
ment MVP Thomas Terrel of 
Georgia State. 
Baseball 
It appeared the baseball team 
broke out its slump last week 
when the Golden Knights pounded 
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